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PORTLAND DAILY PRESS.
"

11

Established June 23, 1S02.
THE PORTLAND DAILY PRESS is published
Streot,
every day, (Sunday exempted,>at 82 Exchange
Portland, N. A. Poster, Proprietor.
in
advance.
Terms : -Eight Dollar? a year

puUjshodat

THE MAINE STATE PRESS, is
placs every Thursday morning at
advance.

same

the

week

hi'

space, in

o!

$1.00; continualii" IhreeTnsertions,
first week, 50 cents.

everv Other to after
three insertions or lees, 75 cents; one
Halt
week alter.
week, $ LOO; 50 cents per
per square
Under beid of “Amusements," *2.00
or less, $1.50.
cer week three insertions
first inser“Special Notices,” *1.25 per square
intion and 26 ct«. lier square tor each subsequent
sertion; null a square, *1.00 first insertion, 16 ctt.
each subsequent insertion.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Phess” (which has a large circulation In every parof the State) tor *1.00 )>er square for first insertion*
and 50 cents per square tor each subsequent inser-

stoic,
■

•
tion
exet3r* JOB PRINTING, of every description,
cuted with dispatch; and all business ]jerlatiun(f to
tliu OUli o or Paper promptly transacted on appliedlion as above.

Business
A.

of and Dealers

in

FURNACES, RANGES,
Cooking, Office and Parlor Stoves,
Oft'

WORKERS

Aud

Grocery and Fishermen’s Outfitting Business.
LUTHEE DANA,
LUTHEE \V. DANA,
FRANK J. DANA,
fe22tf

Portland, Feb. 14, 1866.

name

&

N. A. FOSTER

Jan.

W.

order.

Retail

the

of

City

HAS

BUSINESS !

No. 12 Willow Street,

At

Where lie hopes that by strict attention he may be
£ivo ed with the patronage of their former customers.

He would also respectfully invite all others wishing Bread to give him a coll, as no pains will be
spared to till all orders for Bread with neatnets and

aiipatcU.
Portland, Dec 12,1845.

DEALERS

CO.,

IX

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL,
Cor. of Milk aid Lime S«».,
S. K. HILTON,
)
J. P. PEBKINS,
PORTLAND, ME.
j
HILTON,

)

lebl d3m

t ^“1'roducu Sold on Commission.

Jan ID—dtf

•

RUSS ELL BARBOUR is admitted a xhember
of our firm trom Feb. 1st, 1868.
J. & C. J. BARBOUR.

Feb 9—dim

AND WHOLESALE DEALERS IN

Co til,

DRIED APPLES, Ac.

Portland, Me.
—

Special attention paid to consignments of all kinds
sep20dlyr

JIENRY P. WORCESTER,

CommissionfcForwarding Merchant
Office—No. 12

Campbell’s Wharf,
Norfolk, Va.

Clark Road A Co. Portland Me.

no28ddm

FEENY,

BOSS &

PLASTERERS,
PLAIN AND ORNAMENTAL

STU000 AND MASTIC)

WORKERS,

Oak Street, between, Congress and Free Sts.,

White and Bed Ash Coal.
These Coals are oi the very best quality, and warranted to give satisfaction.
Also, GOO cords ol best quality of HARD
SOFT WOOD, which we will sell at the very
lowest price and deliver it to any part oi the city at
short notice.
E3T*Give us a call and try us.

White

Attorneys

and Counsellors at

Office in Middle Street,

l1.'°v*£EsAwea“Y’ }
any of the

Departments.

entrusted
ol Claims,
de20tf

DAVIS, ME8ERVE, HASKELL A

00.v

Importer, and Jobbert 0)

Dry

Goods
18

Arcade
F.

and
Free

Woolens,
Street,

DAVIS,

J.

DOV8’ti5dtf

—

A.

DAVIS

&

04 MICHIGAN STREET,
DAYIB A cobby,
)
84 and 88 La Salle Street,!
Chicago, IU.
)

24—(jijin

Kidney Affections, and

PORTLAND CITY LAUNDRY,

a

N.

&

STURTEVANT,

GENERAL

Commission Merchants,
AVlduery** Whart,
Portland, Mi.

ocllOdd

many

other Diseases,

Stores of CltOSMAN & CO., and WHITTIER, and
will bo furnished dally, by the
quart or gallon, to
the inhabitants of Portland, at their houses.
Refers to Dr. E. Clark, J. B. Carroll, Esq M. G.
Palmer. Esq., J. A. Merrill, 0. K. Babb, and A. L.
Gllkey firm Bvrou Greenough & Co.
March 1st, 186C.—dtf

WILLIAM A. PEARCE,

PLUMBE R!
Force

Mattress Ticks.
Nov 4—dtf

ON

setting

Pumps

and Water

Closets,

International Hotel,

PORTLAND,

ME.

This

T7WERY description of Water Fixtures tor DwelJU ling Ileuses, Hotels, Public Buildings, Shops.
&c., arranged and set up in the best manner, and all
orders in town or country faithftilly executed. All
Kinds of JOBBING promptlv attended to. Constantly on hand LEAD PIPES, SHEET LEAD and BEER
PUMPS oi all descriptions.
aprOdtl

l>IANO

In

|3?~Prompt

most elegant

undersigned begs leave to anthat they are manufacturing and
tkcep constantly on hand
The

our

paid to all kinds of Jobbing

line.__iu24d3m
CHAS. J. SCHUMACHER,

Fresco and Banner

Painter,

NO. 144 MIDDLE STREET.
Portland. Maine.
Work executed in erery part ot the State.

Piano Fortes,
with all the modern improvements, which they can
sell as LOW as can be purchased elsewhere, oi the
quality. We have made arrangements, also, to
keep an assortment of New York and Boston Piano
Fortes, among which are
same

Steinway <£ Sons, of New York.
All Instrument* sold by us are warranted to give

satisfaction.
Pianos to b« let, and tuning done by experienced
CALVIN KDWARDS A CO.
Tuners.
March 8—dAwtt

Choice

No.

108 Middle Street,

PORTLAND,

Auz 2C—dt«

MAINE.

J,

fli.

FIGKETI,

Dealer

In

Photographic Goods,

mirrors and

Engravings.

Msnufseturer of Mirror A Floturs Frames,
No. 18 MARKET SQUARE,
Postlawd, Mb.

ImceMtf

KING &

DEXTER.

Successors to Chase, Littlefield & Co.,

Importers

of and

Dealers in all kinds ol

Hardware and

Window-Glass,

178 Middle and 118 Federal Ste.
Oct 2, ’68—d6u>
~

JOHN F.

ANDEliSOy,

SURVEYOR & CIVIL ENGINEER
1>

17

OFFICE, CODMAN BLOCK,
daw tf
Temp* Street

FORMERLY OF THE SKOWHEGAN HOUSE.

Hr, Brewster would be happy to meet hla old
Ihiends and the public generally.
dtf
Portlrnd, Feb. 2,186*1.,

NEW MOLASSES!
HHDS. PRIME
250
108 HHDS

NEW

GEORGE

Practise in

JOBBERS

L O

arrive and in store.

AD,
Also,

a

lot of

LA)WEST

And Gents’

Feb.

...

3.—dtf_No. 2 Galt Block.
.Not

a

Hotel.

Furnished and unfurnished rooms to let with good
board at No. 27 Willow Street.
People visiting Portland can have all the conveniences of a Hotel at much less prices, at a retired and
gen'cel place. Also permanent board tor Runilios and
gentlemen.
UT’Remember the place, opposite Wood's Hotel
felOdtf
corner ot Middle and Willow Sts.

Furnishing Goods!

Agents

for

EMPIRE SEWING MACHINES for
State of Maine.

M ndd 60 Middle St.,
Sept 7—dtf

XT IP

PORTLAND,

Boot. Shoe & Rubber Store,

H

EATON,

febij—d3w*_Central

Wharf.

White Oak Ship Timber.
N‘ H'Oak suitable for
«SVTVPStems, Transoms, Risers, Hooks, and Put
tocks’ Also 100 tons Plank stocks, best aualltv and
L, TAYLOR,
very long by
Jan 24—dt!
81 Commercial St.

or more

SMALL TENEMENT, suitable for a famRent moderate. Refer-

MA

ily of three persons.
ence at this office.

BELL'S

8AMI7KL.

price, at 353 Congress Street,

in which questions of Probate Law Lave been considered and determined, have been carefully collected
and cited J and the instructions as to the formal pro©ceilings have been prepared with the view of practically aiding the correct and safe discharge of the responsible'trusts to which they relate. This manual

indispensable

S. D. & H. W. Smith’s

to

Executors, Guardians, and

to all

AMERICAN ORGANS!

110 Washington St*, Boston*
Feb. 2C—eod3t.

U.

Marshal’s Sale.

S.

United States op America, 1
District ol Maine, ss.
)
to vend. expo, to me directed from the
Hon. AsliurWare, Judge ot the United States
District Court, within and for the District ot Maine,
I shall expose and offer for sale at public auction, to
the highest bidder therefor, the following
property
and merchandize, at the time and place within said
District as follows, viz
At the Custom House Building, on Fore street,
in Portland, on Thursday, the fifteenth day or
March next, at 11 oyclock A. M.

PURSUANT

Thirly-Xinc Thousand One Hundred and
Fifty Cigars.
The same having been decreed forfeit to the United
States, in the District Court for the said District of
Maine, and ordered to be sold, and the proceeds disposed of according to,law.
Dat ed at Portland, this twenty-eighth day of February, A. D. 1866.
CHARLES CLARK,
U. S. Marshal District of Maine.

FREE

HALL,

STREET.

SPRING

taught in a first class school.
ally
The services of Miss E. JONES

have been secured

Teacher of Pencil and Crayon Drawing, &c.
A limited number of Private Pupils in the higher
English branches, and in the Languages, will be attended to.
C. O. FILES, Principal,
P. O. Box 103,
28 Hanover Street.
as

Feb. 26—d3w*

Should be need

VERMIN.

by

all

Farmers

on

SHEEP, ANIMALS, and PLANTS.
If farmers and others cannot obtain this article ol
traders hi their vicinity, it will be forwarded free of
express charge by

Agt. South Down

23 Central

March 1—diwfm

do.

Wharf, BOSTON, MASS.

PRIME

Muscovado

Molasses!

Molasses, new crop;
superior article pr. Bark St.
) Jago, from Matanzas, tor sale by

CHASE, CRAM &STURTEV ANT,

Widgery Wharf.

Feb 27—dtf

STEAM

The

share of the

public

business.

CHARLES F. MONTLVE.
Portland, Feb. 10.—d2m*

Severn ecu— IT—First

1

Treasurers' Office.j
accordance with an ordinance of the City, a list
of all the tares assessed upon residents, amounting to TWENTY DOLLARS, and upwards, remain-

IN

on

Will

be published in

one

MARCH 8th,
of the daily papers of the

HENRY P. LORD, Treasurer.

March 2—dtd

WOOD !

EDWIN

B.

DEALER IN

AND

WOOD !

0031,

SOFT

198 Commercial
At the Office of Juno* H.
Febao—dJw*

WOOD,

Street,

Baker, Coal Dealer.

entitled to Stock in the Portland and

Rochester R. It. Co.,
ALL
requested to coll at the
No. 61
office of the
are

Middle St., and exCompany,
change their Bonds, Conpong, and Trustee’s Reol
for
certificates
Stock.
ceipts
LEWIS

Dec 4. 1S65.

WOOD t

■A

Green St.

persons

PIERCE,

Treasurer P. & R. R. R. Co.
dcSti

PERHAM &

KNIGHT,

Real Estate & Oil

Operators,

BOTH WELL, C. W.
HIRAM P. KNIGHT,
JOEL PERHAM. Jn.
Hotel.
American House,
Royal
rtf Communications may be addressed to Hiram
P. Knight, of tbs above firm, at Auburn, Me, for

thirty days.

feJTeodlm

were

First Premium awarded to the American Organs at
the Great New York State Agricultural Fair at
Rochester, September, 1804. over the whole catalogue
exhibited by tbe most celebrated makers.
THE AMERICAN ORGANS are the ONLY
REAL REED ORGANS now before the public. The
only Organ having a REVERBERATING SOUND
BOX or WIND CHEST—which has the same important part to perform as the Sounding Board has in a
Piano Forte (to give body and resonance of tone) and
without which the Organ becomes merely a Melodeon in an Organ Case.
The Americau Organs not only have the Wind-Chest or Sound-Box but have the
large Organ Bellows, giving power and great steadiness of tone.
These with their ertvefhe fine voicing
of the Reeds and perfecting ot the tone, make them
the MOST PERFECT ORGAN KNOWN. Then, in
fineness ot workmanship, finish of action, and case,
they excel all others. These great improvements
and superiority of tone and wormanship of the Amercan Organs place them in the front rank as the best
a

higher price

than any other reed in-

market. A careful examination ot
them, in comparison with others, will quickly show
their superiority.
Special attention is called to the style of the American Organ, No. 17, containing the Super-Octave
Coupler and Sub-Bass. FOR CHURCHES In want
of a powerful instrument, whose means are limited,
its price renders it very desirable.
strument in the

Every Orgaa i* Warranted
Satisfactory*

to

Prove

AMERICAN ORGANS all have the Reverb-

THE

are finished
erating
Box,
in the highest style of art, in Rosewood, Jet, Walnut,
and Oak finish, richly varnished and Polished, or in
smooth OH Finkh, forming elegant pieces of fttrnltnre
for the Parioror Boudoir; and the Oak and Walnut
especially adapted for Churches, Lecture and Lodge
or

Wind Chest, and

Rooms.
THE AMERICAN ORGANS are all finished with
our new PATENT
improvements, containing the
improved Knee Swell.Double Bellows,two Blow Pedals, and TRE VIOLO found in no other instrument.

New Styles of Cases,
and Highly Ornamented.
13?"“ Illustrated Cataloguer, containing cat. taken
from Photographs, shoving their relative size to each
other, sent free.
Sold only by
Richly Finished

STREET.

Brick TIouse and Lot, with Stable,
on

Cumberland

on

St.,

$4,600

Wooden House and Lot, with Stable, on
Cumberland St.,
$5,600
Wooden House and Lot, with Stable, on
Wilmot St.,
$4,000
Brick House on Oak St,,
$5,000
Brick House on Pearl St.,
$3,250
Also, some very desirable locations on Congress,
Free, Pine and Carleton Streets, from $9000 to $14,000, and several Houses and Lots on Middle Street,
from $4,000 to $15,000, together with several desirable Residences in Gorham,
Me., and adjacent to the
City on the line ol Railroad.
Feb 28—diw

Dr.

E.

&o.,

ARo well arranged Stable and outThe lot contain* So.ooo feet, and for beauty of location Runaurpaesed in till* ricinty.
Term eaay. For particulars enquire at
3M CoMgrest St.,

Julv25dtf

Portland. Me.

For

RIPLEY,

Veterinary Surgeon,
Office at H. L. TAYLOB & Coe Stable,

Property

and two in the City of Boston.
further particulars inquire of
E. WEBSTER « SON.

sea.

March 1—d2w*

Valuable Real Estate in Scarboro’
For Sale.
ACRES of Salt Marsh, in lots to suit pur200
Also

the Homestead Farm, containing .bout 125
very superior up-land, being the property recently owned by the late lion. Horatio Southgate.
Enquire of Seth Scammon on the premises, or
EZRA CARTER, Jr., Portland.
May 3—eodGt&wtf
acres

City Residence for Sale.
two-story house—seven rooms and good
cellar
kitchen—warmed by furnace, gas
throughout: hard and sott water. House sit-

tA

on Cumberland St., less than live minutes
walk from Post Office. Lot contains 4300 square teet,
which includes a garden. Terms $3,400: inquire oi

F. O.

PATTERSON, 83} Exchange St.,

with.n one week.

his whole attention to the treatment of Horses ana
other domesticated animals.
At his residence in Westbrook, (across Tukey*s
Bridge) may be found a good infirmary for the ac
comm odation of those who may wish to havo their
Horses under bk immediate attention.
All orders left at Ids Office, on Temple Street,
will be promptly ai tended to.
Portland. Jan. 16,1866.
fel5 T,Th&S3m*

Farm for Sale.
GOOD FARM of

on

Apply

eral.

Or, H.

C.

Railroad,

tl)6

Farm.

a

Cottage House and Stable, and about one

of Land, with Fruit Trees, Grapes, Strawberon South Street, Gorham
Village, within a
minutes walk from the Depot,—a very pleasant
situation, and will be sold at a bargain.
Apply at the Pro ate Office.

ries, &c.,
few

February

24,18CC._edlw&eod3w

FOR

SALE !

The Desirable Residence 51 Spring Street
Between High and Park Sta.
The House Is in good order, well
arranged
Heated by Furnace. PiDed for
SS;;; and convenient.
With an abundance of good
is in all respects a very desirable location.
Possession given tirst of Mareh. Terms reasonable.
Apply to
C> PROCTBB>
St™‘-

JjiilLoat.

wate^and

_Jan J

Important to Navigators.

H. C. TAYLOR’S new method of finding
the Longitude without tho aid of aChronemeter.
Every navigator should know it.
The method is
short and easily worked. Price two dollars. Address
P. O. Box 143, PorUmouth, N. H.

CAPT.

Feb2*-4lw*

cheap.

to

lib-

Terms

ROSCOE G. HARDING, Gorham,
BARNES, Portland.

Feb 27—dtt

FOR SALE!
DRY GOODS Stock and Stand for sale at agreat
For particulars inquire of
THRASHER & CO..
Feb 27-dtf
4 Free St. Block.

A bargain.

FOR

_S_A. L

El

HAND PRESS for Bale cheap
soon.
Site oi Platen 20x38.
in
inquire
person at, or address ly mail,
PRESS OFFICE, Portland, Me.
Feb 13—dtt

For Sale.
UNITED STATES PATENT BIGHT for
THE
MARSHALL'S IMPROVED ANCHOR.
For further
address

particulars enquire of, or
GEO. L. KIMBALL,
Firm

Nov. 11—dtf

of Stevens, Freemau Sc Co.

For Sale.
Stock and Fixtures of a long established
rpHE
A class
and Provision
now

Grocery

and

successful business
City. Apply to
290

one

first

Store,
doing a
best stands in the

of the

A. P.

Congress St, opposite

MORGAN,
the Preble House.

Feb 20.1866—dtf

For Sale.
THE Dwelling House and Land, for many
residence of the late Hon. J. C>
Bjjl
jmiClmrcliill, on Congress Street. Possesion giv-

dttgfy

en

years the

May

1st.

For terms «c., apply to
GEO. E. B. JACKSON, Ex'or,
Feb. 26—3wd*
196 Fore Street.

A

For Sale.
FIRST class Stock in trade, in the STOVE and

JOBBING business. The best location and with
better convenience', than anything oi the kind in
Fortland. Has a first class custom, does principally
a cash business.
Apply to
C. H. STUART & CO.,
Fsb 22—d&w2w9
171 Middle St.

For Sale.

THE
For

Two-story

Street, at

Brick

a great

particulars,

0Ctl8dtt

House and Lot, No. 2 Deer

bargain.

enquire ot
BENJ. KNIGHT,
Atlantic Wharf.

For Sale.
team Horses—Good workers.
TWO heavyDENNISON,
PIERCE & CO.,
Cor. of
and

High

Feb 28—dlw»

Commercial Sts.

For Sale.
LOT In Evergreen Cemetery, on the main Avenue.
Said lot is composed of two lots in one,
very handsomely laid out. For particulars,
address Box 596 P. O.
Nov 4—dtf

For Sale.
-i nriA TONS square Hackmatack Timber.
A Mt7v/ Also, Ship Knees; Oak, Hackmatack
and Hardwood Plank, lor sale by
L. TAYLOR, 61 Commercial St.
Oet 21-a^tl

•_

For Sale.

CA

A

large and convenient House, No.

j[| Watervillo St, suitable tor two Ikmilies.
ILol sale liberal.

Apply to W,

No.

15
Terms

37j Middle St.Ja23dtf

Store to Let.
Brick Store
at

corner

Commercial and Franklin
Jeffer-

THE
present occupied by Messrs.
Streets,
given Oct.
Coolldge A Co.
Possession
A. A

son

Sept 27—dtf

1st.

S. E. SPRING.

Store to Let.
172 Fore

Street, 2d door from Moulton St.
in Duran A Chadwick Block. For particulars
STORE
ot

quire

en-

WILLIAM DURAN,
*

March!, 1866—dtf

No. 8 Moulton Street.

For Sale.
GROCERY.
A RETAIL
Enquire at 16# Congress St.

entertainment must have realized a very hand-

the profits of the occasion.
One evening this week, quite a commotion
existed within a small circle, arising out of a
report that one of our citizens, a man between fitly and sixty years of ago, had boon
badiy, perhaps fatally stabbed. The next
morning, certain parties confirmed the report,
some sum as

far os to say the man was in a dangerous
condition, but who stabbed him they could
not tell, if indeed they knew; and the matter rests just there at the present moment.
The police have not found out the particulars, and conjectures are rite and multiplying
every hour. To-day the man is more comfortable, and bis physician speaks encouragingly
of his chances to survive. Here is a mysterious affair, and all our lovers of gossip can go
bo

in for

inarMlw*

a

lull repast of their favorite dish.

question is not “who struck Hilly Pat-,
tenon,” but who stabbed Mr Anderson ? •
The

,J_~

Ch&ngo in the Situation.
If a breach between the President and Congress was inevitable from the moment of the
death of Mr. Lincoln, it could not have come
at a better time than the present. Let us do
Mr Johnson justice. When he foil into
power, it was into a power of unusual and extrawhich
the
ordinary growth,
people were anxious to have used to further the great ends
which the prospect of returning peace seemed
to bring within their grasp.
The President,
uowever, wisely remembering that the government was a democracy, not an autocracy,
re id Bed to call into action any further than
was necessary the forces with which the
people, accustomed to war, had become familiar,
and hastened to put off the strength that
chance had clothed him with. He was autocratic, it is true, in dealing with the South,
but it was arbitrary power exercised for the
unusual purpose of making way for republican life.
While he was urged in every direc-

Conveniences about

Home.

Some people seem to
think, that whatever
ministers to the mere
purpose of convenience,
s a
lansgression of the laws of
economy.—
This is not
if

always, it be often, true. The
necessaries of life >V(.
we ,nust
have, at any rate,
i.
and when
the attainment
of them is not ren-

dered easy by convenient
means, the labor required to procure them is often great to
say
nothing of the time lost in Uie acquisition—
Whatever saves time, saves
money to an in-

dustrious man; and conveniences
frequently
save largely in the matter of time.
Consequently, they subserve the cause of a true economy. In the construction of buildings, farm-

yards and plantations, many steps and much
hard labor may be saved by having every
thing planned in reference to the most convenient modes of access and toil.
Better hai e
your stable so arranged as to pitch your bay
and other fodder off the load down into bays
rather than up to a lofty scaffold. By such an
arrangement too, the first story being a basement, it is much easier to let the daily accumulation of manure
drop into a reservoir beneath, than to throw it out of a bam window
half as high as your head.
A cheap wind-mill
upon the top o! one’s barn
might be made to
pi ess his hay, thresh his
grain, and do many
other very convenient
things—such as
chopping fodder, grinding scythes, shelling com
is
Wind-power every where, and is much
cheaper than steam or water-power, and as
easily applied and controlled.
And then, as to the matter of household con-

Ac.

•

veniences ; it Is better to have your water in

a

well, or aqueduct, at your door, than to te
obliged to travel long roods alter it to a stream
or natural spring. It is better to draw it wilh
a pump than a
wheel, lever or windlass, for in
this case, the first brake of the
pump gives
you the water; but it is better yet to have it
brought into your kitchen or sink-room by an
aqueduct with a turn cock, or, where this is
not feasible, by a pipe with a house
pump attached. In this case there need be no trotting out of doors in cold and heat, snow, rain
and wind for every pail full or
which

draught

you, or any member of the family may require. If a well is situated near the

house,

the expense, ordinarily, of letting a
guttapercha tube down to the water and thence
extending the pipe under ground to the kitchand up into the sink, would cost little or
than an old fashioned pump or windlass with buckets and gearing at the well out-

en

no more

side.
By this means many steps are saved,
health, especially of women, is less exposed in
severe weather, and the house is
kept warmer
by avoiding the necessity of frequently opening the back door and leaving it open tor a
rush of cold or dar:p air into the
house, whilst
a pail of water is
being drawn and brought
in. A good housekeeper knows bow to economize by securing all such conveniences about
his premises. His water he will have drawn
ui his house; his wood he will have under
cover, properly ventilated, and nearly connected
with the kitchen; ncr will he
neglect to have
water in his bam yard or stable for the comfort of his horses and cattle.

Those who

care

only for necessaries, and but little for the convenient things of life, are poor
husbandmen,
and will seldom prosper or
enjoy much.
But it is said, these conveniences cost
too
much, and we must get along without them.
Then get along without them, and tret
your
life out with your hard
fortune; but be sure
this course will cost you
dearly. An ingenious
and industrious man can add a
great many
conveniences to his premises, without much
pecuniary cost. He is never idle. His

hours

leisure

always busy ones, because he devotes them to fixing this
thing, that n-ing and
the other, to his mind, till in the
course of
years he has secured an amount of
privileges
around him which make his
premises worth
to the purchaser, should he wish to
sell, vastly

more

are

than the cost of them to the seller.

Tbaxi.

A

tion,

second-hand
if applied for
ONE

antly located on Grove Street, adjoining the Deering
Also

Block,

A
and is

SALE.

of
most desirable building lots, for a genteel residence and beautiful
garden, in the City
of Portland. Contains 19,200 foot, and is
very pleas-

ONE

Fox

marldlw*

about 7ft acres, about 1$ miles
Afro Gorham Village,
the line of the Portland
& Rochester
to be sold

Templo Ste9 Portland, Me*
sold his Livery Stock to H. L. Taylor &
Co., would most respectfully inform his old
and the public generally that;he know
patrons
giving

in this City,

BRICK HOUSES in the City ot Chel-

fjkFOUIt
•

Exchange

or

i2L For

PORTLAND.

F.

write you of our local matters.
The 22d was recognized by our municipal
authorities so far as to have the bells rung
morning, noon and night, and in the evening
Bcv. J. L. Fletcher of this city delivered an
Eulogy on Washington. The Daily Times, in
speaking of this eulogy, says, “It was an able
production, occupying an hour in its delivery
and getting forth in an interesting and forcible,
manner the virtues of Washington, his sub-

lime/ati/t in God, his unselfish patriotism, his
Republicanism and his heroism.”
Recently we have found a matter for wonder and disgust in the speech of President
Johnson. Many here, and among them some
Republicans, stood by him in his veto of the
Fieedmen’s Bureau Bill, tryiug hard to believe that his policy was truly honest and patFor Sale.
even if it was not just or huuia.e, but
riotic,
Tlie Farm formerly known a» the
George Small Farm, in the town of ! when his speech came it staggered them, and
Liiniugtou, two miles from ti e vil- they can only say that they hope he was not
lage, and one-half a mile from the
Post Office, store, church aud Acadquite conscious of all he said.
It contains one hundred aud eighty acres ol
emy.
Poor consolation, indeed, it miut be, to
good land, well divide into tillage, pasturage and
wood land. Produces fifty tons ol hay. Has a large
cherish such a hope; but, in this case, it would
Orchard, good two story house and ell, finished, painted aud in good repair.
Good Barn and other neceshelp some.
sary out-buildings.
Our local politics are engaging attention
Also a stock oi Farming Tools, if required. Apply
to
A. T. SMALL,
just now, and on Wednesday evening of this
on the premises.
week, the citizens, without distinction of party,
mar2d&w3w9
February 28,1866.
met in primary meeting and nominated John
For Sale.
Hayden, Esq., as candidate for Mayor. Last
superior now Locomotive Boiler.
ONEOneall
second-hand Engine and Boiler (15 horse
evening the iiepuhlicanshad their caucus and
power)
complete.
adopted the citizen’s candidate, who is ail
Second-hand Shafting and Pullies.
One new horizontal Engine (6 in. cylinder.)
right touching national politics, and who will,
One new
Oscillating Engine, (G in. evlmdor.)
of course, be elected ou Tuesday next.
Also, second-hand Mill Gearing and Shutting.
Trenail Machines; Jack Screws.
Dr. Putnam, the present Mayor bas held
All kinds of Machinery promptly made and
that office for the past seven years, and resorepaired.
IRA WINN, Agent,
lutions of thanks for his services, especially
fc8d2m
No. 11 Union SL, Portland, Maine.
tor his faithful and patriotic efforts dur.ng the
HOUSE LOTS, war, were passed at the meeting last evening.
The ladies of the Univcrsalist Society have
For Sale or to Lease!
just held a most successful festival in ColumFranklin, Lincoln, Mayo, Smith, Fremont, bian Hall on two successive evenings. Mr. &
ONHammond,
Winthrop, Walnut, North, Montreal, Melbourne. Quebec. Merrill, Turner, Poplar, Mrs. Newton Fitz of Portland were present
Congress, Atlantic. Munjoy, Monument, Willis Sts., both
evenings and some of the best musical
and the Eastern Promenade, at prices from 10 to 30
cents per foot.
talent in our city lent their efficient aid the
fc£r~Also, 6 Houses from $1000 to $5000.
first night.
MOSES GOULD, 74 Middle St.
Jac 20—d3m
Mr. Fitz presided at the piano with marked
Keal Estate for Sale, ability, and the singing of Mrs. F. was excellent. A great variety of entertainments
In Cape Elizabeth.
were provided, and while all present seemed
desirable residence in Cape Elizabeth,
one mile from Portland
AVERY
Bridge. The houfic i« to enjoy them hugely, the getters up of the
two storie., containing 13 rooms, cloreta,
all in

WM. PAUSE, 163 Middle Street
Jan 12—eodSm

acre

THUBSDAr,
city.

Premium*

awarded to the Americaa Organ* in the
Month of October* 1805, over all compelit dr*, at different State and Coaaty Fair**

FOR
Notice to Tax Payers.
CITY OF PORTLAND,

M

■

HAVING

DREDGE.

dredge machine, constitution,
which has been undergoing repairs in her Machinery, and the addition of New Boilers, &c., is now
WHOLLY COMPLETED
and ready as soon as the ice leaves the harbor to
commence her work for the coming season, and the

undersigned desires a

MASS.

THE AMERICAN ORGAN makes Home Attractive,and refines and elevates the minds ot all. Beautitul in its api>earance and effects.

Sound

SCAB,

-BY-

JOHN C. PROCTER,

Tremont, opposite Waltham Street,

and command

TERM begins March 5th. Pupils received at any time iu the Term.
Particular attention paid to Young Men preparing
themselves for College. Exoellent opportunities olfered to Young Ladies or Young Gentlemen wishing
to study French, German, Latin, Botany, Mathematics, &c.
Pupils of both sexes received in all branches usu

Real Estate for Sale!

For Sale

MANUFACTORY,

BOSTON,

--

The daily issue of the Press is larger Ilian the cornThe undersigned bein? compelled (on acheed emulation of all the other dailies in the city.
oount ot ill health) to relinquish Hotel business, offers lor sale t'ue lea e and a portion
Terms —$8,00 per pear in adrance.
_jOf the fixtures ot said house.
inis Hotel ranks aniong the first in the
country,
and cum in a nts a large proportion of the travel.
It
C^“ Beadinjr Matter on all Pour Paxes.
has one hundred twenty-live rooms, perfectly ventilated and substantially furnished. Attached to the
house are Bathing Rooms, Shaving and Billiard SaMatter* in Bath.
loons, &c. In connection with the house is a large
aud convenient Stable, with a fine
To
stock.
Bath, March 1, I860.
livery
To the Editor of the Press:
any one desirous of entering the hotel business will
find this a rare opportunity with comparatively a
For several weeks, until quite recently, evsmall capital.
HARRISON BAKER, Proprietor,
j erything has been unusually quiet in this
quiJan 30—dtl
et city, so that I have found no occasion to

buildings.

Tbe roost perfect and beautiful Musical Instrument
in the world for the American Home Circle.

LITTLE, BROWN & CO.,

--

complete order.

4

who are interested in the business of Probate. The
forms contained in the appendix generally relate to
proceedings for which blanks are not' furnished at
the Probate Office.
Sent free by mall on receipt of the advertised price.

SaAhIELBELL.

Oct 24—dti

HARD

near

mar3-dtf

CONTENTS:
Wills; Appointments of Administrators, Guardians and Trustees; Distribution of Estates; Assignment of Dower, with table showing the
present value of Estates In Dower; Partition ot
Lands, &c.t &c., with an appendix of Forms.
The design of this work is to present in a concise
form the law and rules of practice regulating the
proceedings in the Probate Courts. The leading cases

Portland & Rochester Railroad Co.

AT

rooms, suitable tor housekeeping.
GEO. H, LEFAVOR,
Press Office.

low Sheep, $1.75.

No. 353 Congress Street.

cash

by.

riREE
Address

Probate of

ing unpaid

TOWN

Trinidad Sugar and Molasses. CAN
CHOICE MUSCOVADO SUGAR,
?i!DSV,"
*,6V Hhd»-Choice Muscovado MOLASSES.
For sale

Rent Wanted.

COURTS.

BROB ATM
Cloth, |1*50*

CLOTHING AND CLOAKS,

be found one of the best selected stocks
ol BOOTS, SHOES and RUBBERS that can be
round in this
city, which will bo Bold at the lowest

flA

20—utf

Manufacturers oi and Dealers in

the

MARKET PRICES.
GEORGE F. FOSTER,

1

Dry Goods, Woolens,

EXTEA HOGS AND CHOICE BUTTEB,
will be sold at

l*

OP

Wanted.
CARRIAGE 8MITH wanted. Apply at E. H.
LEMONT’S Carriage Munuhn tory Preble St.

Proceedings

HUNT,

Successors to G. L. Storer If Co.,

£Sy

IN THE

111 Commercial Street.

Feb 20—d3w

-BY THE-

to

S.

March 2—dlw*

Wanted.

THE

1 BBL.

Now landing Jrom Sch. “Warren Blake,” Central
Wharf, lor sale > y

let;

A furnished house iu the upper port of the
1 city, for a small family, from the 1st of May
J
ILtlll 1st Oct.
Andress 83 State St.
fe27eod2w*

AFeb

Tuesday Morning, Marches, 1866.

—

set with

same

Wanted.

a

MOLASSES,

owner can

Portland,

JL.AW

EIHDS. \ Muscovado
337
S
42 TCS.

CLAYED.

MUSCOVADO,

07 TIERCES,

have the

by applying at the
Office, proving property and paying charges.

PRACTICE.

JAS. F. LEVIN,

Doering, Milliken As Co.,

OA.H

Solicitor of Patents,

style,

ONthe
Gas

—

the

And la Now Opened to the Pnbltc hr
8. B, BBEW8TEB.

Flour, Corn and Oats,

juneldtf

WILLIAM H. CLIFFORD,
COUNSELLOR AT LAW,

in

nounce

STEiREiEtS,

attention

FORTES.

AND

excellently located Hotel has been

thoroughly refitted, and furnished

Waim, Cold and Shower Paths, Wash

PLAIN AND OEN AMENT AX

STUOOO AND MASTIC WORKERS,
Street,.Portland, Mr.

—

TICK,

OPPOSITE CITE BUILDING.

Found
Doering Bridge, a gold Bracelet

March 3

PORTLAND ACADEMY!

some boilers 700 dej/s. of heat is thrown awav.
making a loss oi 1-3 tne fuel. The question is
oiten asked how can this be saved.
Mr. Blanchard
has invented a boiler that takes perfect control of all
the heat and makes It do duty in the engine. This is
very simple in its construction; alter the engine is in
moticyi the smoke pipe Is closed tight, and the waste
heat carried through heaters, heating tbe steam to
any temperature desired; the remainder carried
through tbe water lieater, using up all the waste
heat but 200 degs.; the heat being reduced so low
there can be no danger of
fires by sparks
thrown from engines, which will add much value to
this invention, besides the saving 1-3 the friel.
For particulars inquire of
WM. WILLARD,
Corner of Commercial Wharf and Commercial St.
Feb 24—dly

A

novltl

Steam Boiler's! TT 1ST IOIST

on

Lost!
CHILD’S MUFF, at City Hall, or between
there and Brackett St, on Tuesday afternoon.—
The tinder will be rewarded by leaving the same at
IUfiRSEY, FLETOHJflR & GO’S,
Mar 1—dlw
Commercial St.

having decayed

Feb 28-dlBd

Improvement

Book-keep-

indigestion and

Consultation free.

BLANC HARD’S

NO. 124 EXCHANGE STREET,

Successors to Joseph Gray & Co.,

No. 6 South

Short Notice,

MAKER OF

SlIEIUDAN & GRIFFITHS,
F L -A.

St.

C. PARKER.
B.—Special attention paid to clearing Bed and

Bewls, Brass & Silver Plated Cocke*

CHASE, CRAM

Hanover

GENTS’ EUSTENf
Got up in the Best Fossible Manner,
At

And s recent analysis of which shows to he similar to
the best White Sulphur Springs of Western New
Sfork and Virginia, may be found at the Apothecary

MILWAUKEE,
WISCONSIN.

60 Commercial Street*
Jan 12—dtf
Head Marne Whorl.

And SulUlaccion Gnnranleed ia all Caw*.

SCROFULA,
LIVER COMPLAINTS,

CO.,

Commission Merchants,

baud all, McAllister a oo.,

SALT RHEUM,

PORTLAND, MB

■

E. CHil-MAN.

Feb

Sulphur Spring;,

-—:

L.?:iESH2:

ALSO*
200 tons Cumberland Coal for Smith's use; and all
kinds of hard and soft Wood, on hand and for sale by

36

Persons

without pain.

as

Wholesale establishment or Lumber
Reference* given. Address Portland P. O.,
Feb 20—2w*
J. M. G.

PRESS,

PORTLAND.

House.

LIME

Wanted.
experience, actuation

a man of
er in cornu

BY
'Irade.

stumps they wish to have removed for reset
ting he would give a polite invitation to call.
Superior Electro Magnetic Machines for sale
for family use, with thorough iustnictious.
Dr. D. can accommodate a lew patients with board
vnd treatment at his house.
Office hours from 8 o'clock A. AT. to 12 M.; from 1
to 6 P. M., and 7 to 9 in the evening.

of

of all kind* WASHED and

THIS

PORTLAND, ME.

January, and will attend to any business
to him, before the Supreme Court, Court

450
500
200 tons Lehigh Stove Coal.
300 tons Locust Mountain Stove and Egg Coal.
200 tons Free Burning Stove Coal.
W eli picked and screened; delivered to any part
the city at the lowest price for Cash.

CLEANSED
without injury to (he finest fabrics.
LINEN

valuable Mineral Water, which hoe had
local reputation, for years, for curing

Sweat will be in Washington after the 1st of

Mr.

or

Law,

COAlI

TONS JOHN'S CHESTNUT COAL, at
IOU si 3,00 per ton.

j¥o.

Near Saccarappa Village.

SWEAT,

Mr. Harding the Architect, will be at the office of
the Chairman oi the Committeo, on the afternoons
and evenings of Feb'y 28 and March 6, for the purpose of affording any explanations asked.
H. C. GOODE NOW,
) Committee
M. FRENCH,
on
JOS. P. FESSENDEN,
Schools
CYRUS GREELY,
and
Schoo -houses
_R. E. PATTERSON,
Lewiston. Feb'y 20,1866.
ie21d&wtomarl0

WESTBROOK, MAINE,

Orders from out ol town .solicited.

BRADBURY &

including

S. ROUNDS & SON.

T
_
Jan
t5th—dtf

PORTLAND, MB.
Coloring, Whitening and White-Washing prompt-

y attended to.
May 22—(it!

LOBERY,

Pros burning and VEltY PUKE, and all kinds oi

WANTED

DAILY

-OF THE-

Augusta

Wanted.

twelve good Stone-Cutters to cut abutment and pier stone.
Apply to
JAMES ANDREWS,
Dec 27—dtf
Biddeford

Immediately,

or

10,1866.

The Plans and Specifications ior the same, will be
open to inspection and examination at the rooms oi
George M. Harding, Architect, Casco Bank Building,
91 Middle St., Portland, Me., from the 1st to the 5th
March inousive, and at the office of the Chairman oi
the Commtttee, over the Post Office, Lisbon St.,
Lewiston, on all other days from the date hereol, to
and including the ICth day of March aforesaid.
Bids for Masonry an<l Carpentry work,
all labor in each department and tne furnishing of all
materials for each, to be mode separate and sealed.
The Committee reserve the right to reject any and
all proposals not deemed satisfactory.
Bids to be opened at the office of the Chairman ei
the Committee, MONDAY, March 12. at 10 o'clock,

with

Lease & Fixtures for Sale

fe22dtf

Stone-Cutter8

Electricity is a certain specific,
time, restore the sufferer to the

PROBATE

ALSO*
tons John's Stove and Egg Coal.
tons Lehigh Egg and Furnace Coal.

AND STOVE SIZE.

900 TONS

RT Consignments solicited.

Refers, by permission, to Messrs Messrs. Lowell &
Senior: Gerrlsh A Pearson; John Dennis A Co.;

teeth

is

on

Address box 1753 Post OiUoe.

Dr. D. still continues to Extract Teeth by Elec-

tricity

the erection oi a Grammer School
be built of brick,
height, will be receivfeet,
ed by the Committee, up to, and including March

A

300 TONS LOCUST MOUNTAIN

a good conrent in a central location—on a Street
ga;;!
JcLLtraversed by the Horse (Jars preferred. Kent
from $150 to $250. Have lived in one house fifteen
years: may occupy another as long if satisfactory.

TEETH! TEETH! TEETH!

House at Lewiston, Maine, to
PROPOSALS
and three stories in
92x60

Got. Franklin Wharf & Commercial St,

EGG

bought and sold

with young ladies,
and will, in a short
vigor of health.

AND BUILDERS.

COA L,C OAL,

SIZE.

Wanted.
a man and wife, no
children,
By
venlcnt

constipation of the bowoLs; pain in tho side and back;
leucorrhma, (or whites); tailing of the womb with internal cancei-s; tumors, polypus, and all that long
train of diseases will find in Electricity a sure means
of cure. For painful menstruation, too profuse
menstruation, and all of those long line of troubles

CONTRACTORS

JUST

RECEIVED and Iorsalo by the undersigned
at their Wharf,

BBOKEN AND BOO

Merchandise of all kinds
Northern account.

Coal.

Coal,

275 Tons Hazelton Lehigh,

GENERAL

SgsT"

TO

nol5tf

A.M.

Copartnership Notice.

Butter, Cheese, Eggs, Lard, Beans

Produce.

Exchange Street,
early opposite P jst Office.

90

head,

Mass.
d2w

AN

The Rheumatic, the gouty, the lame and the lazv
leap with joy, and move with the agility and elasticof youth; the heated brain if%cooled; the frostbitten limbs restored, the uncouth deformities removed; faintness converted to vigor, weakness to
strength; the blind made to see, the deaf to hear and
the palsied form to move upright; the blemishes of
youth are obliterated; the accidents of mature life
prevented; the calamities of old age obviated and an
active circulation maintained.
LADIES
Who have cold hanas and feet; weak stomachs, 1amand weak backs; nervous and sick headache; dizziin the

Springfield,

Agent in every town in the State orMaine to
sell a new, convenient and useful patented article. Ladies or Gentlemen wishing foe a rare chance
to make rnonoy should call on, oi add Tessa,
J. HANKFESCN & CO.,
130 Middle Street,
Nov 23—dtf
Portland, Maine.

By Electricity

swimming

name.

Wanted.

speech, dyspepsia, indigeshesitancy
mering
tion, constipation and liver complaint, piles—we cure
every case that can be presented; asthma, bronchitis, strictures of the chest, and all forms of female

and

town and

February 20,1866.

palsy or orparalysis, St. ofVitas' Dance, deafness, stam-

ness

For Sale and to Let.

canvass

WM. I. KiCL, General Agent,

P. O. Box 780.

Bfearlf Opposite the United States Hotel
■U7BHJHB he would respectfully announce to the
V V citizens of Portland and vicinity, that he bar
permanently located in this city. During the three
years we have been in this city, we have cured some
of the worst forms of disease in persons who have
tried other forms of treatment in vain, and curing
patients in so short a time that the question is often
asked, do they stay cured? To answer this question
we will say that all that do not stay cured, we will
doctor the second time without charge.
Dr. D. has been a practical Electrician for twentyone years, and is also a regular graduated physician.
Electricity is perfectly adapted to chronic diseases in
the form of nervous or sick headache; neuralgia m
the head, neck, or extremities; consumption when
in the acute stages or where the lungs are not fully
involved; acute or chronic rheumatism, scrofula, hip
diseases, white swellings, spinal diseases, curvature
of the spine, contracted muscles, distorted limbs,

for

o1

Copartnership Notice.
Copartnership hereto ore existing under the
THE
name of S. K. .IACKSON A ISON,
will be continued after this date under the style of
PERKINS, JACKSON <fc CO.,

Commission Merchants, E

of

No*

between

A. P. MORGAN to CO.,
dissolved Feb 13th, 1866, by mutual consent. All
business of the late firm will be settled by A. P.
MORGAN.
A. P. MORGAN.
I. E. HANNAFORD.
ie2l)dtf
Portland, Feb’y 19, 1866.

PRODUCE

No. 3 Lime Street,

Particular at'ention paid to BOYS* CLOTHING—
Cutting done to go out of the Store.
By strict attention to wants of customers and prices
reasonable, a share of patronage is solicited.
Remember the place

NOTICE

Dissolution of Copartnership.

Wholesale and retail dealers in LUMBER, COAL
WOOD, Sawyer’s Wharl, foot of High Street.
Dec 21.1865—dtf

CO.,

Furnishing: Goods.

Portland. Not. 9th, 1865.

and

J. EDWARD GOVE &

of

N

0HUR0H1LL, BROWNS 4; MANSON.

waa

PRODUCE,

AND

goods

sale,
good security.

name

Groceries, Ship Stores,

C. S. F.

Made.

copartnership heretofore existing
THE
the undersigned under the firm

dc!4tf

HILTON &

undersigned
THE
AL

No. 96 Exchange Street,
recently occupied by Messrs. MCCARTHY & BEK
RY, where may bo found all the LATEST STYLES

Gents’

are prepared to make LlbERin transit, in store,
ADVANCES on
or shipment.
Also on vessels or any other

foi

CLOTHING

which will be manufactured Into Garments which
cannot be surpassed for style and make in the city.
Alro a Fine asssortment of

on

BAKING

FIRST CLASS

a

Woolens, Foreign & Domestic,

J.C. SMALL.
jalCdlm

Advances

Tailor,

Merchant
opened
STORK, at

CO.
C. E. JOSE,
K.S. MAXOY,

Portland, Jan. 1,I860.

Business

purchased
Messrs. PEARSON & SMITH, together with
HAVING
the
Carts, intends to carry

their

*0

aug9dtl

001313,

C.

JOSE

E.

C.

CHISAM,

to

distinctly your county,

MIDDLE STREET,

ity

W. F.

$7

(afield hospital scene,) “President Lincoln and Family,” an 1 other eugravings. Agents make from $5
to #7 |»er day with them. They sav
everybody like*
then" Card pictures furnished, album size. Write

complaints.

NEW STORE!

NEW STORE,

CO.*

of

Country reapectftilly solicit-

Orders from the
Job Work done to

ed.

toves.

each

of

fT\HE subscribers have this day formed a copartnerX sliip for the transaction of the Wholesale Crockery and Gl?ss Wore business, under the linn name

and

126 Middle Street.
KASTMAN BROTHERS.

fetidtf

between

J. T. GILMAN.
b>7dt»

1, 1866.

Wear.

■

1. this day dissolved by mutual consent. The business wifi herealter bo conducted by N. A. FOSTER,
who will pay all demands against the lat. firm, and
to whom all indebted will make payment.
N. A. FOSTER,

Portland,

Spring

BEAUTIFUL STYLES

White ALL WOOL FLANNEL 35 Cent*.
A few mor of those cUl Linen Army Sheet> lor
1.40. Pillow Slips 35 cts.
A complete and g.neral assortment of HOUSEKEEPING GOODS at the lowest market prices.

I>is»oliition.
the subscribers, under the firm
THE

NEW LINE OF

American Prints, IS to 2S Cents.

Sole Agents In Portland for the Celebrated
Furnaces

TABLE COVERS—Every Variety.
WOOLEN GOODS, for

Copartnership.

Mapfeo

COTTONS 1

A

PUMPS, LEAD PIPE, SHEET LEAD, aud
all kinds of Tin, Copper and Sheet
iron, in quantities to suit.

Fine, Medium and Heavy Brown and Bleached

the transaction oi a

For

IRON.

HEAVY

DeLaines and Ginghams,

WANTED l
Agents, Ladies or Gentlemen*

....

Terms $8 per annum, in advance.

for
Lincoln & Son,”
county,
IN“The Volunteer's
Return,” Woman’s Mission,”

DR. W. N. DEMING,
Medical
Electrician
174

SONS,

&

DANA

•

copartnership

a

ot

copartnership heretofore existing

MAINE,

...

Manufacturers

name

lot of

new

LINEN DAMASK and

have formed

undersigned
under the iirrn
THE

entire

an

Rich Dress Goods!

Notice.

Copartnership

JL

Have just received

copart-

$5

MEDICAL ELECTRICITY

■■

MARCH 6, 1866.

Wants, Lost and Found.

Miscellaneous.

T^T~

——T—1~,

~

-y

EASTMAN BROTHERS

& Ilouncly,

lloss

SON,

&

No. 3S Exchange Street,

PORTLAND

a

for the purpose of carrying on tbo SHIP BROKERBUSIAGE, SIIiPCH AN DLEllV olid GROCER*
NESS, and have taken the stand of ROSS BROTHEES, 78 Comu.er.ial Street.
jE
^
ALVAN KOUNDY.
fe20dSw
Feb
19,1S66.
Portland,

Cards._

NOYES

N.

Notice.

Copartnership

a

*5 cents per

■

Miscellaneous.

Business Notices.

THE

ol column, constitute
week
si mi uer souarc daily first
or less,

"

"

PORTLAND, TUESDAY MORNING,

undeisigned have this day formed
nership under the firm name of

Advertising.—One inch

Rates op

1

Vol. 5.

a

invariably in
length

"""

—

—

now to

try Davis by court-martial,

now

to give the freedmen civil and political rights,
he remained steadfast and uuyieldiug in the
effort to rid himself of a power that he felt
was dangerous to the nation.
In this way.
month by month, has the Executive declined.
Choosing to leave to the people questions
whose settlement most affected the people,
the President has at every turn avoided the
tempting opportunities which presented themselves to his grasp. The army was at his disposal ; he got rid of it Congress met, and he
declared it his purpose to hamper by no action
of hi3 the movements of the legislator**; when
the Southern representatives were sent home,
he offered not a word of remonstrance; Tennessee herself remained without a voice in
the national debates, and he made no imperative demands for her adniission. Congress,
on the other hand, has shown day by day a
consciousness of its increased strength and returning authocity, and a greater disposition to
bring within its own bar all questions concerning the reconstruction of the revolted States.
Thus a great ehange has come over the Government during the year—a change which has
somewhat restored the normal relation of the

legislative and executive departments, disar-

state of war.
Mr. Johnson, overlooking this
ehange, seeks to separate distinctly his supporters from his opponents, what is the prospect before him ? He sees that, when he holds
the Frcedmen’s bill unconstitutional ami inexpedient, and the admission of Southern
members necessary, the whole South, rebellious and ignorant, with their claqueurs, the
Democracy of the North, gather round him
with unwelcome applause. He sees, rashing
to grasp his hand with all the eagerness-of
those who for years have not shaken hands
with honest men, the gentlemen who cried
Peace, when there was no peace, who instigated mobs of thieves and murderers, but had
not the coinage even to become a mob themselves, He hears the voices of those whom
he fought, of those who would have hanged
him, sounding exultant plaudits in his unaccustomed ear. Southern legislatures stop a
moment in the passage of hiack codes to cry
Well done! to the man for whom their

ranged by a
But

once

if

formed only

curses.

lips

He remembers that

in Deceinber he told Congress that “good
faith required the security of the freedmen in
their liberty and their property, their right to
labor, and their right to claim the just return
of their labor,’ and sees the freedmen gathering together in silent fear lest that scant security but just acquired shall pass away. He
sees that by his action Tennessee, the State of
all that he most longed to see in her old position, is cast instantly into outer darkness.—
He may hear amid the tinkling of glasses at
Will aid’s the names of ltobert K. Lee and Jetierson Davis joined with that of Andrew
Johnson. He cannot forget that his new admirers love him, not because he is patriotic,
not because he is wise, not because he is causeem at
tious, but because his views of duty
their views of interpresent to coincide with
love him ten times
est, and that they would
better were be one of the roaring hre-eaters of

>(jO,_[Tbe Nation.

gy-The cotton harvest in Algeria is magThe natives
nificent in the plains of Habra.
of Farraga and of the Atba Djemmala, who
are occupied with this oulture, will realize
large profits, and are preparing to give it greater
extension than in preoeding yean,

Speech of Mr. Fessenden.
Id the

coarse of the debate of
Friday, which
preceded the adoption of the concurrent resolution by the Senate, Mr. Fessenden
spoke
very forcibly in defence of the joint committee on reconstruction
against the charge made
directly by Mr. Van Winkle, and indirectly by

several other senators and various
presses, that
they were delaying the work of reconstruction. The following is the
summary of his

speech reported by telegraph

to the Boston

Advertiser:
Mr. Fessenden showed that the
resolution

ordering the formation of the committee was
passed by the Senate Dec. 23; that the Senate
part of the committee was appointed on the
21st; that Congress then took a recess to Jan.
5, during which, of course, the committee
coukl do nothing.
Immediately on the reassembling, Mr. Sumner hod offered and the
Seuate had passed a resolution
calling on the
President for copies of all orders, letter,, dispatches, instructions, commissions, proceedings of conventions, ordinances, acts of lerislatures, &c., bearing upon the subject of reconstruction. A resolution of similar
import
was offered in the
House, January 12th by
Mr.

Kaymond, and at once passed. These
papere the committee urgent y desired to have,
they necessarily lay at the foundation of the
investigation which they were ordered to unuertake. The Piesident had all these
papers.
He could have given them to us at
any time.
Hid he do so? No, sir. He did
nothing at
all. He did not tell us that it was deemed incompatible with the interests of the country
to make them public. He did not tell us
that
he had not clerical force enough to make the
He
did
necessary copies.
nothing but wait
and keep us waiting. He says
nothing, and
he gives ns nothing. I am not
making a comI
am only
the
facts
stating
plaint.
briefly and
concisely. Vet, he had ad these papers. There

was Governor Perry, Provisional
Governor of
South Carolina, a man whom we all know as
having been a rebel judge. He had been
elected senator, but we don’t yet know in
any
official manner that he has even been
pardoned, Then, too, there is Humphreys, a rebel

brigadier-general, a man covered all over with
He is reported elected as
Governor
Mississippi, even before he was pardoned.
Wc should like
treason.

.some official in formation as to
his status and to the status of
Perry, and all
the rest. It is an
important matter whether
ihese unpardoned rebels
have, or have not
been elected to high offices of honor and trust,
and the President was the
only person who
could give us the facts in the
cases, on which
to base an opinion for the
of Con-

guidance

gress. These papers and documents, cal'eJ
tor by bothHom.es, were
just what we wanted
at the first stage of our inquiries. I make no
complaint. I only state tacts, and say that,
up to this day, we have neither been able to
get the information called tor, nor any reason
why it is withheld. In view of all these facts
how can any one have the face to charge us
with delay, or with delaying the work of reconstiuc’.ion? While we have been waiting
on the President, we have done the best we
could under the circumstances.
Failing to
in his possession, wc have
get the information
to
the
resorted
of
evidence.
necessarily
taking
The committee was divided into four subcommittees, and one or more of these has
been almost constantly engaged in examining
witnesses, in getting facts and opinions on
which wc may make up the judgement that
we are required to make under the resolution
ol the two Houses. We have other duties to
perform, and, of course, have not been able to
give all our time to this work; but we have
been engaged in it early and late, whenever

there was opportunity. Meantime, the testimony, for which both Houses respectfully ask-

the papers in the control of the President,
all kept back, are all shut up beyond our
reach. Where Iras been the delay ? Whose
the blame that we are not yet able to reach a
well founded conclusion ? 1 don’t say reasons
may not exist for not furnishing us with these
documents. I don’t say any thing about it,
for I know nothing about it. I only say that
il there has been any delay, it is not the committee’s fault. They have sought for informa-

ed,

are

tion on every hand, while the great source of
the very information they Hist wanted baq

.

-————-f--f-t

been kept away from them without explanalion.
*•
air. President, I should not have alluded to
this matter, but that unjust charges ot toe
the
gravest character have been made against Vve
committee of which 1 am chairman.
such inhave thrice asked the President ior
all these
formation as is in his possession, for
of the
documents relating to the beginnings
rebellious
governments set up in these lately
neither anStales, and to this date have got
We have home mauy
swer nor documents.
taunts and charges, but now that they come

now that they are made in
the Senate, it becomes us to reply in self-defence, aud to show that if there has been deit is not our fault.

high soiu-ces,

f rom

lay,

1'tio Eight Hour Movement.
Tlie workmen in the

Navy Yards have petitioned Congress to tix the day’s work by law,
in those establishments, at eight hours iustead
of ten, as it is at present That undertaking
violates none of the laws of trade. Congress
is the employer, and has the power and the
right, in commoi. with any other employer, to
per cent, to the wages of its
and above the price that labor
is worth in open market To grant this peti-

add

twenty-five
employees, over

tion will add very largely to the
mous cost of our navy.

present

enor-

But the attempt to procure the enaijjmeut
of a law by which the wages of labor throughout the country shall be increased twenty-live
time the productive
per cent., and at the same
industry of the country reduced twenty per
is a very difficult thing. There can be

cent.,

objection that any man should give to one
employment twenty-live per eent. more
for his labor than the market price, or to dismiss him from his work after eight hours inno

in his

stead of teu, if he choose to do so, for it is his
right It is simply giving a dollar and a quarter for an article the fair price of which is one
dollar. Many men do this every day in various ways, and for various reasons.
It is a

charity,

a

benevolence,

a

sufficient to the donor.

gratuity,

for reasons

very different
thing to require by law that every employer of
labor in every department of industry shall do

the

It is

a

same.

Shopkeepers sell, almost every day, more or
less goods at cost, as au act of charity. Some
industiious and deserving person, not rich, has
been oppressed and long disabled by
sickness^
or by expensive sickness in his family; the
trader, who knows and esteems him, sells him
neodiol supplies at cost or less—it is his right.
And he sells another customer goods in large
quantities at a small advance on the cost.—
Hut what would be thought of the sanity of a
a man who should seriously
propose that all
traders should be compelled to do this by law?
And how would such a proposition differ in
principle from that of the men who ask that
their employers shall be compelled by law to
pay them twenty-five per 'not. more for the
goods they have to sell than the fair market
price ?
Why may not those whose sole business it
is to sell cotton goods, or woollen, or iron, apply to the legislature for a law to compel all
purchasers to pay one-tourtb more than the
market prices for their goods?
Why may
not owners of real estate, who live principally
by rents, ask for a law to compel tenants to
pay one-fourth more? If not, why not? How
would such a law in these cases dilfer in principle from one to compel people who must
buy labor, to pay oue-founh more tor it than
a fair market price ?
Labor, like flour, sugar, shoes, hats, cloth, is
a commodity, bought and sold like them in
open market, and, like them, is governed by
laws of trade, that cannot he controlled by
statute law. Labor, like other commodities,
constantly fluctuates in price, which is determined by the quantity of it required and the
quantity at hand to meet the demand.
A dozen

city,

houses or stores too few

to meet the

demand, will

cause a

in any
rise in

ull rents of the class of houses or stores re-

quired. A

dozen too many will in the same
way, cause a general decline in rents. The
pnce-of labor and of all other commodities, is

governed by the

same

law,

and must

bo, and

statute law cannot prevent it. Legislation, in
the direction asked for by the eight hours

movement, could and would throw the business of the country into great coufhsion, hut
would not and could not make eighty cents’
worth of wood or work sell for a

dollar,

ex-

cept by cutting off any supply from outside.
Suppose all the shoe manufacturers in the
State should resolve that they would sell none
i f then- wares except at an advance of onefourth

on® be

price. The result would
instantly be, that all goods of that sort required in Maine would be brought in from abroad,
and our manufacturers could sell nothing._
Suppose that all our manufacturers and master workmen in every branch of
industry,
market

should do the same.

The

results would
certainly follow', and all such enterprises in
Maine would come to a sudden pause, and every person employed in them would be withsame

out work.

■Now, the proposition of the eight hour
movement, goes exactly to that point and to
nothing short of it and nothing else. It is to
make all products of labor in Maine, cost onctourth more than they do and will in open
market.

The result is

inevitable,

that

our

manufactui'ers cannot compete with others in
open market, and must consequently stop

work,

and the promoters of the eight hours
movement would be without employment at

home, and must go off to
the goods would be made

other

Letter from

To the

Editor

the Federal Capital.

Washington, Match 3,1866.
or

the frets:

The storm of excitement in the midst of
which my last was
written, soon after subsided

4'

slight degree. Two attempts were
made to produce a little lull. One of these
was the curious
speech of Senator Sherman
ob the 26th ult., and the other a ‘conversation” of the President with Gov. Cox. Unless some more powerful sedative than either
some

of these

is

administered to the public mind,

The
can be expected.
to share the usual fate of such
endeavors, and so far from satisfying everybody may verv probably fail to satisfy anyof piivate
As to mis last

no

permanent effect

speech

is

likely

body.
“conversation,”

specimen

I desire to say

a

word

or

two.

It does indeed recognize by implication the
and establish a reright of Congress to adopt
construction policy, and perhaps means to intimate that if it had done so, the President
would have respected it. It is plain, however,

having adjourned without
adopting a policy of reconstruction, because
the rebellion was not then crushed, and reconstruction was not as yet a practical question,
the President could, had he wished the assist
ance and advice of Congress, and would have
called an extra session; and that had he felt
any disposition to modify his policy to suit the
views of Congress, he would not now be denouncing the Union majority as traitors, because they can not and will not yield to his
Congress

that

absolute dictation. As to the admission respecting the right and power of Congress to
act in the matter, it seems to be flatly contradicted by the veto message; and whether the
President’s policy is more truly and reliably
indicated by official state papers, or by “conversations” with Tom, Dick and Harry, is a
question that answers itself. I suppose the
whole country by this time understands that
the President’s mind is not always quite dear
or unperturbed, that his reasonings do not always walk on a line of logical straightness,
and I doubt not that the people are sick to
nausea of these public reports of private paThe sum of the whole matter seems
lavers
to me to be this. The President having by
his own stupendous folly turned his first victory into something very like a defeat, naturally wants a truce in which to regain something of what he has lost. In the “tear” he
has declared, the “great struggle he has initiated with Congress, he does not appear to
be quite so stomachftil for the second bout as
he was for the first, and wants a little time to
recruit. The conversation may also be meant to
hint some sort of an apology for the outrageous
indecencies of the22d

ult., but

if there is anyfail to

in it more than above indicated I

thing

it. And even this has been well nigh
rubbed out by the reports of sundry New
Yorkers, a body of Kansas men, and I know
not how many more, who at different times
and seasons have since been admitted to witness with admiring delight that same straightforward, honest look” and those “hearty tones'’
see

which inspired the susceptible soul of Gov.
Cox with so much wondrous enthusiasm.—
Those who, gathering ’’hope from some word
or expression here or there, proceed to fold
their hands and stand with bated breath, for
fear of provoking the President to forsake his
party, may be “very wise, but 1 cannot appreciate such wisdom.
The debates in Congress have of late been
very

spirited,

but so

keenly does

the

public

watch the progress of events, and so full are
tbe telegraphic reports at present, that I scarcely need refer to them. At a late hour last
evening Senator Fessenden closed the debate
upon the concurrent resolution given in my
last, in a brief but powerful speech. No part
of bis speech was more effective than that in
which be hurled back the imputation that the
reconstruction committee are purposely de-

by refusing to report,—an imputation grown quite familiar of late, and reported by some who ought to know better,—
by showing that, though thrice requested by
Congress to furnish information of vital importance in coming to a conclusion, and in'
dispensably necessary as the foundation of a
report, the President, even while arguing immediate action, had not only withheld such information, but bad failed, after nearly two
months’ delay, to give Congress any answer
He may have good reasons for
whatever.
withholding tbe information, but while he
does so Cougress is not responsible for the delay.
Tbe resolution was then passed, ayes 20,
noes 19.
Tbe names of Cowan, Doolittle,
Dixon, Morgan, Norton, Stewart, and 1 am
obliged to add Lane of Kansas, stand upon
laying

action

this vote where 1 fear

we

must look for them

hereafter, in company with those of McDougal and Hendricks, Saulsbury and Garrett
Davis.
Thus has Congress asserted its rights and
maintained its dignity, meeting the momentous issue forced upon it by the Executive in a
firm and manly spirit, and making for itself
and the country a record which future generations will be proud to read. And now the
appeal lies to the people, for they are the real
arbiters in this great controversy.
This is not a time for timid counsels.

The

fierce clamor of the mob that “the stable on
the hill yonder must be cleaned out,” the call of
the Constitutional Union that the old Capitol
be forthwith fitted up far the reception of
“northern disunionists who Indulge in vituperative abuse of the President", “the demand of
the Chicago Times that the President forthwith “arrest Thadeus 8tevens, Wendell Phillips, Charles Sumner, and their confederates
IK C0N6BKSS AND ALL OVKB THE COUNTRY,”

places where
to supply our wants,
or must consent to
accept eighty cents instead
of a dollar for eighty cents worth of work.
'There is a great struggle now going on In
this country between two parties, the one
its savage and unconditional exhortation to
striving to build up home manufactures and
to support home workmen against the foreign. “strike down the traitors at one tremendous
The only difficulty in the way of the friends blow,” referring of course to the steadfast Union men of the country, the atrocious
attempt
of home industry, is the cheap labor oi Europe,
of the Intelligencer, the President’s chief
supthere
at
be
a
cost
can
produced
whereby goods
porter at the Capital, to represent the concurgreatly less than in the United States.
rent resolution referred to above, which mereThe wages of labor in th’s country are much
asserts powers to belong to Congress that
ly
greater than in any other country in the
nobody out of a mad house ever before this
world. In England the wages of skilled medenied to that body, and declares a purpose t*
chanics are about four shillings a day, and on
use them constitutionally, as an act of “revolt
the continent even less than that. Precisely
against the lawful authority of the United
at this point the eight hour movement comes
an act that means “nonsense or vioin, and seeks to add twenty per cent, more to States,”
its efforts to represent the tried and
the cost of all products of labor in this coun- lence,”
statesmen of the land as a “revincorruptible
try, whereby, if the movement is successful,
olutionary cabal,” thus apparently seeking to
almost all American manufactures must cease,
prepare the public mind for some “coup-d’etatf,
and the working people connected with them,
on the part of the executive,—these things
be turned adrift.
and others like them show upon how willing
This result would he certain, unless an adtalk about “putting down”
ditional duty of at least twenty-five per cent, ears the President’s
of the people
and
Senators
Representatives
should be laid on foreign goods, and then home
soil his dragmanufacturers could go on, their goods costing have fallen, into how congenial
ons’ teeth have been cast. How far these new
the purchaser one fourth more than before.
found friends of his represent and interpret
Our country is now burdened by an enorhis views, those who are now excluded from
which
must
be
mous debt,
paid. All our
his confidence can only conjecture. If they
means of payment come from labor in its vaconstrue his words more literally than he inrious forms. All our wealth eonsists in the
he must blame himself, and himself
products of our labor. We ought to exert tended,
of
ourselves to the utmost to produce a meaus of only for having used words perfectly capable
such construction. If the country is seriouspaying our liabilities. Precisely at this poiut
ly disquieted at manifestations which a month
the eight hours movement steps in, and proago would have appeared supremely ridicua
stroke
cut
off
at
of
to
poses by
the pen,
the President, by a public exhibition of
once, one fifth of our productive industry, lous,
passions so unrestrained if not ungovernable,
one fifth of our meaus of
debts
our
paying
and supporting our Government and families. of vanity so weak, of terrors so whimsical, of
arrogance so aggressive and imperious, want
L. W.
of sense and lack of judgment so amazing,
Person at—We learn that Mr. Owen B.
Stone, a native of this State, and for many
years one of the most successful School Teach-

Massachusetts, has been secured to take
charge of the Congress Street Grammar
Sehool tor boys, and will enter upon the duties

ers

in

soon.

oil well near Franklin,
Penn., on the Alleghany Kiver, is a wonderful
phenomenon. It shoots up a vast column of
fiaui more than a hundred feet into the air,
and lights the country for miles around. It

tjtf™The horning

has moderated the temperature in the neighborhood, so that the grass has rapidly grown
up, and is now from two to four inches high.
The trees standing within this tropical range
have budded aud leaved out with all the luxuriance of summer.

has made himself alone responsible. We must
stand firm.

Speaking of newspapers, one may derive a
grim satisfaction from witnessing the attempts
of some heretofore known as Republican, to
swallow the bitter cup of shame and humiliation poured out for them with smiling faces.—
Even government
gives it but a sickisli

pap
kind of sweetness. The attempt to put on airs
of easy nonchalance, or of smiling complacence, while convulsed with inward loathing,
proves in most cases but a sickening and
ghastly affectation. Of all the recreant journals, the New York Times is the most shameless. It is quite plain that our handsome Ray
inond, elected to Congress as a Union Republican lias been “gobbled”
bodily. Having found
nothing to censure and every thing to admire

in the President’s late speech, he may be safely regarded hereafter as an attache of the
White House, standing with
‘•His loins girt up to • uu with speed, be the errand
wiiatitmav,
And the smilo iiiekering on his cheek, tor ought his
Lord may say.”
At the date of my last, there was a conflict
of authorities whether Col. Forney was, iu the
..

of the

named Daniel

Charles, a

native of

Lovell,

Me.

who had been residing in Coaticook for a fortnight previously, shot himself through the
head with slugs from a revolving pistol. There

President,
charming figure
was found upon him and ia his trunk some
cock,” or a “dead duck.” The latter is now $200 in money. The folio wing was found written
generally admitted to he the true reading.— in his diary, which he was seen to have in his
The Colonel is at any rate exhibiting extraor- hand shortly before committing the deed :
dinary signs of lite ibr a defunct biped of any ‘*2(ith. X now leave this world for pleasure, and
species, and lighting qualities are displayed by go to a happier land for rest. Fraud has caused
the ignorant young man’s death.
him quite as brisk as are
My request
likely to prove agreeable to that Ifateru i ty known as the President’s is to carry my remains to friends at Lovell. I
now bid adieu to my friends on earth.”
party. 'The Chronicle, though single handed,
fcif“We learn from the Times that tlie Demis quite a match for all our other city journals
ocrats of Bath had a rally at the City Hail,
put together, aud is accepting the wager of
Saturday evening, Col. T. D. Kobinson in the
battle right gallantly.
chair. Addresses were made by Hon. Henry
It is with deep regret that I record the death
Tallman, Oliver Moses, Esq., and others. A
of another of those noble and true men, given series of resolutions were
passed, after which
to the country by our State, during the great
the meeting adjourned with cheers for Presistruggle for Union and Freedom, lirevet Lt. dent Johnson. No nominations for city oftioes
Col. Harry M. Stiuson, a native of Hallowell, were made.
fcif*Mrs. Mary Hall of Solon, aged 6C years,
Me., lately of the start’of Mgj, Gen. Howard,
died at Tallahassee, Fla., on the 22d of in three months during the past season, spuu
two hundred skeins of yarn and wove two hunFebruary aged 22 years. Col. Stinson enlisted dred
yards of cloth, besides doing house-work,
as
a
of
seventeen,
privApril, IStU, at the age
knitting and sewing! coloring yarn, and any
ate, in the 3d Maine, Gen. Howard’s old regi- amount of other work. Mrs.
Nancy Blaisdell
ment, was wounded and captured at Bull Hun, of Canaan, aged about
76, has spun during the
was exchanged alter a year of captivity in rebpast summer and fall five hundred and sixtyel hands, served about three years in the field
three skeins of yarn, and woven two hundred
was wounded again by a shot through the left
yards of cloth, besides any amount of kcatting
lung, near New Hope Church, Ga. Ho subse- and se >ring. All of which is reported by the
quently served, though suffering from a pul- Skowhegan Clarion.
monary desease resulting from his wound, on
tF" Miss Clara Bunker, daughter of Mr.
the staff of Gen. Howard in this city, where Potter Bunker of Athens, committed suicide
it was my privilege to meet him, was then sent on the 23d ult., by shooting herself through the
body. No cause assigned in the Skowhegan
to Florida to serve under Gen. Osborne upon
paper which reports the fact.
the Frecdmen’s Bureau, in the vain hope that
fciP'Hon. J. S. Monroe of Abbott, has been
the climate might restore his health. There
appointed Judge of Probate for this county, to
he remained until his death. The father of till the vacancy occasioned
by the resignation
Col. Stinson died in the service, and his broth- of Hon. C. A. Everett.—[Piscataquis Observer.
ESP" The question of loaning the credit of
er was killed at Bull Hun.
So noble, so glorithe city of Bangor for an additional
ftfcs a record needs no laudation.
The best
$500,000 to
the European & North American
Railway Co.,
tribute we can render to the memory of our
will be voted upon next
also
martyr heroes is to see to it that they did not the question whether the act Monday—a3
granting the forT. S. P.
die in vain.
mer loan of $500,000 shall be
continued in force
two years longer. Both
questions, to be affirmMr. Bion Bradbury’s Speech.
must have a tliree-fourths vote.
Monday morning the leaders of the Argus atively carried,
The Whig predicts that the people will be wilwere astonished to find in its columns an artiling to extend the loan to an additional halfcle actually purporting to be logically reasonmillion, properly secured as it is by this bill.
ed. At the Democratic Ratification Meeting
The petition asked for a million, but it was
held in Mechanic’s Hall Saturday evening, Mr. more than it was
generally thought prudent to
Bion Bkadbuby made a little speech, whicli
giant.
it is perhaps worth while to consider.
Mr
O&IGINAL AND SELECTED.
Bradbury, it will be remembered, is one of the
a

“dead

—

Democratic candidates for governor, who have
successively beaten of late years. His
speech as reported in the Argus, is full of interesting points. We are almost tempted to
give it entire, hut can hardly spare the room.
Mr. Bradbury thinks it the duty of every good
citizen “in these perilous times to do what he
“can to aid the community in forming a correct opinion on the great issues of the present
day.” W£ heartily agree with him and propose
to follow that vocation. We can but regret that
the discovery had not been made however in the

“perilous times,” when the nation rocked to its
centre, shaken by the earthquake of armed rebellion. We humbly submit that“a correct opinion on the great issues” of that day was at
least as important and desirable as a revised
and corrected opinion now; and as our recollection of the opinions of Mr. Bradbury and
his party are, that they were very incorrect,
going so far as to pronounce the war a “failure,” almost in the hour of victory, we may
perhaps be excused for regarding with some
suspicion opinions fi'om the same source now.
Indeed Mr. Bradbury does not agree with
himself on all points, so that however much
we might desire to agree with him, It becomes
quite impossible. For instance, he says this
“is no time for clap-trap and sophistry." But
if not, why make such a speech as this, one
asks. Mr. Bradbury is certainly mistaken, as
all the “true and tried” Democratic voters who
sat before him very well knew.
The party
hacks who originated and manipulated that

“Ratification” meeting know perfectly well
that this is the very best time within four
years to sow “clap-trap and sophistry” broadcast with an unsparing hand. The Scriptural
enemy who came in the night-time and sowed
tars, never plied his vocation more industriously, nor counted more fully upon a luxuriant crop of mischief and contusion. And evidently Mr. Bradbury li imself believes that this
is a very good time for “sophistry.”
Else why does he charge that the

rieties of cherries are in the same condition.
Raspberries of the European varieties, where

they were
verely.

not

protected,

have suffered se-

E3F“The Cincinnati Times describes the stupendous bridge, now nearly completed,between

policy of the majority in Congress, “is oppression and usurpation” ? Is it usurpation for
Congress to await proper information at this
grave juncture, before proceeding to irreparaHas not the Chairman of the
Committee on Reconstruction informed the
Senate and the country, that the action of the
ble action?

committee has been delayed by the

hewltoliingly

by

an

unusual amount of

maple

sugar and

maple molasses. The season promises well for
a large business among the maple orchards.
E3f The youngest daughter of Mr. P. T.
Barnum was recently married in Bridgeport
to Mr. Nathan Seeley, of the firm of Seeley &
Stevens, of that city. A large oouipany assembled to witness the ceremony, and all
were banished from the marriage-feast.

E3p"William

liquors

A. Browning, whose death

was

announced by telegraph yesterday morniug,
at the time of his death Secretary of Legation to Mexico. He came to Washington originally as Secretary to Mr. Johnson when SenaWhen a military govtor from Tennessee.

That

C'ough

Mr. Johnson upon his return to Washington ts Vice President, and continued with
him as private secretary until about the first
of December last, when he was appointed to the
office which he held at his death. Col. Browning was a native of Washington and was very

popular.
Ea?” Tho Milwaukee Bar recommend the
passage of a bill now before Congress, to establish intermediate courts of appeal between the
distrist and circuit eourts and the supreme
court. All appeals from judgments and inter-

Couprh and. Croup Syrup,
And

Magazines.
The London Quabtebly Review tor January
received of Messrs. L. Scott & Co., the American
republishers. Its most noticeable article is tbat on
“The Coming Session," in which are set forth the
views of one very positive class of English thinkers
in relation to the duties of the present pirliament.
In addition there are reviews of Mr. Grote’s “Plato;”
of Miss Berry’s Memoirs; of Palgrave’s “Arabia;”
of the works of M. Saint Beuve; of Tennyson’s
“Enoch Arden;” and Livingstone's “Zambesi and
its Tributaries.” An interesting historical article is
entitled “Simon de Moutfort,” and there is a pleasant paper on “Caricature and Grotesque In Literature and Art.”
is

Abgosy for February contains Griffith Gaunt,
by Charles Reade; Chaps. IV., V.; On Watchingfor
the Next Thing, by Matthew Browne; A Journey Jlejoumeyed, by George McDonald; Civitas Dei, by William Allingliam; The Bourgeois, by Citoyenne B—-;
2 he Earl o'Quarterdeck, A New Old Ballad; A Hidden Treasure, by Mrs. Olipbant [Hero: A Metamorphosis by Christina G. Rossetti; Wintering at Eiretat, by John Banks; Sir Henry Mallory's Story, by
Henry Klngslev; Artist and Model: A London Poem,
by Robert Buchanan; The Argosy's Log, by Jason
Jones.

Move from yonr placing the greenbacks In order,
Move from your stearin, you great sons of £rin,
Move for St. Lawrence, and over the border.

Come, stop your big speecliing, and quit all your
°

screeching;

Come to the front, boys, and stop all yonr blarney;
Come to the front, my boys, now for a great big noise;
Como to the tug, my boys, on with tuc Army.”

SPECIAL NOTICES.
•'

••

'•

Metcalfc’a Great

Rheumatic

Remedy

certainly tlie wonder of the age. Thousands can
testitV to its magical effect, and the first doctors of
this city ore recommending it to their patients as the
only sure cure tor Rheumatism ever known to man.
March 6—dlmSN

Visit to the Capital qf Montenegro, by the Rev. W.
Denton; Religious Life in Palestine when Christ
it
David Brown,
appeared, and how He dealt with ,by
D. D.; The Old Yeomanry Weeks, by Sarah Tytlcr;
and Mind, by the Rev. W. F. WilkinHealth

qfBody

A.; A Frenchman’s Impressions qf England
Century ago, bv the Dean of Canterbury; The Ends
or Life, bv Henry Holbeach; Homeward. Part I., by
the Editor; A Syrian Fable, by Mary Eliza Rogers,
and A Moorland Romance.

son.
a

Gentlemen
large stock of Boots and Shoes, of every
variety ot stylo, both of French and American manufacture, atT. K. MOSKLKy St CO.'S, Summer St.,
Will

I’nd

a

Boston.

iuh6dlttN

ITCH I

Scratch,

ITCH I

Scratch,

Wheaton's

ITCH !
Scratch l

Ointment:

Will Care (he Itch la Forty-Eight Hoars.
Also cures SALT RHEUM, ULCERS, Chilblains,
and all Jiruplitmt of the Skin. Price 50 cents. For
sale by all druggists.
By sending 60 cent, to WEEKS St POTTER, Sole
Agents, 170 Washington St., Boston, it will be forwarded by mail, free ot postage, to any part ol the
United States.
Oct 25.1805.—a » dAwlyr

M.

Tub Sunday Magazine, edited by Dr. Guthrie,
presents its usual agreeable variety. The articles
are:
AnnalsqT a Quiet Neighborhood,by the Vicar.
XI., XII,; Our Father’s Business: or, Methods to do

Good,by

the

Editor;
Night with Hr. Livingstone
Blaikie, D. D,; Milizciaof league, or the
Bohemians in London, by John De
LIcfde; On an Imperfectly Understood Christian Character, by D. D.;
Evening Hymn, by Edward S. Dodd; Mr. Will’s
A

bv W. G.

Cruelty; A Meditation

on

Sorrow; In the Life of Our

lewd, by William Hanna, D, D.; Frederick William
Robertson, by the Rev. Andrew Crichton. With a
Portrait; The SecondEtoahA’) tlieEev. Donald Mac
leod; and The Blind in londi,
All of the above are published by Stratum & Co.,
New York, and sold here by Short St Loring,

FROM

Henry Chauncey. .New
Edinburg.New

BT A Physiological View of Marriage!
—Containing nearly 306 pages, and 130 fine Plates
and Engravings of the
Anatomy of the Human Organs in a state of Health and Disease, with a Treatice on Early Errors, Its Deplorable
Consequences
upon the Mind and Body, with the Author’s Plan of
Treatment—the only rational and successful mode of
cure, os shown by the report of cases treated. A
truthful adviser to the married, and those contemplating marfiage, who entertain doubts at their physical condition. Sent free of postage to any address,
on receipt ol 25 cents, in stamps or postal carrency,
by addressing Dr. LA CROIX, Ho. 31 Malden Lane,
Albany, N. Y.
The author may be consulted upon any of the diseases upon which his book treats either pertonaily or
by mail, and medicine sent to any part of the world
Oct €—s N diwOm

7
7

York. .California. ..March 10
York.. Liverpool.. .March 10

Sun rises.J....6.28 I Moon sets .11.06 AM
Sun sets.5.56 High water.2.05 rM

|

MARINE NEWS

taking according to directions.

Colgate’s

Aromatic

superior Toilet Soap, prepared from refined
Oils in combination with Glyceriue,

V oKctable

and especially designed for the
for the Nursery.

use

of Ladle* and

perfume is exquisite, and its
washing properties unrivalled. For sale by ail Dr jggists.
felO*66aNdly
Its

Plain and Colored

Stamping

All Stationery bought at this store will be stamped
plain iree of charge.
Stamping done in Red, Blue, Purple, Brown,
Black, &c., at twenty-five cents per quire, or Package extra.

Monograms Cut to Order.
Wedding and Visiting Cards Engraved or Printed
stationery

CAN ALWAY8 RE FOUND

SHORT

&

AT

LORING’S,

Book.cllcrs and

Sch Geo Brooks, Uptoh, Boston.
Sch Wm Arthur, Loring, Portsmouth.
Sch Daroska, McIntyre, Bristol.

CLEARED.

Barque L T Stocker, (new,

Chilblains Can Be Cured!
Use CHARLES’ LINIMENT. Follow the Direr
Horn strictly and we warrant a cure.
For sale, Wholesale and Retail, by
BURGESS, FOBES St CO.,
General Agents,
80 Commercial Street, I Thomas Block,)
decZ7dtf8N
Portland, Mo.

E

MOV

A

L

!

Dr. W. R. Johnson,

jDEISTTIST,
Has Removed his Oflee to 13 1*2 Free Si.
Second House from H. H. Hay’s Apothecary
mar2SNd&wti
Store.

TtN

TY EES!

LOOK !

LOOK ! !

25 Tiu-Typea for 50 cent**
25 Gem Amhrotypes, 50 cent**
-A.T THE-

.Vo. 80 Middle Street.
A. S. DAVIS.

jallSKdtf

BALSAM !

GOUGH
Has been

found by experience to be the

BEST BEMEDT
For the various diseases of the Lungs and Throat,
such

as

DIPHTHERIA,
Asthma, Bronchitis* Consumption* Croup,

Influenza, Pleurisy, Pneumonia, or
Inflammation of the Langs,

Whoeping Cough*
In these complaints this Medicine has NO SUPERIOR, and while thus efficacious it Is perfectly safe to
and

administer to persons of all uges.
The Cough Balsam possesses the two-fold advantage ofbeing at once valuable as a curative and Invaluable as a vreventativo of all tho diseases ot the
Throat, Lungs and Bronchia.
The world is challenged to produce a compound of
equal efficacy and safety.
Prepared and sold by AMBROSE WARREN,
Botanic Druggist, No. 1 Granite Block East Market
nolisudiwCm
Square, Bangor, Me.
HASHEESH CANDY!
The attention of the public is invited to Hatkcesh
Candy, which is recommended to them as the best
medicine known for the euro ot all diseases of the
Throat, Luugs and Nervous System. The proprietors, in thus offering it, feel confident that a trial will

liilly sustain the high reputatiou it has already acquired in various parts of the United Stales. To those
who always let their prejudices blind their judgment
it is useless to present facts or arguments, hut to others we feel that it will be sufficient to say that we offer
no new discovery or experiment; our goods are standard.
In the Bast, Hasheesh is the beginning and
the end of Medicine; it is used for numberless diseases, and that it is used with success we need only
refer our readers to the unlimited testimony of trav-

should so long have escaped the practical science of the Western World, is an
astonishing fact; but now that it is prepared in such
a form a9 to make it pleasant, safe, and above all, effective, there can be no doubt that it is destined to
obtain the confidence of the public, and especially ot
Invalids can
those for whose relief it is prepared.
be assured that it contains not a particle of opium,
or anything else that is in any way ipjurious to the
system, but that it is an agreeable and permanent
tonic.
Sent to any address on receipt of price and stamps.
Price—Large Box f 1.00, postage 15 cents; Small
For sale by all DrugBox 50 cents, postage 6 cents.
gists and Apothecaries, or Patent Medicine Dealers.
Imported and manufactured solely by the SYLVAN ORIENT COMPANY, 151 Washington St.,
(opposite the Old South Church,) Boston, Mass.
elers in all ages.

That it

their hearing, who,
after trying everything and everybody, had given up
hoping ever to hear a’ain.
It oppera^s like a obarm upon offensive discharges from tbe EAR, no matter what may have caused
it, or how long standing.
Noises in the head disappear under its influence
as If by magic.
Price, $2.00 a Bottle. For sale by ail Druggists; at
wholesale by G. C. GOODWIN & CO.,
No. 38 Hanover St., Boston. )
Feb 21—sxd&wly
means

of

Portland, 349 tons,)

F Bibber, Havana—H I Robison.
Brig Torrent, Gould, Sagua—Geo S Hulit.

Thos

Brig Minnie Miller, Anderson, Cardenas—I light &
Drew.
Sch Warren Blake, Mcservey, Cardenas—Chase,
Cram & Sturdivant.
Sch Kate Carlton, iBr) Bowdoln, Matanzas—Chase
Cram & Sturdivant.
Sch Chattanooga, Black, Matanzas—Phiuney &

Jackson.

Sch Charlie, (Br) Long, St Andrews NB—master.
SAILED—Brig Castilian; sch Campbell.
Shipbuilding—At Yarmouth, Giles Loring has in
trame a ship of about 1000 tons, for Capt Thos Lorlor launching next tail, and
ing, which will be
a brig ot 400 tons Cor Capt B Sherman, ot Augusta,
intended tor the West India business, to bo oil* in
July. Henry Hutchings is building a brig of 425
tons, for Capt Bepj Webster, of Portland, ami others,
to be launched early in the summer, and lias the
frame out for another of the same size, to be off in
the tall. Jos Gooding is building a schr of 110 tons,
intended tor the coasting business, to be commanded
by Capt John Cleaves, of Yarmouth. 400Albion Seatons, to be
bury, is engaged on a brig of about
command bv Capt E Knight, of Yarmouth, by whom
together with others, she is owned. J & A Soabury
are budding a schr of about 150 tons, tor Cant Mart in
trade.
Noyes, of Yarmouth, intended for the coasting
Blanchard Brothers are building a ship oi about 1200
tons, which will l>e completed next tall, and to he
commanded by Capt Eben York.
At Cumt>erland, J A Woodsido is building a barque
ot about 600 tons, tor Isaac Emery, and others, of
Portland, to be launched early in the summer. She
is to be commanded by Capt McAlevy, late ol brig

ready

Stationer* 50 and 58
Exchange St., Portland, Me.
SNlm
February 24.18BG.

R

PORTLAND.

Monday* March 5.
ARRIVED.
Steamer Dirigo, Sherwood, New York.
Barque James E Ward, Landerkin, Boston.
lirig Maraeaybo, (Br> Robinson, Poi.ee, 17th nit.
Sch Alwilda, (Br) Graham, St John NB for Boston
Sch G A Braise. Sherman. Boston.

at short notice.
A large assortment of

fashionable:

OF

PORT

Vegetable Soap.

of restoring thousands to

Samson,
Matauzos: 28th, ships Mayflower, Call, New York;
Wizard King, Woodworth, Apalachicola.
Ar 22d, barque ( ’has Brewer, Dcrmott, Philadelphia; brig Jessie Rhynas, Jones, New York.
Ar 23d, ship Wallace, Carney, Wiscasset; brig H S
Emery, Fitts, Cardenas.
Below 22d, bound up, barques Ellwood Cooper.
Flitner, from Liverpool; Samuel Tarbox, Tarbo::, fra

New York.

Cld 22d, ship Flora Southard. Morrill. Havre; bark
Reunion, Tracey, do; 24th, ship Pacific, Harris, for
Havre; barque Celeste Clark, poster, do.
MOBILE—Ar 2Cth, brig Concord, Beaufort NC.
KEY WEST—Sid 22d, brig Ahnon Rowell, Morton,
Boston.

ClIARLESTON-yCld 27th, ship Southern. Rights,
Ross, Liverpool.
WILMINGTON—Cld 28th, sch Vicksburg, Mitchell. Motanzas.
BALTIMORE—Ar 1st, sch Pavilion, Snow, Irom
New York.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 2d, sch Garland, Norton,
Mayaguez.

D,

of

Hollis,

and

Josephine H, daughter

DIED.
In this city 5th Inst, Mr Adam Leighton, formerly
of Falmouth, aged 54 years.
IJTFunenil at the West Cumberland M E Church,
at 2 P M, Wednesday. Prayers at his late residence,
No 23
Street, at 9 A M, Wednesday. Belaives
and friends are invited to attend.
In Scarboro, Jan 18, Mr John Meserye, aged 86 yrs
3 months.

lor New York.

EDGARTOWN—Ar 26th. sch West Wind, HarNew York for Portland.
Ar 28thf sch E C Brown, Burns, fm New York tor
Tliomaaton.
HOLMES’S HOLE—Ar 2d, sch Winged Racer,Bernard, Nansemond for Boston.
In port 3d, barque Isabel: brigs Cyclone, Antilles,
Loyalist, Stranger, Fannie Butler, Mary A Chase;
Bcbs Mary & Emma, Pioneer, Leesbhrg, Walton,
Shooting Star, and Ely ing Cloud.
BOSTON—Ar 3d, sens Emma Berry, Morey, from
Buoksport; M J Sewall. Roft‘, Westport.
Ar 4th, sch Wm Penn, Curtis, Kenuebunk.
Ar5th. schs Plnta, Bryant, Pembroke; Citizen,
Henley, Portland.
Cld 5th, barque Almoner, Lamphcr, tor Cardonas;
brig Tangent, Chandler. Savannah: schs C C Farnsworth, Gray, Buck sport; Ebon Herbert, Wright,
Portland.
Ski, brig C C Colson, and E H Flitner.
SALEM—Sid 4»h, schs Corvo, Yeaton; Empress,
Kennedy; Gertrude Horton, Jameson; Ruth S llodsdon, Rabb, and Union, Averill, (from Rockland) for
New York; Wm Jones, Monroe, do.

rington,

FOREIGN PORTS.
Sid (Vn Melbourne Nov 25, ship Golden Horn, Rice
Hong Kong.
At Shanghae Dec 23, ship Horatio, Drew, lor New
York, ldg at £2 per L6n of 40 feet.
At Palermo 8th ult, brigs Imogene, Saunders, Irom
Marseilles; Aroostook, Lord. unc.
Ski Jan 28, brig Nigretta, Rice, Philadelphia; Feb
8, baroue Zulma, Hewett, for Messina, to load for
New York.
Ar at Messina 4tli ult, barque Sohayml, Crosby, for,
New York.
Sid 8th, brig Veteran, Snow, New York.
Sid fm do 28th ult, barque Bessie Simpson, Snow,
New York.
Ar at Callao 5th ult. ship
Panama, (and sailed 12th for

Mary

E

Riggs, Lowell,

Chinchas); 10th, barque
McGilvcry, Nichols, Montevideo ; 13th, Sunbeam,
Jordan, Boston.
Ski Feb 9, ships Atlantic, Dinsmore, Chinclias;
prev to 18tli, Wm Woodbury, Sewyer, Germany.
In port 12tli. ships MelrOse, Barstow, for Chinchas,
to load for United States; Ne Plus Ultra, Martin, tor
Chinchas.
At Quinteros 2d nit, ship Golden Rule, Hall, from
St John NB. disg.
At Ruatan, Hon, 15th ult, sch Theron J Dale, Lewis, for Boston, ldg.
Sid tin Bermuda 13th ult, barque Palo Alto, Wiley,
(from Galveston) for Liverpool.
At do fTtn, barque Jenny Cobh, Spaulding, from
Rockland tor New Orleans, re-fitting.
SPOKEN.
Feb 20, lat 42 20, Ion 46 10, ship Adelaide, from New
York for Liverpool.
-*----—---

■

New Advertisements.

In Bangor, Feb 27, Suite, youngest daughter of

Gibraltar,

if,

Mctcalre

The Mayot read a message vetoing the ordinance relating to calling meetings of tlie

City

Council.
On the question of passing the ordinance
over the veto of the
Mayor, the vote stood,
yeas o—nays 4, as follows:
Yeas, Messrs. Phinney, Southard, Foster.—

Isays, Messrs. Jack, Whittemore, Donnell
Morgan.

Uheuinalie Keniody.
AUVEKTIMKMENT COLUMN.
Scales for Sale—Tukey & Waltou.
For Sale—Houac.
Found Ad Hit—Log.
Copartnership— Benson & Uoujjlitou.
To be Let-J. K. Brazier.
»

NEW

MUNH'lPAL EI.K< TI<»x.
The election in this city yesterday was one
of tlie most quiet we have ever witnessed.
There was very little excitement, and in but
one Ward was there any conveyance used for

and

So the ordinance was refused a
passage.
| In Common Council tlie requisite two
thirds vote could not be obtained—the vote
standing 18 to 4.)
Order for puichasing a bust of the late
President Lincoln, was referred to tlie next
City Couucil in concurrence.
Leave to withdraw was voted on petition of
Charles Sawyer lor exemption from taxation
of his capital used in shipbuilding; also on
petition of Win. Kenney & Son et als, relative to
the regulations of the
City Market; also on
petition of E. N. Bascomb relative to the fences
on the Grand Trunk
Railway; also on petition
ot Charles Johnson for remuneration lor damdone
to
his
hack
age
by alleged delect in Ca
nal street.
The Committee on Health, ou
petition of
William Willis et als. relative to the sewer that
discharges iulo the dock under tlie woollen
store, comer Commercial street and Commercial wharf', reported, recommending a continuas the said store is
ation of the sewer as

bringing voters to the polls. Notwithstanding
this, there were upwards of 3100 votes polled
in the city, and the Union Republican majority is increased more than 300 from last year.
Considering that the only caucuses held by
the Union Republicans were those to nominate
candidates for Ward otlicers, and that there
was no general caucus ou
Saturday evening,
as usual, and that the Democrats had their
raised, as contemplated.
An order was paved to pay Ellphalet Clark
Ward caucuses, and also a grand ratification
tor the payment of*
meeting ou Saturday evening, also that they and Moses Gould
an execution rreoeered against the
city in their
had nominated one of their best and most unfavor, lor damages in {e-running Poplar street.
exceptionable men for Mayor,—we say considOrder directing tlie Fourth of July Comering the3c facts, the Uuion Republican victo- mittee to pay the Eon Base Ball Club fcj,
awarded said Club as Zd prize on the 4th of
ry is a splendid one.
July last came up, passed m tlie other Board.
Mr. Stevens has a majority of 1081 over the
In this Board it was laid on the table, it apDemocratic candidate, and 880 over every tiling. jiearing that said Committee had reftiuded
Every candidate nominated by the Union men said sum to the Treasury and .had nothing iu
their hands.
is elected by a large majority, and the
sweep
Tlie Committee of Conference on the
petij
is clean throughout the city—Aldermen, Countion of 'the Board of Trade for compensation
lor clearing obstructions in the harbor, re;lottcilmen, Constables, Wardens and Clerks.
The following is the vote for Mayor, com- ed that they were unable to agree. The Board
of Aldermen then voted to adhere to their lor
pared with the vote of last year:
mer vote, granting petitioners leave to withVote for Mayor.
1863.

.< ;

Wards

1866.

i
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£
at.®
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2

V
A
215
182
208
207
270
330
252
11

1
2
3
4
5
6
T
Island*

*

la
80
ICO
80
118
106
102
14

53
45
83
6»
G7
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112
6
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689

493

It will be

seen

.89
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2
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S
0

212
221
343
229
308
357
324

12.»
1.0
06
140
120
158
137

40
7
23
28
36
21
33

0
0
0
0
O
2
0

10

1997

916

190

2

The calm and steady bearing of
impress the minds
of his fellow citizens with a sense of their
present duty. We are not to abuse the President. We are not to excuse him. We are not
to suffer him even to attempt to override the
co-ordinate authority of Congress, without
profound, earnest remonstrance. Such mui"
mur of public condemnation of his recent acts
finds voice in this vote. It is only the vote of
one city, and will be found to be the first patter of a copious shower.

Congress.

our

Senator has not failed to

Vote for Aldermen and Common Counoil.

liave this day formed
name and style of

undersigned
THE
nership under the

a

215; Charles Merrill 128; William Anderson
120; William S. Trefetliren 128; Daniel
Biown 38; Stephen A. Anderson 83; Willard
T. Brown 39.

draw.
The Annual Reports of the City Solicitor,
Engineers of the Fire Department, Supcrinteuileut of Buriaks, and the Liquor Agent w'ere
received and ordered to be printed.
The two Boards disagreeing on the order
raising the pay of policemen to #700 per year
—the Common Council liaviug passed the order and Board of Aldermen refused it a passage—a Committee of Conference was appointed. Alter a session of hall an hour the
Committee reported they were unable to agree.
The Board of Aldermen theu voted to adhere
to their vote rethsing the order a passage.
Adjourned to Fnday, March 0th, 7 1-8 o’clock P. M.

For Common Councilmen—Charles M. Rice

224; Daniel W. Fessenden 225; Samuel H.
Colesworthy 222; S. H. Bragdun 144; S. W.
Wilson 136; S. J. Lord 135; S. W. Sawyer 7;
Joseph True 7.

Spruce,

Pine and Hemlock Lumber, Laths,

Clapboards, Shingles, to.

>•

HARD AND

SOFT WOOD,

at the lowest market
rates, delivered In any part of the city.

For Sale.

by

TUKEY & WATSON,
ST Union St.
t fp“Sucales of all kinds taken and repaired and sold

on

commission.

mhGdtf

For Sale, to close a concern.
The Carleton Estate, at the corner of Concress and Carleton .Stree's; measuring about
JalllLCS feet on Congress and about 120 ieet on Carleton Street, with the three-story House thereon.—
About one-half of tho value may remain on mortgage
for a number of years. For further inlormation apsteele & Hayes.
ply to
Portland, March 6, 1866.—dtf

Found Adrift.
the
IN wood: Cove,
WII'LIAM
Back

on

Friday, tho 2d ints,

owner can

McAltTHUR,

a log ot hard
have it by applying to
22 Hammond St, and

paving expenses.
c,
Portland, Me., March Cth, 18C6.—d3t*
To be I>t.
ROOM for

one

or more perms, in
with
2T

a

good

modern cojiveideuces
sized pleasant oflice,
DESK
Exchange Street,
second floor, No.
attached,
on

“Ocean Insurance Company
March C—d3w

s

buHdtng.^^^^t'

the re-

are

One More.
to thee bald heals lorevcr.
Thus warbled friend Todd, an he gazed on his

Farewell, O farewell,
“balm;”
thy

No hair from
For

oore

O! smooth

disease

as a

stone which

was

no moss covers

7 I |

scorning,
We Moss thee, Frlond Todd, and thy name’s now
Immortal,
Though wig dealers curse thee, their business
overthrown,
A nation,applauds,—thou hast crossed glory’s pen-

ial;

That

a

“Balm

it. Yii—i__•

Canat*ble» filooted.

Is In Gilead,” then plainly hast

shown.

Fheedmen’s Fair.—There was a large
gathering at City Hall last evening, anil the
auctioneer^, Messrs. Patten and Baifey, disposed of the unsold articles, which ware unihirous.
The aggregate of the sales win

Ward 1.—William Foster, William A. Charl-

amount to a handsome shm.

Ward 2.—Francis B. Barr, Charles

to

II.

1

Ficfc-

We have omitted in our accouut of the Fair
give credit to Messrs. George T. Burroughs

& Co. for their kindness in

Ward 8.
James H. Berriek, Thomas
Wiides.
Ward 4.—James S. Gould, George T. Ingrar
ham.
Ward 5.— Adam W. Barbour, Archibald
—

Montgomery.

Ward 6.—Jonathan Meserve, OliverH. Davis.
Ward 7.—Andrew L. Taylor, Henry Galli800.

Wardens and Clerks.

rish.

following

the list of Town officers

Standish, March 5th,

1866:

Moderator—H. J. 8wasey, Democrat.
Town Clerk—William H. Dresser, Republi-

can.

Selectmen and Assessors—Wm. D. Freeman,
Republican, Ebenezor Moulton, Democrat, no
choice of third.
Town Treasurer—William H. Dresser, Re-

publican.
Superintending School Committee—Dr. Jas.
G. Sturgis, Republican.
Auditor—William Paine, Republican.
Collector and Constable—Epliraim Higgins,
Democrat.
Last

Spring

all Democrats.

Westbrook.—At the annual town meeting hi Westbrook yesterday, the following
board of town officers was elected:

Moderator—Jonathan Smith.
Clerk and Treasurer—H. J. Bradburv.
Selectmen—Jonas Raymond, H. B. Boody,

Charles B. Stevens.
School Committee—n. J. Bradbury.
Town Agent—Jolm Read.
All Democrats. Same last year.

loaning the

tables

room, and which were indispensable to the comfort of the thousands that used

dining

in the

them.
New Firm.—By reference to our advertising columns, it will be seen that Maj. Houghton, late of the 17th Maine, and Capt. Benson, of the 1st Maine Cavalry, have formed a
copartnership for the transaction of a general
_

commission and

the Union tickett.

elected in

over,

Nor turn from the mirror in aadness away.

ton.

on

sever,

my

name.

—

ett.

ever

The young village maid when her tresses adorning.
And fixing her robes tor some festival day,
As she whispers, “Hungarian," will cease all her

Ward 7.

For Alderman
Ambrose Giddings 322;
Charles H. Stuart 168.
4,
For Common Councilmen— Frederick W.
Claick 315.1 -William ET. PliiDips 350: Elias
Chase 345; Wm. T. Kiiborn 142; William II.
Lovejoy 141; Jeremiah Proctor 141; Wm. K.
Rhodes 37.J
..

can

pale, tilt “iluugarian” came
With Its sweet scented breath, as the bloom oi tbe
clover,
To prove it was worthy ot “Todd’s” mighty

Ward 8.
returns for Ward officers.

Tl'Hiili

head

salvation from ilamlrud’s alarm.

is

So smooth

—

The

Two Fairbanks’ Scales, 2nd band,
No. 7, drop lever, on wheels, capacity
2500 lbs.; as good as new; to be sold

as

about ail taken up uow. But
we speak in terms of praise of the music because it Is not only original, hut decidedly
good also. We have not space for more comment now, but we shall speak of this opera
again. To-night there will be a crowded and
fashionable house.

Ward B.
For Alderman—Edmund Pliinney 345; J.
C. Baker 119.
For Common Councilmen
Augustus P.
Fuller 306; William Gray 310; Wentworth P.
Files 843; C. W. Strout 120; James Staples
154; Richard Paine 118; J. W. Mansfield 35.

Ward 7.—For Warden, Francis E. Pray.—
For Ward Clerk, John J. W. Reeves.
All Union Republicans.
«

Business.

Forwarding

house, for that is quite unnecessary,

Ward 4.
For Alderman—Andrew P. Morgan 224: O.
M. Marrett 144; J. A. Fer.derson 30.
For Common Councilmen—Charles A. Gilson 226; Joseph Bradford 258; William C.
Robinson 229; D. H. Ingraham 141; James
A. Leavitt 139; John Clary 138; S. S. Webster 27; D. J. Farr28.

BERLIN MILLS WHARF.
E. B. HOUGHTON,
A. M. BENSON.
Pot Hand, Much 1, 1866.
mhtktf w

and

And lor the sale Of aU kinds et

under Northern skies.

this opera for the purpose

Loring23.

Constantly an Wand and for sale

Oommiaaien

en

decidedly
florid, evWe do not praise
of drawing a full

and the music is wann and

Wards.

copart-

si 'rtotaimiN,

The sentiments of tlie libretto are

Italian,

For Alderman—Charles Holden 337; Wm
G. Davis 96; S. L. Lyford 22.
For Common Councilmen—Daniel Plummer 364; Jonathan D. Mathews 340: Augustus D. Marr 338; Charles H. Marriner 117;
Thomas G. Loring 96; L. D. Cole US; Francis

Ward 1.—For Warden, Robert H. Perkins.
For Ward Clerk, Robert 1. Hull,
Ward 2.—For Warden, Arthur M. Small.
For Ward Clerk, William Weeks.
Ward S.—For Warden, tiamnel K. Leavitt.
For Ward Clerk. Henry K. Uinklcy.
Ward 4.—For Warden, Monroe A. Blanchard. For Ward Clerk, John L. Shaw.
Ward 5.—For Warden, Nathaniel Walker.
For Wvd Clerk, George S. Nutting.
* Ward 8.—For
Warden, Nathaniel Q.'Gumratngs. For Ward Clerk, Frederick A. Gcr-

uteftso#

Don Bobo and Elvira’s maid accomknows.
pany her to a village in Arragon, where Don
Pedro discloses to his niece that she mast wed
Bobo, or be sent to a convent She chooses
the convent, of course.
Manual has followed
them* and Isabella, the maid, delivers bei a
letter from Manual.
A marriage is planned
and executed between Isabella and a beggar.
On these conditions Elvira consents to marry
Don Bobo. Elvira and her m-id appear iu
their bridal costumes, but just before going to
church a change is effected, and Don Bobo
discovers that he has become the husband of
the maid, and Elvira is wedded to Don Manual. Here is the culminating point, and hfeie
Don Bobo comes to grief.

served seats

Ward 2.

All

Copartnership.

Mayo

Moses and Ernestine C Geddings, aged 5 years 3 mos.
In Bethel, Feb 26, Mrs ^ary Ann, wife of Gilman
Chapman, and daughter os the late J O Brown, aged
56 years 7 months 22 days.
In Buxton, Feb26. George TClougb, aged 11 years,
son of Mr Taylor Clough, and adopted son of Wm S
.and Kineliiie Bradbury.
At
Feb
Wts Anile Augusta, wife of
the late Capt Geo S Hall, formerly of Portland.
In Biddetbrd, Feb 26, Mrs Nancy Philbrick, aged
78 yours.

A4rerti.«enirutii To-Day
SPECIAL NOTICE COLUMN.
SW—T E. M.*.ley & Co.-Bo.lon.

For Alderman—Stephen Whittemore 227;
Samuel Bounds 141.

brook.
In Buxton, March 4, by Rev Jos Bartlett, Lorenzo
M

Tlie regular monthly meeting of the ( iiy
Council was Iiehl last evening.
IN BOARD OF MAYOR AND ALDERMEN.

Advertisers will benefit themselves, as well as
accommodate us, by
sending in their advertisements
at an early hour in the
day.

Cld 3d, steamer Dirigo, Sherwood. Portland; brigs
Beaver, Crocker, St Jago; Sportsman, Ginn, Mobile;
Giles Loring, Soule, Savannah.
PROVIDENCE—Sid 3d, schs Harmona, Bennett,
for New York; StLucar,Oxton, Belfast; 4tn, Watchman, Crabtree, Baltimore.
NEWPORT—Ar 3d, brig Richmond, Powers, from
Providence tor Cardenas; sch Gertrade, Colwell, do

port.

by

Dodge,

VICIJfITY.

Ward 1.
For Alderman—Thomas S. Jack* 249: John
F. Bateman 128; William Curtis 6.
For Common Councilmen—John J. Gerrish
214; Joseph S. York 215; James W. lliaekett

In this city. March 4,
Dr Wright, Albert M
Newell and Mrs Rachel A Newell, both of Portland.
In tills city, March 3, by Rev F Morrell, Isaac W
Parker, of this city, and M ss Mary Peaslee, of West-

of the late Jones Dyer, ot Philadelphia.
In Warren, Ohio, Feb 1, Orville W Merrill, of Portland, and Miss Louisa E Shoeubcrger, of W.
In Bath, March 1, Mareellus CN Shepard and Margaret J Woodman; also, Charles B Savage and Ellen
Sprole, all of Bath.

AM)

CITY AFFAIRS.

(id 3d, brig Mazatlan, Leland, Portland; sch Ida
L Howard, McDuffie, Boston.
At Delaware Breakwater 1st, brig Webster Kelley,
trom Boston tor Charleston; sch R LTay, troui Portland for Philadelphia.
NEW YORK—Ar 2d, schs Maggie Bell. GUkey.
Craney Island; Billow, Pierce, Rockland: Julia Baker, Baker; Helen Mar, Bacon: Sophia R Jameson^
Jameson; W R King,-, A Tirrell, Higgins, trom
Portland; Sarah, Morton; Sarah Wooster, Leland;
Advance, Foster, and R Bullwinklc, French, Providence ; Rocket, Marshall, Fairhaven for Elizabeth-

..-.

_MARRIED.

March C, 18CC.

by these figures that while, as
The New Opera Bon Bobo.
Harriet.
already mentioned, no special effort has been
This
opera will be performed this evening at
Sch Lizzie Williams, 87 tons, built in Massachumade to bring out voters, the aggregate vote
setts in 1859, has been purchased by parties iu CamHall, and as our readers would like to
Deering
has been increased by about a hundred and
den, Me, for $7000 cash.
know what it is all about, we give below the
since last year, and the Union Kepublican
fifty
DISASTERS.
argument or the burden of the music. The
gain counts up to over two hundred votes. This
for Sagna, was lallcn
Brig C B Allen, from Boston
scene in the first act is laid at Barcelona, and
abandoned.
Her
sails
Ion
in with Feb 27, lat 31,
76,
result is very cheering. The increased vote
were furled and there was no water in her.
[The
the subject is love in iu its various phases, and
citizens
that
our
are
alive
shows
to
the
at
hi
was
built
C B A registered 241 tons,
imporHarrington
to its running smooth.
Elvira, a
opposition
1857, where she was owned.]
tance of the crisis. The solid gain in the right
Sch Garland, Norton, at Philadelphia trora MayavOuug lady of Barcelona, is decidedly in love
no
doubt
of
leaves
the
direction
had
of
sprung
aleak,
split
weather,
very
heavy
guez,
tendency
with Don Manual, but she is opposed by her
sails, &c.
men’s minds. The excitement which followed
Don Pedro, who wishes her to wed Don
uncle,
DOMESTIC PORTS.
the passionate explosion of the President, has
Bobo. Don Manual is admitted to her chamSAN FRANCISCO—Ar 1st inst, ship Oracle,Wood,
subsided.
is
It
the
second
measurably
sober,
Hong Kong.
ber, where he is discovered, but be escapes.
Sid 3d inst, ship White Swallow, Knowles, Hong
thought which is reflected in this vote. Minor
Dou Pedro then sends her off, thereby hoping
to
are
suffered
rest
in
the
dissensions
presence
GALVESTON—Cld 17th, brig Samuel Lindsey,
to overcome her attachment, which course
York.
New
Wilson,
of a common danger. As one man, the peoNEW ORLEANS—Ar 21st ult. ship Old Dominion,
never fails to increase love, as the world
more
o
round
their
E
once
leaders
W
in
baroue
Anderson,
Pierce,
rally
Martinique;
ple

For the transaction of a general
Stock List*
Sales at the Brokers Board, March 5.
American Gold..
1321
U. S. Coupon Sixes, 1881,,,....... 1041
U nitcd States 7 3-10ths Loan, 1st series.'.
99}
do
2d series. 99}
3d senes..99}
do
United States Five-twenties, 1865..
103}
United States Ten-iorties, (Coupons off)...... 961
United States Debt Certificates, Nov. 99
Rutland tst Mortgage Bonds. 80
Vermont Central First Mortgage Bends. 80
Boston

V OUTLAM)

DATE.

FOR

Cuba..,.New York. .Liverpool.. .March
Allamenia.New York.. Southampton .Mch

Is

The

Good Words for February embraces In its table
of contents Madonna Mary: a Story qf Modern English Life, by Mrs. Ollphant; England’s Throne; A

NAME

Jan 18—8Nd2moa

A

Tuesday Morning,

DEPARTURE OF OCEAN STEAMERS.

DR. BASCOMB’S

impossibility
obtaining needful official information from
the President ? Papers and documents have
locutory orders would be taken to these new
been called for by both Houses, and are with- courts, and: thence to the supreme court.
B5f“ The Lynchburg (Virgiuia) Newt says
held without reason assigned. If is matter of
that valuable discoveries of iron have been
crave regret, that the President, instead of enmade in Amherst county, three miles north of
gaging in a personal squabble with individuals
the James River canal, and that a company
whose zeal has perhaps outstripped their dishave leased the mines and are about to erect
cretion, had not chosen to devote bis time and l'urnaoes. It also
says that there abundant inthought to the manifest duties as well as the dications of petroleum iu the same vicinity.
his
of
station.
But
it
is
proprieties
high
SSf—The Bastrop (Louisiana) Dispatch says
‘sophistry” to attempt to thrust upon Con->“ that trade and industry are reviving in that
section. The Planters’ Banner makes the same
gress the responsibility of delay occasioned by
the neglect of the President. Nay, the case is statement, and says that the negroes are doing
W. F. PHILLIPS & CO., Agents for Maine.
still stronger.
The President in unseemly better than they have for years past. It also
Feb 15—SNd&wly
the
accounts
from
Teche
has
district.
a
tone
of
himself
to
assume
cheering
passion allowed
made
the
J. H. J. THAYER,
statement at a
®"A wool-grower
arbitrary dictation, to which Congress could
late convention in Vermont, held on a bitter APOTHECARY, 373 Congress St., Portland, Me.
not honorably submit. The Tennessee deleStand formerly occupied by Geo. TV. Hayden & Co.
cold day, that every rag of clothes he had on
gation would have been admitted to their seats
Foreign and Domestic Drugs, Chemicals, Family and
of
while
made
he
had
at
wool,
foreign
wqs
before this time, had the President beeD willPatent Medicines, Feriumery and Toilet Articles ol
home three clips of wool from his own flocks
all kinds, and all articles usually kept by first class
ing to wait courteously for the action of a co- which he could not sell.
*
Apothecaries.
“
ordinate branch of the government. Does
J3F“The descendants of the bare-armed
tJT~ Strict personal attention paid to the comMr. Bradbury doubt this ? We hope soon to Fenians” whose costume excited the interest of
pounding of Physicians’ Prescription at ail hours,
see Maynard and his loyal colleagues in the'r
Scott’s “Antiquary,” are talking very loud just
fc228£dlin*
day or night.
places. We hope never to see an American now. We shall soon see how much is really
OTITIHE.
Congress brow-beaten into any course of ac- meant. The inspired bard is not wanting in
This excellent Remedy is an inlWllble cure ibr Deaftion. And we sincerely wish the party to the pinch, but addresses the warriors through
ness, Discharge from the Ear, and Noises in the
which Mr. Bradbury belongs could afferd to the Planet, rather hoarsely, as follows ;
Head.
off your carpets soft, you great world’s won“Move
This wonder/Ul Vegetable Extract haB been the
get along without “clap-trap and sophistry!”
ders,
of

PONCE, PR. Brig Maracaybo 210 hhds sugar,
puncheon* molasses. 107 bags codec, to order.
—

52

MlaialireAliuaaar.March 6*

CAN BE CUBED by going down to No. 15 Middle St reel, and getting a Bottle of

was

ernment was established in that State he becamed attached to the staff of Gov. Johnson.
He continued upon that duty until be accom-

IMPORTS._!

Erin.New York. .Liverpool.. .March 10
Hermann.New York.. Bremen.... .March 10
Asia.. Boston.Liverpool.. .March 14
Tonawanda.Boston.Havana_March 15
Louisiana.New York.. Liverpool. ..March 17
Arago...New York. .Liverpool ..March 17
North America-New York.. Rio Janeiro March 20
Corsica.New York.. Havana.March 31

WARREN’S

make

^

USE DR. LANGLEY’S ROOT and HERB BITTERS for Jaundice, Costiveness, Liver Complaint,
Humors. Indigestion, Dyspepsia, Piles, Dizziness,
Headache, Drowsiness, and all diseases arising Drum
Disordered Stomach, Torpid Liver, and Bad Blood,
to which all persons are subject in Spring and SumSold by GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., 38 Hanmer.
over St., aud by all Dealers in Medicines.
Feb 28—SNdlm

ture of raisins promisestohecomeanimportant
feature in the industrial future of California.
The Sacramento Union, speaking of samples

West, says that an extraordinary oil well has
just been discovered in Canada. It yielded on
the 21st of February, 2,259 gallons of oil in one
hour, which was at the rate of 1,692 barrels of
32 gallons each a day.
ESp-The New Hampshire farmers who are
oifners of tine maple trees, are preparing to

toiy.^

“Buy Me and I’ll Do You Good.”

PORTLAND PHOTOGRAPHIC GALLERY

sent to that office, says they are full of saccharine matter, juicy and plump.
tiP'The Oil Springs Chronicle, of Canada

—

of the late Jonathan 1’enviell will be at the house ol l.’apt Clias Littlejohn, No
31 Waterville street, this (Tuesday) afternoon, at 31
o’clock, Friends ot the deceased are invited to atservices

Eagle.New York..Havana-March 7
Nortli American... Portland... Liverpool... March 10

that city and the Kentucky shore of the Ohio.
It is two thousand feet long, and has a span of
nearly eleven hundred feet, which is said to be
the longest in the world.
ESP*A California paper says that the cul-

panied

spirit and

generator* This article it unequalled in I.vrBTNS1C M KKll
It will not soil tile finest fabric.
Is neat, clean, and
highly perfumed.
It. will positively restore the whitest or
grayest hair
to its origual color.
Will purify i he head flroni humors and dandruff.
As a dressing is
desirable.
Every ltottlc is warranted or money refunded.
TEllBETTS BROTHEBS, Proprietors, Manchester, N. H.
Sold
W. W. WHIPPLE and W. F. PHILLIPS,
Portland, and by all Druggists.
ja22sN3iu*

the central part of Indiana
the cold weather has materially damaged the

prospect for a fruit crop, and peach buds are
very generally killed. All the mo'e tender va-

Ur*The funeral

£®“I>r* Tibbellh’ Physiological Hair Re

^“Throughout

been

if orICES.

SVEC1AL

I^-Tha Sherbrooke (Lower Canada) Gazette reports that a few days ago a
young man

~—

---—

ITEMS or STATE NEWS.

forwarding

business.

We

heartily welcome these gentlemen back from
the arduous campaigns of “battle-life,” anil
sincerely hope their career in business may
prove as successful as their services in defence
of our common country were meritorious.
The Samaritan Association.
This
ancient and truly noble and worthy Institution of ouricity will give an ontertaiumeut at
the City Hall on Thursday evening next, for
the puipose of replenishing its Treasury.—
Our citizens should not forget or neglect this
“
the
Levee and its objects, but remembering
—

poor”

are

always

in our

midst, they

should

tu*

the UaU on this occasion, and get, and

give joy
and gladaess. See the notice of particulars in
another column.
Valuable and Convenient. “Brown *
Bronchial Troches are Widely known as an
admirable remedy for Bronchitis. Hoarseness,
Coughs, and other troubles of the Throat
and Lungs. They are of great value lor Id*)
purposes for which they are designed, while
they are usually and pleasantly efficacious, they
contain no hurtftxl ingredients, but may at all
times be used with perfect safety.—[Boston
eodlwaw.
Recorder.
7——r-j-j-p--—

Arrest fob Larceny.—John Kelley stole
three coats and a pair ol pantaloons from the
store of E. B. Knapp, on Pore
a lew

Street,

'lays since. Yesterday he was arrested by
Deputy Marsha) Wentworth and ollicer Pickett, who found two of the coats and the pantaloons on him. George ltcady was also arrested on suspicion of being an accomplice.
The Choicest and Best hr ands of Havana
aie told at Crosinan & Co.’a
Drug
Store.

Cigars

\lY TELEGRAPH,
TO THE DAIIiY PRESS.
--—--

Tuesday Morning,

March 6, 1866.

-—-» <►»--

XXXIX CONGRESS—First Session.

Washington, March 5.
Various petitions were presented, including
from the Park Street Church, of Boston,
for equality before the law. Referred.
Mr. Wilson introduced ajoint resolution (or
representation in Congress of the States lately
in rebellion.
It pVovides that they shall be entitled to
representation upon their adoption of laws reone

distinctions in civil rights on account of color, and conferring the right of suffrage u]K>u all colored men who served in the
army, and who can read the Constitution, and
Repay a tax on real or personal property.
ferred.
The joint resolution to amend the Constitution on the subject of representation, was taken up, Mr. Pomeroy
speaking.
Mr. Pomeroy took ground in favor of universal sulfrage secured by a constitutional amendment, but doubted whether such a measure
would be passed by the requisite number of
States at the present time.
At the conclusion of Mr. Pomeroy’s remarks
the further consideration of the pending proposition, on motion of Mr. Fessenden, was
postponed until 1 o’clock to-morrow.
Mr. Wilson called up the joint resolution to
pay Miss Clara Burton $15,000 for expenses
incurred in searching for missing soldiers of
tlie army, and tor the further prosecution of
the same.
Mr. Trumbull called for the reading of the
report of this subject.
The report of the Military Committee was
read, showing the expenses incurred by Miss
Burton in the publication of lists of names of

pealing all

missing soldiers, obtaining information in legard to the same, etc. After explanations, the
re&lutiou was unanimously adopted.

Mr. Stewart introduced a bill to amend the
act to provide for reports for Supreme Courts,
which was referred to the Committee on the
•

On motion of Mr. Doolittle, the bill to grant
certain lands to the Winnebago Indians in
Nebraska, was taken up and passed.
Mr. Brown introduced a bill making eight
hours a day’s labor among citizens and mechanics employed in the Uuited States service.

Referred.

Morgan introduced a resolution, which
adopted, calling on the President for information relative to the alleged kidnapping
Mr.

was

of colored persons on the Southern coast, and
their sale as slaves in Cuba or elsewhere.
On motion of Mr. Brown the bill to reimburse tlie State of Missouri for expenses incurred in enrolling, equipping, subsisting and
paying the militia of that State since August
01st, 1801, was taken up.
After a debnte, on motion of Mr. Fessenden,
the Senate went into Executive Session.—Ad-

journed.
HOUSE,

Mr. Woodbridge asked leave to offer a resolution guaranteeing, on the part of the United States, the payment of bonds of the Mexican Republic to the amount of.
$50,0011,000,
with interest at 7 per cent annually in gold,
and redeemable in three years.
He asked it
to be read twice, referred to the Foreign Committee, and printed.
Mr. Blaine objected.
The Speaker stated that the question was,
shall leave be granted ? Yeas 40; nays 20.
No quorum voting, another call was made.
Yeas 04; nays 04.
The Speaker voted in the
aflimative, and the resolution was received and
referred.
Mr. Banks introduced an act to provide for
the consolidation of the Pension with the
Provost Marshal’s Bureau. Referred to the

Military Committee.

A bill was introduced to incorporate a National Association to educate colored men for
the Christian ministry.
Mr. Bundy introduced a resolution directing
an increase for one hundred and
fifty days of
fifty per cent, on the present import duties.—
Referred to the Committee ou Ways and

Means.
Mr.

Spalding introduced

joint

resolution
to suppress certain fractional currency of the

country.

a

Referred.

Leave was asked for the introduction of a
concurrent resolution declaring that the Constitution confers on Congress ample power for
tlio protection of emancipated slaves, ireedWent over for two weeks by the
men, & c.
closing of the morning hour.
Mr. Bingham, from the Reconstruction
Committee, reported a joint resolution for the
admission of Tennessee. Read twice, recommitted, aud ordered to be printed, with a
memorial, and the testimony in relation thereto.
Mr. Rogers presented the views of the mi-

nority.
Mr. Washburne, of Illinois, stated that himself and the gentleman from Massachusetts
objected, and would hereafter present their

views.
Mr. Conkling moved that any member of
the committee may file his views hereafter,
and that they be printed.
There being no objection, it was so ordered.
The Speaker presented a report from the
Secretary of the Navy, as to the amount paid
for advertising, &c., for 1865. Referred to the

Committee on Printing.
Also a communication from the
Secretary
of the Interior, transmitting the
report of the
chief engineer relative to the harbors on the
sea and lake coasts, where
public works are
erected. Referred to the Committee on Com-

rneice.'
A letter was read from Governor
Worth, of
North Carolina, to Speaker
Coltax, notifying
him that the General Assembly of that State
had accepted the lands donated by
Congress,
in pursuance of the act of 1862, for the bene
fit of Agricultural Colleges.
Air. Stevens objected to its reception, because Congress did not
recognize the Govern
ment of North Carolina.
Alter a debate the yeas and
nays were brdered, and the House refused to receive the
document. Yeas 37, nays 100.

Air. Stevens offered a resolution; which was
adopted, requesting the Secretary of the
Treasury to prepare a statement showing the

of money now in the United States
Treasury, including all the sums in the hands
of the Assistant Treasurer, National Banks,
and other depositories, the amount in each
separately, and to report the same to the
amount

House.

Mr. Stevens also offered a resolution, which
adopted, requesting the President to communicate to the House information on the folwas

lowing points:

To how many persons worth more than
$20,(XX) each he has issued special pardons, and
what are their names.

How much property, real, personal and
mixed, seized and forfeited as enemy’s property, has been taken from the enemies of the
Government, who claimed to be the original
owners, whether such persons have been soldiers in the armies of the so-called Confederate States, or been giving aid and comfort to
the enemy.
How much abandoned
property that had
been taken possession of under tbe act of
and
bad
been allotcd to freedmen
Congress,
and occupied by them, had been ordered to be
restored to returning rebels, and the

occupant',
freedmen, displaced, stating the particular
particular property thus restored, and by
whose order the
After some

introduced

same was

done.

unimportant business, Mr. Price

hill for the organization of a
company to construct a railroad and telegraph
from Puget Sound to the Columbia River.—
Read twice and referred.
a

Mr. Henderson introduced a bill to authordeparture from the established mode of
surveying in certain cases. Referred to the
Committee on Public Lands.
The House then went into Committee of
the Whole, Mr. Brandegee in the Chair, and
proceeded to the consideration of the Military
Appropriation * bill, and several amendments
ize a

were

adopted.

The bill was laid aside to be

Mouse.
r lie

reported

to the

Committee next took up the Array Ap-

propriation bill.
After a long consideration of this bill the
Miritary Academy hill was reported back w^tb
some amendments, which were
concurred in.
Mr. Schenck moved to amend
by adding the
following:
“And provided, moreover,that no part of the
monies hereby appropriated shall be
applied to
the
pay or subsistence of any Cadet appointed from any State lately In rebellion
against
the Government, until such State shall have
been restored to the original relations witli the
Union, under and by virtne of an act or joint
resolution ot Congress, for that case made and

provided.

After debate Mr. Schenok’s amendment was

rejected, 38 to

79.

Amotion was made to
reconsider, which
was allowed to stand until to-morrow.
Stevens
Mr.
suggested that tbe Army Appropriation bill Bhouid be considered as havbeen
ing
reported from the Committee of the

Whole.
i

mire

being

no

were

concur-

red in.

Appropriation

bill was then passed.
Several petitions were then presented.—Ad-

journed.

Washington, March 5.

New York, March 8.
The steamer Crusader from Jamaica, Port
au Prince and Turks Island, has arrived.
Jamaica papers of Feb. 19, state that a deputation of prominent men waited on General
O’Conner, and expressed thanks for his energetic measures in aiding the government in

Special dispatches from Washington say
the report of the International Revenue Commission on distilled spirits is ready.
They

recommend a decrease oi tax from $2 to $1
They advert at length to the
per gallon.
frauds committed on the revenue by small
manufacturers, and anticipate that they will
be diminished by the reduction of the duty.—
At one dollar duty they expect a revenue of
$50,000,000 from this source.
The President has appointed W, T. Coggswell, oi Ohio, Minister to Ecuador, vice Has-

Admiral Hope would remain

on

the Jamai-

long as the Royal Commissioners
of Investigation should sit.
A riot occurred at Luciabel, 7th, on the part
of some soldiers, one of whom had severely
flogged a female in the streets, and was rescued from his custody by companions. The soldiers were finally overpowered by the police
and citizens and imprisoned, and are awaiting
station as

ca

Turks Island papers of the 24th state that
salt is in limited demand at a nominal price of
8 cents. A good supply is on hand.
A late Demerara paper reports the arrival
of the liritisli North American Commissioners.
They were kindly welcomed and entertained, and left for Trinidad.

A German named Sturz has made a proposition to the Secretary of the Treasury for the
issue of land bonds or land scrip of tne United States for sale in Europe, which, he says,
are eagerly desired in Germany, and will enormously increase the emigration.
It is generally conceded that the Blaine
amendment to the Constitution will be defeated in the Senate. A full Senate contains 50
members, and 17 votes will kill the amendment, being more than one-third. The eleven
Democratic Senators will unquestionably vote
against it, as will also, it is alleged, the following named Senators' Sumner, Dixon, Morgan, Cowan, Willey, Van Winkle, Henderson
and Stewart, making 19 in all. The remaining 31 there is good reason to believe will all
vote for the amendment.

The cholera is disappearing from Gaudaloupe, and had not broken out in any of the
Islauds in the neighborhood.

The 3Ire in Note Turk—Mishap to Gen. Scott.
New Yokk. March 5.
Two thousand baies of cotton were burned
by the fire this morning. Loss $500,000.—
The fire is supposed to be the work of an incendiary, as it is said a discharged employee
was heard to utter threats to burn the building. The police are in search of him.
The roofs of several cars of the 3d Avenue

The report and joint resolution in relation
to the admission of Tennessee from the joint
committee on construction to-day, were ac-

Horse Itailroad were broken yesterday by over
crowding. A number of persons were injured, including Col. Dennis F. Burke, of the 33d
New York Vols., who had a leg broken.
General Scott was somewhat injured but
not seriously, by a fall from a berth on the
trip from Key West to New Orleans. He recovered slowly, and attended church on the
25th ult., though still feeble.

companied by

various papers, including the
memorials of the representatives elect. Cooper,
Seftwick, Stokes and Maynard of that State
addressed the Senate and House of Kepresentatives. They say the government of Tennessee is republican in ionn as well as in
spirit,
and ask that the same be recognized and propas
true
the
State of Tenneserly guaranteed

THE-

-AT

AND

UP TOWN

ENGLISHED RUFFED PAPER,

testimony

of Brev.

And

Hatcher,

who

18 FREE STREET.

A very large and enthusiastic meeting of
the Fenians was held here Saturday. The
plans of Gen. Sweeny against Canada were
loudly cheered. A collection was taken up,
and in a few moments $15,000 was handed in.
Quite a number of rides and revolvers were
also contributed, and titty men enrolled themselves to fight tor the independence of Ire-

safety.

Gen. 1 liomas testifies that he does not think
it would be sate at this tune to remove the
troops or withdraw martial law, or restore the
writ of habeas corpus. The full exteut of cast
Tennessee is perfectly safe, because the Union
element preponderates.
Middle Tennessee
is disturbed by personal animosity and hatred
much more thau by the disloyalty of persons
against the United States. The Union men
in west Tennessee are in a minority, but the
Union sentiment is gradually approaching a
good loyal standard.
Gen. Fisk testifies that he has half a million
of ireedmcu under his charge. The great mmi
of them are in good condition, and
improve,
but they need the protectiou of the
government as much on account of the opposition
manitested against them as from injustice to
the negro. Those who evince that
hostility to
these persons say that they should be
entirely
driven from the State, and oppose the educar
tiou of the negro and his obtaining justice before the law. All the Headmen in Tennessee
who are able bodied procure
employment,
/’he military should not be withdrawn nor
martial law be removed, or the writ of habeas
corpus be at present restored. As to loyalty
the majority of the people in Tennessee is
opposed to the government. If every man
should vote as he pleased this fact would be

i

Italian Quills,
Pens and Quills,

Representative Rogers presented

a

report.

Gen.

testify

policy

A

Brown and Bleached

ARNOLD’S Celebrated INK,

GEYER & CALEFS,

were

adopted.

Mourning Paper,

English

Wool

Fete Fork Market*.
New Yobk, March 5.
and drooping; Middling Uplands at 43

without change; sales 9.*00 bbls. Southern without
change; sales 080 bbls.
Canada steady; sales 369 bbls.
Wheat—common dull and heavy; good and choice
grades firm; Milwaukee Club, No.2,162® 163; Milwaukee prime, new 1 77.
Corn—lower; Mixed Western at 7T ® 78c.

Oats—quiet.
Beef—steady.
Pork—lower;

new mess

27 50.

at 27 53 © 28 00. closing at

Eard—heavy; sales 800bbls.

at 16 ® 18*.
Western at 228 @ 2 30.

Whiskey—nominal;

ltice—quiet.

Sugars-qu;et;

13th.

:

<

Wires.

New Yoke, March 5.
Fifteen hundred bales cotton were burned
at the fire this morning. James
Courtney has
been arrested on suspicion of
being the incen-

diary.

There is much anxiety among Insurance
Companies. The losses are widely distributed.
Some officers of Companies favor an advance
in the rate of idsurance to 5 per cent, per andum or 1 per cent, a month, while others agree
that the present rate as high enough.
Tne spice mill of Packer & Jameson, Furman St.,
Brooklyn, was burned this morning
Loss $10,000.
Washington Correspondence.
New Yobk, March 5.
W ashington
special despatches state that the
rebel Admiral Semmes has
been released from
President, who considers his pa*7
role under the surrender of
Gen. Lee, as holding good.

COLORED STAMPING,

Our White

the

Stock Market*.
New Yobk. March 5.
Second Board.—Stocks steady.
American Gold.1...1S31
United States 5-20’s coupons 1862,.MS
United States lu-40...
90}
United States coupon Sixes, 1881, (registered].104*
Treasnry7 3-10.
uui
70

beautiful ‘am plea at

our

executed by
ore the Agonta.

a tore

we

BALL !

RETURN
Bny It

&

Geyer

Goods

One Price!

and

at

Only!

can

Dress

PURE

IN GREAT VARIETY

CASTILE

ELDEN&WHITMAN,

SOAP,

3 Free

CASES !

DRESSING
GENTS’

WALKING

CANES l

OPERA

St. Block.

N. B.—Found in our store and intjeot to the
claims of the owners, One Valuable Breast Pin, Kid
(ilovet, Sun Umbrellas, and a variety of othe articles.

KT* Bhode Island is one of the smallest
states of the Union, yet she is
growing in population and wealth as rapidly as
any of the
New England States.
Providence Journal

Tilarch 6—dtf

lution

t will

probably veto the
J>re3jilen
for the conditional

reso-

admission of the
Tennessee delegation, If passed.
It is probable that the Committee on Foreign Relations will report against the bill to
guarantee fifty million dollars of the Mexican
bonds.
Miscellaneous Dispatches.

Philadelphia, March 5.
Gen. Meade says, over his own signature,
there is no truth in the report from Washington that he has consented at the
request of the
President to allow ids name to be presented
to the Democratic State Convention as a candidate lor Governor.
New Yobk, March 5.
In the Court of Common Pleas
to-day, a decision was given
by Judge Daley that the six
cents rate of tare by the Horse
Railroad is illegal.
T

..,,

Death of Dr. Jayne.

March 5.
T,
T
„
Dr. Jayne
died
this afternoon at the nee of
^
67 years.
itobcrt Lynn, a prominent ship builder died

yesterday.

20

Bundle

two ago, as the officers of one of the
largest
churches in Goderich were engaged in
taking
up the ordinary collection, a man dropped ten
cents in the box, and
quietly rummaged with
his fingers until he found his
change a five
cent piece—which he picked up amid the ill-

suppressed laughter of those who witnessed
the ludicrous scene.
The W aco (Texas! Register
speaks of the
large immigration into that state from East
Mississippi, Alabama and Georgia.

fcJfThe Fredcricksburgh (Va.) Herald

an-

with regret that several of the most
substantial citizens of Caroline and
King

nounces

George

are

seriously contemplating

removal
to the dominion of Maximilian. The
spirit of
migration is acting like leaven, and we should
not be at all surprised to learn that a
colony,
respectable in numbers, and representing large
should
interests,
speedily organize in this se«sion of the State, preparatory to
in the

YOUNG

MEN’S

Broadway Spring Style
SILK

HATS!
-AT-

HARRIS’
OPPOSITE
Feb 2ft—<12wia [

IMMENSE
Hick's Patent

POST

OFFICE.

IMPROVEMENT!

Direct-Acting, Reciprocating

Steam

Piston

Engines,
Saving 78

per ct.

spore, weight,
transportation,
friction and
number oi parts,
over the best engines, with great
economy in
in

steam

re-

ana

pairs. The cheapest, simplest,
most

compact and durable made.

Adapted to marine, Stationary, Portable, Locomotive, Oil and Min-

ing

uses.

Ol any size.

THE HICK’S ENGINE CO.,
8S Liberty St., New York.

Address,
fc27 2taw6m

Any person or persons claiming

fall.

»“The latest freak of fashion is seen in the
spring bonnet, which is styled the “Gypsy,” and which is already creating a sensation
among the fair sex. Oho shape of the “Gypsy”
is near to that of a soup
ftlate, excepting that

new

the rim is bent in a little on each side.
It fits
close to the head, about one-third of which it
covers, and so renders inside trimming impossible to any great extent, and on the outside
there is little ornamentation.

the

same

The Lofillard Fire lisuirance Co.,
OP NEW-YORK.
^

Cash

»

THIS CompanytBvides

C.

NORWOOD, Treat.

FOYE, COFFIN

&

SWAN,

March fi-dlw

Atlantic & St. Lawrence R. R. Co.
*

The Stoekbolders of the Atlantic and
Imwrence Railroad Company are

vMW^—bSeSt.

hereby nodded that a special meeting of the Comwill be held at the new City Bui Iding, in Portid. on THURSDAY, March IS, 1806, at 10 o’clock,
Kny
A. M„ to act upon the following article, viz:
To

if the Stockholders will authorize the issue
of a farther aeries ol Bonds, secured by mortgage of
the Company's
property, in renewal ol the Company’s Bonds of
1861, or authorize the Directors to
agree upoai terms of extension of these bonds.
Dated at Portland, this 28th day of February, A. I).
see

April,

1866.

By Order of the Directors,
H. W. HERSEY, Clerk.
magleouwtd

FOR

_SALE.

Af\ BUILDING LOTS
T’U the Portland and

within a few rods of
Rochester Railroad Depot,
at Cumberland Mills, 5 miles from the city.
These
lots vary in price from $50 to $350, on very accommodating terms to the purchaser.
A s soon as the P. & R. Railroad can be put in
thorough repair a Dummy Car will run to the above
named village for the accommodation of those who do
business in the city.
Also, 2 acres of land on which is a large two-story
house, extensive out-buildings and barn, which may
be repaired and made into a Hotel or boarding-house,
at a moderate outlay.
M. SEAYBT, 92 Exchaags Sts
March 5-dtf

Furniture !
At Reduced Prices!

AGENTS.

Copartnership Notices

Boston. Mass., January *4,1806.—3tawtinayl
EE IAS

H E R S E Y

,

WILL EXECUTE ALL
ORDERS FOB

FELT,

COMPOSITION,
akd
—

Gravel

—

Roofing,

WATER-TIGHT VAULTS, FLOORS AND CELLAR BOTTOMS, COATING METAL
ROOFS, &c.
Offloo

No.

1 ItaantMtnisM’
Union Street.

F«b 21—c# ltlft w lm

Blook,

Our Own

96

EMERY,

Hoopa,

30

the

CO.,

removed her Goods to the corner ofDow and
Brackett Sts., where stamping will be executed
and needle work as formerly.
She wiH add to her former stock a variety of
arttela* for fondly use, such as

HAS

Linings,

Trimmings,

EMBBOrDXSBIBS, Ao.
t V“ Orders tor Stamping will he received, for
convenience

the
of customers In the vicinity, at MRS.
BENT’S, 25 Free St.
fog«dtf
Portland, 2Tth Feb’y 1866.

Will

not bo

MINING AND PRACTICAL GEOLOGY.

HALL,

for occupancy for the next TEN
ready
shall continue, daring that time, to sell

DAYS, we
from our large

Stock

of Furniture!

at reduced prices.
Marchj'3—dtl

GEO. T. BURROUGHS & 00.

CASCO STREET SEMINARY I
mHE Spring Term of thia School lor Young Ladles
A and Misses will commence Monday, March 5tb,
and continue ten weeks.
ChUdr*n' MIm ELLEN

MSFREEMAli,aTeMhc/0r
Tor

particulars Inquire at No. 15 Preble Street.
MARY C. HALL, Principal.
teb 28—2w*
Portland, Feb. 24,1806.

$1.00
1.50

CORSETS!

llne 01
CHEAT
heavy paper, and bouiin In a substantial manner, and sold at
greatly reduced pricer Those in want will ao weU
to look In before purchasing.
marldlw
r
1
ha
?-*-*“
-—

rpHE jStoek^Jtoots
this
office.
Apply at
Mar 0—dlw*

Shoes

a

storg

4

WEDNESDAYTTHIJRSDAY

SOCIETY,

Tuesday JSve’ng, Mar. 6th,
DON BOBO.

FITZGERALD & HODSDON,
148 and 150 Middle St. Portland.
17* AH Goods win be Marked in Plain Figures.
Feb 15—dtf

An original Comic Opera In 4 Acts, by

W,

Q.

MAESTON

Will be produced under the auspices of the

GREAT FAIR!

It. F.

■.

1

Society.

PEERING II-AIPL.

rj:

...

Freedmen*s Aid Association,
iWiatWH

<411

Will Commence
*

on

1

'•

■’

Don Manuel, (Inlove with Elvira). ..Mr. Morgan.
Donna

young lady

Elvira,

Isabella, (her m%id)--- v.

«.

..

c- J

C'.liH'A1'

Store, Monday morning
Doors open at 7
at 8 o'eijek.

|

At

■( A .UCjW.'V / 3\ V*.

WILL COMMENCE

This

•.,

r

St,
Maine.
i

'lO

>

»

)

W

iiVii

Molasses

corner of
Tate Streets. It has all the mod
improvements and is In excellent condition.
The house can be examined any day.
For terms, &e., apply to
fcUFUS E. WOOD,
Vmtnl
Portland, Not. 8. 1888

WHOLESALE AKD It ETA I L.
13—(13m

Dec

F.

J_

LA-TSTID,

China, Crockery,

Glass Ware

And TABLE CUTLERY.
Also, CHANDEL.TERS and LAMPS of every

NEW GOODS !

de-

Having sold my Stock to Mr. J. F. LAND, I take
this opportunity «le thank my old customers for their
u c »nti nuance oi the same may
my uucccaaor.
S. B. WAITE.
R. I. HULL wonld in form Jua irionds and the public that he may be fount*' with J. F. Land.
Feb 27—dim

and
be extended to

patronage,
we

hare recently been opening, at

Prices that Cannot Fail to Have

hope

-VeieW.Mi gjte prices of a few articles,and guarantee to sell our entire stock In the same proportion.
Fine P-8 Brown Cotton,

26 @ 28

HeaYy 4-4 Brown Cotton,

28

@

Fine 4-4 Bleu. Cotton,

26

@ 33

Fine 6-4 Blea. Cotton,

40

@ 42

QUALIFY

EXTRA

■’

..

«

•«

••

«

«

«

••

u

.4

21,
22,
SS,
24,
26,

“

M

44

39,

44

40,

All wool Oray> Bed aadBlne Flannels,

Invoice per Steamer BEKHAN, JUST RECEIVED, of

AN

English Hose,

-»i

_J
EXTRA LENGTH,
~

30

W1U bo aold

.4

All wool Caaslmnre.

871;
86

«\

Thompson’s Hosiery Store,
_134 Middle, Cor. Croea.
Franklin Family School!
Feb 28—dlw

Beautiful Figured Cashmere 85c
1
1

\ \\

a

FOJR BOYS.
TOPSHAM,

Beautiful

Figured DeLaine,25e,

Beautiful Checked and Plaid

Goods,

iJresS

25c.

Good Style and Quality Prints 20c.
Goc.d Yard Wide Prints 85c.
Ice.,

fee.

MAINE.

rrtHE Spring Term of this excellent Heme School
A for Boys will commence March 21, and continue
nineteen weeks.
For •‘Ctceulara,” Ac., ideate address the Principal.
WARREN JOHNSON, A. M.
Feb 88—d3w

Pure

Clayed

Will Rod It

43S «a&»i

for sale

I.

ROBINSON,

II.

GOODS

for THEIR INTEREST to call

No. S Dee r ing
rt

s

By WM. BROWN, No. 91 Fedml Stmt.

and Repaired in
mar3d3m

7

Feb

B____

u’_?iv

■■■■—

copartnership of REED & WYER
day dissolved hy mutual consent

March 3, ISM.

a>

W

now

public,

U”l^ordei^s^uMcbe»d*«J^HtJI;,PoiuaMfl,

Is

this

ann-

PORTEAjN^

53, 64, 65, 56.
1, 2,3, 4, 6, 0.

••

3,4,8.0, T, 8.
..
..
42,
3,4,8,8,7, 8.
on a plan of said promises.
The lots are twenty-flvo
feet wide and one hundred ft. deepdtwo may be purchased together) and are very desirable for gentlemen doing business in the city, as they are easily approached by land or water, and are at a distance
ftom any manuiacCuring establishment.
Pickett St. u 60 feet, and Broadway 100 teet wide.
Entrance to Broadway lots trom Pickett St.
The sale will be positiveand unreserved. No private wiles.
Payment will be required as follows:—
10 per rent, ol the purchase money and auctioneers’
lees on the day ol sale; 1% per cent, on delivery ol
the deed;
per cent, in six months, and 5o per eent.
In twelve months tram day of Hale, without interest,
secured by mortgage of the premises.
Buyers paying cash will be entitled to a discount
at the rate or 9 per cent, per annum. To Ihose buiWtng within eighteen months alter the purchase, in acooirdance with a certain sketch to be exhibited, onehalf of the purchase money will be refunded.
The title will be made perfect and the deed must
be lak* n Within ten days alter the sale.
Plans and sped Hendons may be seen at the office
of Wm. Willis & Son, Mo. 34 Exchange St., or by
calling on Benjamin W. Pickett, at Ferry Village,
Gape Elizabeth.
WM. WILLIS & SON.
BENJAMIN W. PICKETT,
Agents.
HENRY BAILEY & Co., Auctioneers-'.
March 1—2tawto marSdthendtd

AT AUCTION!
shall ssll Horses, Carriages, Sleighs, Robes,
Harnesses, &c..

WE

at

11 o’clock A. M.,

At Forest City Stable, corner Federal and Lime Sts.,
where Carriages can bo stored and Horses bowled i 1
desired, previous to or alter the sale.
These sales will be under cover, and held wlthour
regard to weather.

HENRY BAILEY A Co., Auctioneers.
Dee 14—dtf

MARINE INSURANCE.
her dig made

with

undersigned
arrangements
all the leading MARINE INSURANCE COMTHE
of New York and Boston,
representing

PANIES

a

COMBINED CAPITAL OP

135,000.000.
now

prepared

to

effect insurance

on

CARGOES, and
FREIGHTS,
IN ALL ITS FORMS.
From our large experience In matte-* relating to
Marine Insurance, we feel confident of being aide to
satisfy all who may favor ns with their business.
We shall also continue the

SHIP BROKERAGE,
And Commission Business,
At

before.

c. M. DAVIS * CO,

i#•

U7 Commercial Street.

Portland, March 1st, 18*6—lsd3m

yew England Screw Steamship Co.
of the New EngA MEETING of the Stoekholdere

taSEMBSsSB

for the follow!®* pttG**-»e»
«..._to see Whether they will accept the act ol
the name of the Compan y.
the Legislature changing
Second—Toeee whether they will amend the ByXawe of the Company,
>-

P/M.

Third—To see what further action, If any, they
take in regard to haulng bonds.
Fourth—To attend to any other business that may
legally come be lb re them.
Per Order.
HENRY FOX,' Clerk.
Feb 26,1866.
fc2Tdtd
will

Kindergarten.
rpHE Spring Term of this School for Children will
X commence Monday, March 5th. at the old Cliy
Government Building, corner of Congress and Luno

StT j^Kur particulars inquire at 217
Feb 28—ill W

Me.

_r

OB8ER\ ATORY

P. p7 REEP,
GEORGE WYER.
will be
chants. Ship own do and others Interested,
called on to renew their subscript inae.
Feb. 24,1866.
_

leS«/JSS

Congress SI.

For Sale or Hire.
FIRST CLASS BODMAN MARINE STEAM
PUMP.
For terms, *c,
DAvig ^ co
117 Commercial St.
Portland, Feb. 22d,

A

A

(MFree S*t.)
Feb 27—dlw

YER will remain at No. 18T Toro ft..
Avor Mm
tod wlU be ha
ppy to wait on all vho may
nurSd**
with their pat rouge.

GEORGE

6000,

redeemthe general
t,,e scknowledgeuient of Irish
per

I)is8oltitioii!
A

660, 6100,

to

33,34,36,30.

3, 4, S, 0.
i 2, 3, 4, 6, «, 9,10, 11, 12.
13,14, IS, Iff, H, 18,19, 20.
21,22.
1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 6, 28, 29, 30, 31,
3
33, 34, 49, 60, 51, 82,

.4

_

24,1866.—dislm__1—
Irish Republic.
are
and

ONDS

F»b 90—fl2w

fTIHE

SAlte

Slock,

1

by

No. 1 Portland Pier.
a

Congress Street.

*7"

Molasses.

landing flro«'n brig “Minnie Miller/*

PUBCHASEB8 OP DBY

31,32.
S2.

41,

BARGAINS,

AT GREAT

All wool

*

QUALITY,

AND SUPERIOR

371

Tweed,

29,30,31,32,33,34.

«

30,

“

31,32, 33, 34, 38,30.
*t, 30, 31, 32, S3, 34.

“
•<

VESSELS,

_

LOOK A.T THIS 1
Second-Hand Clothing,

»■

English Hosiery!
Ladies’ Fine

Reaermllnn.

ON

Are

The Desired Effect.

nr

THURSDAY, the ffth (lay of April, 1‘ ffff, at
eleven o'clock A. M.. we ah all sell ai Public Auctlon at the Merchanis? Exchange, in Purtland, ono
hundred house lots, situated on Pickett Street and
Broadway, hi tuff town ol Cape Elisabeth, at South
Portland, so called, being lota numbered
Block No. 19, Lots No. 31, 32, 33, 34, 36, 3«.
20,
31,32, 33, 34,36, 30.

Ercrr Saturday

Sacoetaor to S. B. Wait*,
Ha>U (Iriaalt,, ■ • • Ponl«»4, Me.,
Wholesale and Retail Dealer In

ENTIRE STOCK!

-U^10

of all kinds Cleansed
and at short notice.

POSITIVE—NO POSTPONEMENT-To
THE HIGHEST BIDDER.

Horses, Carriages, Sleighs, &c.,

Ladies’ & Children’s Underflannels,

)

*

..

GLOVES,

HOOF SKIBT3 AND CORSETS,

3

Being desirous of reducing our stock as muck as
possible previous to making extensive alterations In
ouv Store, we offer our
>i;
*«>

FOLLETTE,

HOSIERY

Bays
fx

Ten

B.

L.

And continue

For

Congress
Portland,

19th,

Day, February

commence

331

L

n .(

at.9 o’clock.

feb26dtd

.YG3M3H KJAM33 fABBO S3T
the Store of
'■*' t.‘V ift‘t

Mrs. Burnham.
....Miss Ware.

o’clock. Performance to

Dry Goods,
'•

Barcelona)....

ol

Together tfith an efficient CHORUS and ORCHESTRA.
Admission OQ cents: Reserved Seats 16 cents.
Tickets for solo at Lowell & Senler's, Crewman A
Co.’s, Short & Loriug’s, and at the door.
Reserved Seats can be secured at Paine’s Music

SALE

1

SALE

Mr. Burnham.

1I.H1 <JOt
the 26th inat.,

_OP_

**’

One Hundred Eligible House

Don Bobo, (a wealthy Bachelor).. ..Mr. Fernald.
Don Pedro, (Uncle and Guardian ol Elvira,).......

Bat tho

GREAT

Nate

-OF-

“

In behalf of the Portland
*mU

Auction

tVNo Underbidding

In Aid of the Freedman.

Respectfully.

MHU

Kami-Cuffs,
Hand Axe,
Iron Square,
Terma, Cash In Government Funds.
Of The U. S. Steamer ’’Tyro” will leave Custom
House Wharf; at 9 o’clock A. M., on the day of the
sale.
»
HENRY INMAN,
Capt. and A. Q. M., U. 8. A,
HENRY BAILEY & CO., Auct’rs.
Marl—dtd

Lota, in Cape Elizabeth ;
LEE, and B. i In the
portion called South Portland,—three
BUCKLEY,
In their mirth-provoking comicalities.
Minutes W alh from the Ferry Wharf.
Admission 36 oents. Reserved Seats 50 cents.
Mar
THURSDAY, April ffth, 1866.
2—dtd_

x

House for Sale.
three-story Brick House No. 70,

Clothing
good style,

and

THE BRAIN.

R. JE\

b--»*
r

Shears,

Tin Cans,
Tape Line,
Ti uoke,
Tin Pail,
Table,
Wrench,
Wheelbarrows,
Wood Saw.

BISHOP

vicinity,

*•,

Spirit Level,

Saw Files.
Screw-Driver,
Steel Square,

Funnel,

Minstrel Hall, Boston.)
Brilliant and Varied Attraction.
THE BEST ORCHESTRA,
THE BEBT GUARTETTE,
THE BEST BRASS BAND,
And the most talented Corpt irEtkiope ever organ-

Fitzgerald & Hodsdon return thanks to the citizens
for their liberal patronage
of Portland and
the past year. We will endeavor by close attention
to the wants of our customers, and a uniiorm courtesy to those who may iavor us with their trade, to
merit as heretofore your approbation and kind iavors.

..

Stools,
Saws,
Short Jointer,
Smooth Plane,

Foot Shackles,'
Fore Plane,
Floor Plates,
drain Shoots,
H uses rs,

(From Buckleys’

(y Everything New I
G. SWA1NE BUCKLEY, PETE

v.-:

Sales.

Desks,
Faucets,

BUCKLEYS’NewSERENADERS

NOVELTY ON

Spades,
Scoops,

Compasses, Carpenter,
Chalk Lines,
Chisels,
Counter,
Drawing Knife,

MAlU:a 7th, Nth and Btb.
THE CELEBRATED AND ORIGINAL

5b cts.

Shovels,

Chest.

FRIDAY EVENINGS,

ised.

4

Padlocks,
Pump, Iron,
Planes,
Pipe, 1 ron.
Stoves,
Scales,

Clock,

HALL.

ZDEEPtlJSTO

EXTREMELY LOW PRICES.

THE

Pails,

Hay Hooka,
Hoisting Blocks,

__

Fab 8I>—dlmla

for
a

Reeves,

Starcipy.

New Style Embroidery Sets, Sleeves and Collars, for $1.25 a set. An invoice of New Style Buttons, just received. 500 boxes Palm Soap, 12 cakes
20
for 37 cents. 50 doz Ha r Nets, at 10 cts each.
doz. Shirt Bosoms, all linen, from 20 to 75 cents.—
Black Lace Yells from 15 cents to $5.06.

ST K f\ BBLS. SUPERIOR MUSCOVADO MOOtlv/ LASSES, now landing from brig “J. Polledo,” for sale by
H. I. ROBINSON,
No. 1 Portland Pier.

3

ip

A. D.

March 3-dtd

our own

CLOAKS!

CLOAKS,

C. H. Sawyer,
Thus. McEwan,
Oeo. M. Howe.

John L. Shaw,
J. C. Dennis,

100

Danforth and
rlE

&fail
V*
BOOKS, made of
good,

For Sale.

Muscovado

COMMITTEE.

SPECIAL BARGAINS*

ern

Blank Books.
A
ROBINSON, No. 51 Exchange Street, haa
-£*•• made an arrangement with the Boston Blank

t,'

-AND-

Lawrence ScteatiRc Seheel.
rTtHESE Departmente In Harvard University bold
A two sessions a year, of twenty weeks each, commencing In Fcbbitakt and In Sxprasarea. For informat ion, apply by letter to DR. WOLCOTT GIBBS,
Cambridge, Mass., Dean of both Faculties.
eod3w
Cambridge, Mesa., March 1,1868.

Bbls.

Bj

Tickets Fifty Cents each, or three for one dollar; to
hod at Davis Bros., Crostnan ft Co's, J. E. Fornald
ft Son's, at the door, and of the CoiamitteaDoors open at 7—Exhibition to eomiuence atSo’cl'k.

Ladies!

MRS. C. W. JORDAN,

Dress

ChutUer'i FrU Qwlrille Bui

be

500 Belts and Buckles, former price $1.00, for
each; 100 doz. Bibbed Hose for 22c per pair.
Qr All our Gloves at Cosf.

CLOAKS,

Cans,
Pump Chain,

Oil

Picks,

Chains,
Coal Sifter,
Cushions,

scription i K1£R0&ENK OIL and FLUID.

WATERHOUSE &

to

luie

Ytrnkeo Notions 1
Pins—American and Howe’s, 5c per paper.
Needles—Milward’s Gold Eye, 5c per paper.
Dress Braids—10c piece.
Corset Clasps—8c piece.
Gents' Paper Collars—25c per box.
/■

1-amps,

Brooms, Hickory,
Brushes, Horse,

*66.

Pols,

Money Chest,
Marking Pot.
Measures, Dry,

Bevel,
Bltt Stock and Bitts,
Brushes, W. W.,
Brushes, Paint,
Brushes, Coal Tar,
Brands,
Brass Cock,
Balls and Chains
Brooms, Rattan,

HALL,

Friday Fve’ng, March 9,

in the

Tapes, 3 inch,

6

Braee,

Bitts,

-ON-

copartner-

for the purpose of carrying on the Hardware, Cutlery aid Window-Glass business.
DAN’L F. EMERY.
JOSHUA W. WATERHOUSE,
EDWARD A. EMERY,
FREDERIC W. EMERY,
DAN’L F. EMERY, Jn.
Portland, Me March S, 1866. —d*w2w

Notice

CITY

Skirts ?

Manufacture—Unequalled

Iron

Ladder,
I-anterns,

Brooms,

Including thou beautiful
a

a

Concert,

Former price, $1,50

Trade!

DAN’L F. EMERY,
JOSHUA W. WATERHOUSE.
Portland, Me., March 3,1806.

The undersined have this (lay formed
ship under the name and style oi

followed by

Promenade

Hoop Skirts!

Arm of EMERY A WATERHOUSE is this
THE
day dissolved by mutual consent.

SCHOOL OF

A8 OUB NEW BOOM8 AT

LANCASTER

To bo

at

Key-Hole Saw,

Benches,

Buckets,

GYMNASTICS*

1.25

price, $2.00

ot

Augurs,

-OP-

75

Department, 1 shall
THURSDAY, March
Fort Preble, Maine,
Quartermaster’s Property
on

vis:—

EXHIBITION

6.00

Leach, Bartlett & Parker,

..

ASSETS. Fcb’y 1, 1SG6,.tl.4S9.4S0.
three-wuartcrs ot the net
profits to the Policy Holder itrsci ip bearing interest, without liability to the lnaCtil.
It a\»o funds the surplus, instead of dividing to the
Stockholders, thereby giving policy holders greater

SPECIAL MEETING.

Notice.
Subscribers to the Stock of the Northern Pacific
Railroad Company, upon which ninety per cent, la
still due, are hereby notified, in conformity with a
vote of the board of Directors, passed on the sixteenth day of January, one thousand eight hundred
and sixty-six, that an assessment of ninety per cent,
nonstock subscribed for by them is hereby levied
in amounts and at *imes as hereinafter recite^, far be
paid at the office of the Company, No. S State street,
at Boston, Mass.—to wit: twenty per cent, to be paid
on the second day of April;
thirty per cent, un tbe
first day of Mav; and forty per cent, as the first day
of June, one thousand eight hundred and
sixty-six.
All Stocks, upon which assessments as above levied
are not paid, will bo declared forfeited
absolutely,and
all payments that have been made
upon said Stock
will be forfeited without condition of
redemption.
X. S. WITUINGTON,
Treasurer N.P. R. K, Co.

price, $5.00

JOHN C. MILLS, Secretary.

I luiuiinan

the War

Former price, $1.25

$1,000,000.

Capital,

GOVERNMENT PROPERTY.

sell at

are re-

quested to appear and make such claim within ninety days from the date hereof; otherwise the said
goods will be disposed or in accordance with£ the act
oi Congress approved April ?, 1844.
ISRAEL WASHBURN, Jr.,
Collector.
Jan. 26,1866.—dlaw3w

Acuity.

a

leaving

Hanson, New

marked “Rose M.

York:” 1 Box marked “Mias E. Woodman, Boston,”
1 Lady’s Cloak. NoV. 28, on board Str.
“New Brunswick.” 1 Cheat Containing 2 Chests Tea:
1 Trunk containing 1 Bag Tea; 1 Box containing!
pr. Boots, -2 prs. Woolen Drawers, 2 prs. Woolen
Pants, and sundry -other articles of wearing apparel.
Dec. 1, on board Str. “New York/* 1 Roll Cloth marked W, Quinnegan, Brooklyn”. Dec. 7, cn board Str.
“New York,” 2 Cassocks marked “Mrs. Almon Haverstock, Lewiston;” 12 Bottles Porter; 8 ydt. Homespun Cloth marked “C. N. Swett. Boston”; 23 Bottles Spirituous liquors; 20 yds Canada Gray Cloth, 5
lbs. Tea; 49 lbs.Sugar; 1 small pkg. each Coffee and
Cassia. Jan. 3, on board Brig “Jane Beil,” 1 Bag
(about 100 lbs.) Sugar.

or

—

Clothing,

—OF—

75

doz. Hoods,

containing

abstract of a census taken last
year, from which it appears that the total population is 184,695, of whom 145,266 were born in
the United States, aud 39,903 in foreign countries; 112,207 were born within that state, and
the remainder come from almost
every state in
the Union.

8®”Daring the continuance of the ring in
the eclipse, as seen at
Charleston, animals and
birds were silent; but as soon as it was broken
a mocking bird
began its song in a garden
where an observer of the eclipse was stationed.
8®”The Huron Signal relatesthat a Sunday

OUT!

Sale

-A-notion

More!

8th, 1866, at 10
tbe lollowing articles

Former priee, $1.00

doz. Hoods,

Hoop

Goods.

to hereby given that the following described goods were seized at this port, on the
days hereinafter mentioned, lor a violation of the
Revenue Laws:—
Nov. 15,1865, on board Sc*1. “Larene,” 24 doz. pairs
Mittens; 21 doz. prs. Stocks ngs. Nov. 17, on hoard
Str. “New York,” 1 Pkg. Broadcloth, marked “S.
Austin.” Nov. 24, on board Str. “New York,” 1

13 FREE STREET.

JXJST

T£e

publishes an

of

GEYER & CALEF’S, NOTICE

Quincy.[.112*

G$~The Governor of Iowa, has appointed
Miss Stebbins notary public.
This is said to
be the first appointment to that office ever received by a woman.

Seizure

,

-AT-

_

e

15

Feb 21. 1866—dtf

GLASSES TO LET,

commence

from
PORTLAND TURNVEREIN BY authority
Public Auction,
o’clock A. M.,
WILL GIVE ONE MORE

45

12 doz. Hoods,

AT

AT ONE PRICE ONLY.

Windsor,

to

mar5dtd

THE

3.00

doz. Breakfiut Shawls,
Former price, $8.00
30 doz. Sontags,
Former price, $1.25
14 doz. Sontags, hand made,

Shawls t

Handkfs., Hosiery,

obtain Postage

6$ o’clock—Tableaux

Once

$1.26

10

la loll and carefully selected, and marked at prices
to ensure its IMMEDIATE SALE.

BAG,

a

FROM

SERVICEABLE AND UNSERVICEABLE

Silks

Goods,

And

db Calef’s.

Old Brown

at the door.
Doors open at
at 7| o’clock.

importation.

GLOVES AND SMALL WARES,
0” Ladies

what

bid.

Genuine French Woven, $1.75 and $8.00,

OUR STOCK OP

UO TO 13 FBEE STREET.

Stamps at Geyer

sold—bring

LIST !

CORSETS,

Calef’s,

NICE LADIES'

os a

90 Hoops, 8 Tapes, 3 inch,

One

at

13 FREE STREET.

gJ
trie..,...,.,...
ud“f>n....'..,".'103

Fete Fork Weekly Bank Statement.
New Yobk, March 6.
Decrease in loans, $4,436,788; increase in specie,
$2Ft,779: increase in circulation, $34,168; decrease
$1.T97,02C; decrease lu legal tenders,
ro

mast be

other pleating amusement*, to conclude with

the establishment of Mr. Thomas Shepherd,
Sheftield, England, to be sold by auction on
WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY, March 7th and
Mb at 21 P. M„ each day.
Among the collection will be tound Maaeive Solidly
PlatoU Diab Cover*. Corner Dishes, elegant designs of
Tea and Coflee Services, Table Kettle* und Stands,
Bread and Cake Baskels. Toast Racks. Liquor and
Cruet Frames. Claret Jugs. Presentation Cups and
Services, Plated Covers, Salads, Muslaids, Oravy and
Soup Ladles, Table, Dessert and Tea Spoons, Forks,
Ac.
ALSU,
Fine Table and Pocket Cutlery, made by Mr. Shepherd, bearing bis name and trade-mark.
LP"Lodles andOentlemen are Invited to examine
the articles previous to sale.
Open Tuesday afternoon.
maeSdtd

—at—

Department!

BRILLIANTS,

EVERY BOY SHOULD HAVE A

Missouri Sixes..;. 774
Michigan Southern ..... .1 TOj
New York Central.
91*

Chicago, Burlington and

and

PRICE

Prices I

ELDE.V & WHITMAN.

:

consignments,

Former

Embraces PLAIN, PLAID and STRIPED CAMBIOS and NAINSOOKS, Plain and Figured
MUSLINS, YABLETANS, White and
Chintz Marseilles,—small figured,
STRIPED and BROCADE

LADIES’ AND GENTS’

sales 3301ihds. Huscavadoat 39.
Stores—firm.
Freights to Liverpool—dull; cotton 6-16.

horribly

Mohongo remained at
The Nyack left that port on the
1st for Callao, where the Wateree was on the

To the

Molasses—quiet;

restored order.—

STACKS OF HOODS,
STACKS OF SONTAGS.

Cutlery,

and

CHANDLER will be present and 1umiak Music.
{; fr^Kefreshmeuts will be served in tlie Reception
Hall.
TICKET’S TWENTY-FIVE CENT8,
For sale at Owen St Barber’s, Short Sc Loriug’s, and

QUESTION—Who Reduced the price oi

OP ANY DESCRIPTION,

sales 386 boxes Havana at 11} @12.

Naval

San Jose.
The Chinese laborers at the Cbihcha Islands attempted to massacre all the
overseers;
also the Chinamen; twenty-six were killed and

Valparaiso.

%

recent advance at

Lowest

^Cotton—dull
Flour—State and Western

The volcano of Turilla, in Costa
Rica, was
in a very active state,
emitting volumes of
smoke and dust.
Earthquakes had also been experienced at

my.
The U. S. steamer

y

oi

Bought before the

IF YOU WANT A

Virginia Sixes..V.V.V.'.V'"

butchered with
pickaxes, hammers and knives.
Rumor says an attempt was made to overthrow tire government of the Dictator of Peru
on the night of Feb. 13th,
by the adherents of
the government.
A complete failure was the
result, and the
ringleaders were lodged in prison.
The U. S. steamers Saginaw and Suawnee
were at Acapulco Feb. 24lh.
There had been but little change in Chilian
affairs. All the Spanish fleet remained at Valparaiso except the screw frigates Villa de
Madrid and Blanco. These vessels are after
the allied squadron.
They looked into the
Bay of Talcahuano, and were last seen, off
Juan Fernandez.
It is thought that the
Spaniards may establish a depot of coal and
provisions at the latter point. Commodore
Munez, commander of the Spanish squadron,
had declared all Chilian
coal, no matter where
found, to be considered contraband of war.—
He also notified foreign Consuls at
Valparaiso
that the blockade of Caldera has been raised.
In .Bolivia the civil war had
ended, the
President.having been victorious in a. fight at
Tiaclea. A general
had
been
amnesty
granted to all political enemies.
I he situation in Peru remains the
same.—
Two important decrees had been issued
by
the government respecting
privateers, one of
which recognizes as Peruvian citizens all
persons engaged in the maratime service
of that
nation or its allies, and all those who
may enin
the
same
service
gage
hereafter.
The second makes regulation to which men
of war pad privateers must conform in
regard
to prizes captured or recovered from the ene-

00.0c-

STATIONERY STORE. Bleached and Brown Cottons!

OR

HALL,

Promenade Concert!

STACKS OF CLOUDS,

Former

We would call the attention of those wanting

And

10 doz. Broaklast Shawls,
Former prico, $2.00
10 doz. Broaklast Shawls,

In all giades from those Heavy American Quilts to
the finest FOREIGN GOODS.

TOWIST

AUCTIONEER, 78 Exchange St.
Modern Sliver Ware
and
Antique

AN1> THE BEAST,”

“BEAUTY

Knit Goods, Knit Goods 1

QUILTS,

had at the

E. M. PATTEN,

Piano Covers.

Covers,

1-8, 4-4, 9-8, S-4, 9-4 mad 10-4

Exchange firmer; sixty days 108} net.
Money more active but unchanged.

alarming severity.

Those killed were

ba

xtp

Gold fluctuating: it tell to 32}, bat a strong boll
clement appeared ami largo purchases wore made to
cover shorts of last
week, and the price advanced to

New Yoke, March 5.
Advices from Central America report that
Ganada and Hazaya, in Nicaragua, had experienced twenty-one shocks of an earthquake
in twenty-tour'hours, eight of which were of

troops

May

on

IN AID or THE POOR OF OUR OITY,

Evening!

STACKS OP BREAKFAST SHAWLS,

Pdinted

Note,

The best of all Stationery

rates.

Central and South America.

when the

French

and

CITY

WILL SELL

VS

^

March 8th, at

FOR THE NEXT THREE DAYS

Tablings!

Embossed

Entertainment

an

Stock at Auction.

Wine.
vm
p’muslon,
l Seales,bbl»,_with the entire Furniture
olsoldI Store.
Desks, Drawers, Lsmps. Stove,
Press and Mill, show Jars, one
K°
Medicine M l., Ac. Also one live Fox.
KA1L^Y A CO., Auctioneers.
Feb 28—dul

Thursday Evening next,

Remember Every Morning,

AU

XJICE

Will give

Apothecary’s

,''’El*i*FSDAY,Mar7th, at lOo’clockat Store
St, occupied by Mr. Hanson, all the
J/.., “
ot Medicines In great
SaHci S s^re’ '“MiiUugBottles
Sambucl

SAMARITAN ASSOCIATION!

Every Afternoon,

they wiU—give

JOHN A. LOWELL, for whom

Financial.
New Yobk.March5.
Commercial's money article says stock ■ are dull
and irregular. Governments closed at Saturday’s

firmed several I ndinn treaties.
The U.S. Supreme Court
to-day decided
the case of the ship Cheshire and
appellants
the
United States, on appeal from the
against
U. S. Circuit Court for the Northern Uistricl
of New York. The Court heid that the
ship
and cargo were rightly condemned
by the
Court below, and that although the vessel was
loaded at Liverpool, and the destination
professed to be Nassau, the intention to break the
blockade was be presumed from the
place and
circumstances of the capture.

Covers,

Au

THE

To consist of tlw Fairy Tableaux from

13 FREE STREET.

Colored

Again!

Remember JStery Day,

Remember Every

In all quail tics and size..
line of HUCX and DAMASK TOWELS.
DIAPERS, HUCKS by the yard; AMERICAN
and RUSSIA CRASHES; a very aupeilor article of
SCOTCH CRASHES, at a Decided Bargain_
NAPKINS and DOYLIES, in common,
Medium,
and superfine qualities.

For sale at

Have Oome Back

Remember

A lull

The

The Secretary of the Treasury, in answer to
a resolution oi the
House, reports the expenditures for advertising at $11,572 tor the
year
1805.
The Senate in Executive Session
to-day con-

11

Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday

148 & 150 Middle St

Linen Damasks,

The Fenian*.

minority

1

w

on

of this week, from 10 o'clock A. M. till 9 P. M.
Admission 25 ceuto. Ticket* may be procured at
Lowell & Sontcr'rt, Grosman & Co.'s, and at the Club
mli5—3fc
House.

imcmuiim,

BLEACHED AND BROWN

FOB LADIES COLLARS,

Rochkbtkb, N. Y, March 6.
The Circle of Fenians in this city has endorsed Gen. Sweeney, and sent him $500.

tion.

wounded,

/ / • fj \ « 1 a
complete assortment of

r

v

cltjb

Will l>e opened

Wants to Buy !!!

Old Prices

MONOGRAMS,

Nomination for Governor*
H AiiEisBUKG, Pa., March 5.
.Heister Clymer was nominated for Governor by the Democratic Convention
to-night.
Kesolutions to support President Johnson’s

Joseph E. Jonnston arrived to-day to
before the Committee on Reconstruc-

From

*

CARD-BOARD,

ENAMELED

land.

manifested.
Col. VVm. Spence, U. S. Senator
elect, Patterson and others testify to the same effect.

at

No. 5 Free Street Block.

large.

at

opening

ELDEN & WHITMAN’S,

GEYER & CALEF’S,

NEW STYLES OP

St. Louis, Mo., Maroh 5.
Edward Newminister and E. H. Johnson,
of
the
two
five thieves who robbed the U.S.
Express messenger two weeks ago, have been
arrested and $19,215 recovered. The remainder of the $40,000 stolen is supposed to be in
possession of the other robbers, who are still

now

Hay be had at

Arrest of Hobbcrt—Feniani.

has been in service in
Tennessee, lie says leaving out the eastern
portion of the State he should tiiink it was
largely opposed to the general government,
that there is no good feeling toward the government, and very little good feeling except in
eastern Tennessee. The public sentiment in
the latter is in the main loyal. He considers
west Tennessee is disloyal as Mississippi. East
Tennessee is the only portion of the State from
which the U. S. troops can be withdrawn with
Gen.

GOODS,

Keceived

Just

see.

The report gives the

Who

ON

TI1E-

union

tion.
TUESDAY, March 6tta,

at 11 o’clock A. M., at
ofr ce, we shall sell Fiv Portable Meh Utons, and
two Meiodeuns Fiano shape; Four Fr me secondhand PIANOS, 6 and 7 octave. These Melcdem* are
The Planes
all new—, erfect and in perfect order.
are line instruments, modern in shape, and in good
condition. Can be examined any day alter Friday
next.
Also, 5 ar.'h-tup Mirrors, 2 Marble Top Center Tables, one Kich Brussell* Carpet, ific.
HKNHY BAILEY & CO., Auctioneers.
Feb 2S—did

PICT VUES

18 6 0!!

Pianos, &c., at Auc-

Melodeous,

The exhibition oi’

-AT

Sales.

Auction

THREE DAYS MORE

148 and 150!

MONEY, MONEY,MONEY,

DOMESTICS & WHITE

Paper!

Entertainments.

Bill for February!

ONLY!

ONE

LINENS,

A fine lot of Letter size

French

148 and 150!

PRICE !

HOUSE-KEEPING GOODS,

STATIONERY STORE,

their trial.

000.

received” ”oi\IE>

JUST

Miscellaneous.

Miscellaneous.

Miscellaneous.

the late rebellion.

suppressing

Gen. Meade’s name will he before the Democratic Convention of
Pennsylvania, lor Governor, this week, it is said with his consent.
Disbursement transfers of the Treasury for
ten days preceding March 1st, were $51,000,-

objection that couise was
of the amendments adopt

adopted, and most
p'1 in Committee of the Whole
’the

Prom Jamaica, Port au Prince and Turks Island•

Washington.

sanock, resigned.

SENATE.

Judiciary.

From

appcly ^

lSOO.-lsdlm_

For Sale.
story frame House, and about

3000
twe
feet of Land, on the corner of Pearl and Cumber iaad Streets.
Plenty of hard and toll water on the premises. Enquire ol

mA

C. RICHARDSON.

FebU—isdtf

General Insurance

MARINE

of

Lorillord,
Pulton,
Norwich.

moon

1

low monument?

my

They might

Traveling
CENERAL

Covering

Life Insurance

much attention. Magnesium is the metal contained in ordinary magnesia and Epsom salts,
in soapstone and meerschaum, and might be a
very common metal if uses were found for it.
Within two or three years it has been produced in England in considerable quantities, and
its price has rapidly fallen as the production
increased, till it now costs in London only ten

This weight corresponds
shillings
to a considerable bulk because of the low specific gravity of the metal, which is seven times
lighter than lead. In the metallic state it looks
much like zinc, a metal to which it bears ‘a
close chemical as well as physical resemblance.
Zinc may be readily burned in a coal fire, and
an ounce.

m the burning it also produces a white light,
due, like the magnesium light, to the incandescent particles of the solid oxide.
A small
ribbon of magnesium may be lit by the beat of
an alcohol or gas lamp, and it will burn steadily so long as it is properly protected from currents of air, provided there be no flaws in the
ribbon. A slight puff of wind may blow out
The magnesium light is remarkthe flame.
able for other qualities besides its brilliancy.—
The ultra-violet portion of its spectrum is

than six times as broad as the common

Hence the
spectrum produced by sunlight.
phenomena of fluorescence are very finely exhibited with the magnesium light. Its chemical and photographic power is intense.
Dry
chloride of silver is colored dark blue by it in a
few seconds. If a mixture of equal volume
of chlorine and hydrogen be exposed in a glass
cylinder to the light of a burning magnesium

mist of hydro-chloric acid will at once
appear; and if a second burning wire be
brought to reinforce the first, the two gaaos
wli), after a few seconds, unite with explosion,
precisely as they do when exposed to direct
sunlight. Bodies which will emit light in the
dark after five or ten minutes’ exposure to the
direct rays of the smi, as do the phosphides of
calcium, strontium, and barium, and some varieties of the diamond, of fluorspar, and of alumina, attain their maximum of phosphorescence from as many seconds’ exposure to the
a

magnesium light.
A periect lamp for burning magnesium

is

yet to be invented. The product uf the combustion is a white, solid,
bulky ash, which cr,n.
sists of nothing but pure magnesia.
It i^ difficult to get rid of this ash, which forms very
and
dims
the
rapidly
greatly
of the

brilliancy

light. Progress has, however, been ma/ta toward this most desirable end, both,
by Rngii.t
experimenters and by the American Magnesium
Boston.
One
of
of
the
most inCompany,
genious suggestions which ln^s been made is
to reduce the magnesium to powder, mix it
with sand, and let the mixture run into a jet
of gas, as sand runs from an hour-glass. The
greater part of the magnesium now manufactured is cousumed by the theaters, and for
such purposes it is certainly much more convenient and manageable than either the DrumFor lighthouses
mond or the electric light.
and for signal-ligLts at sea and upon railways,
the magnesium light possesses great advantages over any light which has ever been used
tor such purposes, but the actual employment
of the metal for ship3 and light-houses must
depend upon the invention of a lamp which
will insure the uninterrupted combustion of
the metal, and the complete and immediate
removal of the smoke and ash. For fire-works
mixtures of zinc and magnesia may be used
with excellent eflect.
By the magnesium
light photographers may work at night or In
dark weather, and the interiors of caves, cata
combs, aud mines may be reproduced with all
the distinctness of a sun-picture.
Protestor
Smyth lias obtained by its use photographs of
the
and
of
the
granite coffer in
peat Pyramid,
the
chamber of the Pyramid.
Colon
look by the magnesium light just as they look
by sunlight, so that in those countries of Europe where sunshine is scarce the light may
prove a convenience to dealers ill delicateiycolorui iuhrtcs of silk, cotton, or paper.—|Th.e

king’s

Nation.

“Please, Sw, Give

ue a

Company.

or

ing

Pekst

IMMEDIATE

coats and hearts of ‘controversy,’ discussing
things wise and otherwise, when their steps
were arrested by a leeble cry from their side

o.—

happening of the injury,

The Bates

“‘Sa-a-y! Jimmee—demed
flat; less go’u get er stew.’

If I ain’t stuck a

A young Thespian was once entrusted to
deliver the following message to Lord Randolph in the play of Douglas:—“My Lord the
banquet waits.” But having lost the run of
the sentence, he called out, amid tho roar of
the audience’ “Mr. Randolph, your supper has
been ready for you for some time.”
—

FROM

The Dividends o< the Charter Oak are equal in
value to those of any Life Co.
Dividends without interest payable hi /our or Jive
yeart, or at death, suffer a remarkable diminution
when reduced to their prevent value.

NORTH-WESTERN INS.
Ou the first day of January, 1800.

The Capital Stock of the Company is
$100,000.00
The assets of the
Company are
Cash on band, in Banks, and in hanils of
Agents,
24,347.86
Real l .stale inenenroherod of the value of
16,100.00
Bondi and Mortgages on Real Estate, 1st
,kna»
£3,324.02
Debt. secured by mortgages on vessels,
17,800.00
U. S. 10-4<» gold-bearing b. >nds. $25oo,
2,326.00
U. S. 7 3-10 Treasury notes, 6,60o,
6,415.0o
Deb's otherwise secured,
17,*33.07
Debts fbr premiums,
17,891.36
All other securities and* hi vestments,
27.810.01

$221,606.92

Total,
The liabilities of the Company ore—
Losses a dusted, due and not due,
Losses una'ijlisted, including those await-

ing proof,

All other claims against the Co,

non#.

$18,362.47
2,198.04

Vlce-rrSiffi;11

ELIAS BOOT,
JAMES J. CLAMC, Secretary.
Sworn to thia Kwh dav of January. 1x66.
I>.

of Death

Vary

$500

$10,000

TO

$3

total disabili-

$3.00 to $50.00

In the
ol

payment of losses is

a

FOR

tin. Company,
EVER HAVING LITIGATED A CLAIM!

IT I

Cents

25

CARE

for

the selection of risks, its tosses tor the last
six years having been horn SO Is TO pr. ct. leu
•haw Of any other Co. nfas long standing.
As the locus of a Co. are so are Its profits, and u
its prof ts so are Us diridends. The moral is
readily
understood.
A few competent men wanted as solicitors.
Also in

'OF

DEATH,

any

Leave Saco
and 3 40 P. if.

FOYE,

S3
Feb 20— dliw3w

Coe’s

Against Accidents!

PEE

DATt

will inaure to Boaton or New York;
30 eta, to Chicago or Milwaukee;
SO eta. to St. Loula or Cairo;
TO eta. to New Orleans, and ao on to any part
of the country, and for any number of days deaired.
Before entering a Bail Car, Steamboat, or other
conveyance, aecore yrurself and family or fHenda,
Three Thoasaud Dollar, in case of death, or
*n **** °* ,l^ury’ wlier®',y y°u may

Dec

1

Leave

Remedy

EXCHANGE STREET.

TOU

Dec 14—dtf

I

Portland, Nov. 6,1865—dtf

THAT

ABB

4

1

Lyon’s

of the best materials, in ths moat Improved manner, it is oommended to Uw public as suto
perior
Au who have
any other in the market.
used it speak of It in the hirhest terms oi praiae: and
I no manufacturer will continue his best endeavors to
advance the reputation which it has already acquired, on Its merit alone.

MADE

To restore Grey

or

diseased. Hair

to its natural condition and color.

and

Nervous Headache.
Will
cause the Hair to grow, giving it
the natural color and beauty of
youth. It will not stain the skin,
or soil the finest linen.

Conn.

Periodical

cure

SCIENTIFICALLY

Better than any Pills

Implements, Seeds,

For all Female
^ M.
II

PORTL.AKD, ME.,

-.

€»:.•'1

FARM-

Wlf. L. BRADLEY,
*•»■* Super-PheFertUize;
Ground ’done;
Powdered Raw BoiS,
®,oad Slr“t, Boston.
Jan 27—dim

FtoeCkS^^
^“‘Tobacco
&J;Flne

DTSPEPSIlAPn FITS.
SURE CURE for thorn, due.
FITS-A
—complaints is now made
FITS-on Foreign and Native Hcrhoi
-published by Ur. O. PHELPS bRown •
FITS—The prescription nashi'mlshed him in such
__—a providential manner that h<-cannot cimKi!
FITS—entiously refuse to make It known, as it haa
—Who has used
never havFI TS-lng tkiled in a single case. It isit,
equally sere
«M*of fltoas of Dyspepsia; and the In* ITS gredisnts may be obtained from
any drugt-iTe-?*1 8®nt froo to all on receipt of five cents
*

p”

--

A

fsSCdZ*w»i»

J

i-

E. WEBSTEU AND SON, Agents,
M Middle St.,
Portland, Me.
MArchS—ted3w

1

4 )4^1

Sures

*

*

of Aa

Agreeable Application

A(nt far

OR RELIEVE

the

in iU nee!

Portland,

State ef Maine.

Jan

1&—eodamo*____
NSW PEEPUME

A CONSUMPTIVE COUGH I
as

FOR THE HANDKERCHIEF.

COE’S COUGH BALSAM!
cough, bat loosen* it so that *b*
expectorate freely. It is within

It does not dry np

patient can

a

the reaeh atoll, the

Price llelnff Only 35 Cent* 11
and 1 s for sale by all Druggists.
,■

C.S.CLARK £ CO.,Proprietors, New Haven, CL
A CO., J. W. T ERKINS A CO;
H.UIIAY, Portland Me., IKkoleeale Agent,.

W. F. PHILLIPS
• nd

eodfcwlyr

Aurust 31.1H65.

“There to m each Won! to Fail.”

NT’S

TA.R

COMPOUND EXTRACT OP

Cubebs and

Copaiba,

da^.£dSwo".inlteotl.nelhnonny
ration. In the none*
Tarrant*

Compound

other

A Mart RffaMM. Dedicate and Fragrant PrrAiwr, BiMilM froiu the
Kara and Braalifal Planer from
which It tahaa lie name.
Maaafactared paly by PUALBS A SOX.

prep,

Extract if CuM* and

Copaibt

therein no need ol eondnoment or ahaaMOf dtot.In Its approved form of 0 pence, It I* entirely tentto
lean, and caaoea a# anpleanant .conation to the to.
tient. and no cxpeanro It In oow eoknowlodyed hy
the moat learned ip the profcenlon that In the
nboyn
elnm ofdleeneee, Cnbebn and
Cepelho are the onlt
two remedies known that eon be rolled n|OP with
nny oertnlnty or eneeei o.

Beware of Counterfeits.
Aok

for yhmlon'm Take no other.
■old by drojrrl.t. generally.
For sale at wholesale by W. F. Phillips & Co.
Jan. 1. Udd—eodaeowtm

Tarrant* Compound Extract of CM* And
Copaiba NEVER FAILS.

Wdob work of every description neatly
•dnltho freon Often.

oncnu

i

Tb* Oxygen, by Inhalation Is carried directly Into

soon

a*

composing the carbonised matter In the system, aad

are

BRIDGE, LORD

&

6

Beaton, Feb. 3d. 1SC6.

CO.,

Boston

and

Street,

Coughs, Colds, aad Lung Affections,

of the Blood, (unless hereditary)

geuair Is

lack of Oxygen.

a

The immediate effects produced by this treatment

Philadelphia

will be demon-

as

strated to all those who witness its application to patients.

SPRAGUE, SOULE & CO.,
9 T

Wharf. Boston.

and

.Londonderry

B

this remedy seventy-five per cent, of diseases

He makes these assertions without fear of

FAIL.

contradiction.
He has had
and has had
not

long experience

a

no

patient that

this Remedy,

with

benefited If

he has not

cured.
office at No. 119

an

and in

The
ton

a:i

following

the

seventy-

somo

Whit^ Lead.

N. B.— Ladles desiring may consult oho of theft
A lady of experfence in constant a:tend
iaat.lMOdAw

improvement.

CHEROKEE

article that appeared in the Roe-

is an

average about

on an

Cures all diseases caused tr

been

afflicted, tor several years with paralysis, called

crotchet, and after

on

A case of Lock Jaw
He has

IC atiojt.

p[

scores

the above, all oi which

truly

is

an

we march

one

be

as

well

druggists;

sa

cured with ohe ap-

of cases

con

as

marvelous

Dr. W. E.

Cherokee

This

substantiated.

lfEEWIN,

of New Y

LEAD, Dry and

in

Oil, '.ED LEAD,

LITHARGE,

Glass-mj' crs*

Lead,

CHEROKEE INJECTION,

:

recommended In those cases of Fluor Aldus or
White* in Female«. The two modiaines used la
conjunction will not fail to remove this disagreeable
complaint, and In those cases where other medicines
have been used without success.

$5.
Bottle,
$t, Three
Bottles,
Pries, Remedy, One
**
u
**
%&>
Injection, *
The Cherokee Cure,n “Remedy** and **InsecUou'* are to be found in all well regulated drug
stores, and are recommended by physicians and
druggists all over tho world, fbr their Intrinsic wortl^
and merit. Some unprincipled dealers, however,
try to deoeive their customers, by selling cheap awl

Hopelessly Abandoned!

Red
BY

etc.

worthless compounds,—ia order to make money—
In place of these. Be not decetred. If the druggists wHI not buy them fi»r yoo, write to tin, and we
will send them to you by express, securely packed
and free from observation. Wo treat oil diseases to
which the human system is subject, ami will be
pleased to receive full and explicit statements IVmn
those wbe have tilled to receive relief heretofore.
Ladies or gentlemen can address ue in perfect confidence. We desire to send onr thirty-two pagu
free to every lady awl gentleman in the
nd.
Address all letters tar i*rnphlett, roodlolnee,
or advice, to the sole proprietor.

PHYSICIANS.
1“

___

it-.

T !

and Refined.

by Druggists

Sc

Dealers

MRS. MANCHESTER,

ROCKINGHAM

DR.

Cunpblet

l

and

by

given up by Physicians as incurable.

Agents,

From the resulU obtained from

287 Pearl St., NEW YORK.

long ami varied

a

experience With this

!

Wonderful Remedy
LIFE, GROWTH AND BEAUTY.
Mrs. S. A. Allen’s World’s
Hair Restorer and Dress-

ing invigorate, strengthen
and lengthen the hair. They
act directly upon the roots
of the hair, supplying required nourishment, and
natural color and beauty
returns. Grey Jtair disappears, bald spots are cov-

ered, hair stops falling, and
luxuriant growth is the result. Ladies and Children
will appreciate the delightful fragrance and rich,

glossy

appearance imparted to the hair, and no fear
of soiling the skin, scalp, or
most elegant head-dress.
hU by all

Depot 196 A
W

~

mill!

He can confidently assure his patienU that be

200 Greenwich St N. Y.

Inducements

1866-dnwftn_
qp.

aru made from a Recipe ntiRdiml
ol I’ort land, Maine
of
highest efficiency In allaying Irritation ol the throat, a property due to their demglrent
ingredient*. They also re Here bronchial irritation
by looaening and *olteniiig the tenacione secretion,
upon the llajug of the tutee, so that iteaa ha readily

They

are

expectorated.
ftanr poison, are mltfect to ndrynen. aad tickling
the throat, while attending church, which often
cauaea cough ( these troche* will remote all that

TO
Who
Hr.

are

suffering with diseases peculiar te them, the

would my Us trratmeat reaches their Smubhl at

once.

The
aide

Dr. tea aprcial ImtaMnt hr ptlioti who

hr teak la the eeaatry.

iw-

Write sat a hll ds>

•criptloa of yoar caae. aad Iniifanaf vitkflUl

ter-

Mom will be seat bj eijweaa.
eoaaa#

wlthla

tte reath af aB.

CONSULTATION, FOB THE

loan fro*

|_y

I As

BAirr m rns paleta. aaaaa a* H«. an
I peeMpUj. am require inrreaao «4 4aa 4a ana
•xhaaat, luli.i eMarly persons, ‘—Vt aid child
tea, are Jeer the thing. ‘t*0
«•„'<»* <»ee Urn aart awfo,. tArranted
u> all eaaan a* m«a and FaDbga# the Imm.
Wa
pcewbe a care tor ail ijaptMaa af Ike Lnararsia,
«aeh a«Oparaad«H» after eailn;, ftoar Ht»aiach, HndtUnit oi loud, Paludal I Hat ab». Ileadse !,*-. IHzalneM,
Pain la lla Bara and Ldu, talwnou ol the Skin
and Rea«. Alek Uaadaabe.
natod Tomm MtUunaan, Ldr«r Cawpialai, Urn at Aie-etiia Debility,
ah
IrranJarUee.
Muaikly Pain., ami
Trmreters W Me tm-ogts hat
Faintness, 4r
•Mat they need, ms them mr a* aaparl and Ma I ms*
•ha: then mas he earned t» NfiaiyaM. l'rlce *•
rente per be* ;-uui.il bnxre 30 asms.
Fuc tale by J.
8. HAKUIaoN *C0.. Pr.q.rlel«u., So 1 Tremoat
Temple, Boafna. WlB be mailed to ant addreee on

mETm,,*? ££?-

Xauralgfil

PRESENT, FREE!
Ull ft P. M. .Jtt

eackali.it

J. C.

a warm

Rockingham, M. D.,
ISt

loom

tlURLES

W. FOSS. Proprietor.
NATHAN WOOD, O. P. SHEPHERD
A CO., and H. H. HAT.
feltddrn

Exchange St.,

Under International House,

Alto, by

%W II you are in want of any kind ot PBINTING
)
I
c»U
tka patty Pma OBoa

Street.

LADI12S

ot

trouble ami present taking cold on going from
ont Into the -old air.
For sale wholesale and retail
by

England.

U alias the seal ol death 1* already upon them.

1

Troche*
rIESR
Rom Charlie Morse, M. It.,
the

For sale be Dnigciats. V) neat* par bottle.
UEO C. Coon WIN * CO„ 37 llenoTcr
tor Now
Boston, Sol. Agent*
■*
k>
KWiJfl «*
,f

RESTORE THEM TO HEALTH!

CILAS. MORSE’S

TROCHES

timMm

PR. STTilCKLA NP*S MELLIFLUOUS COLUIl
BALSAM is wviuitcsi to cure Conrii*,< ukU. Hornnew, Asthma, Whnophtg Conifh, Sore TSir.at, Consumption, and and ail atil Hons ot the throat end

■

tTTharfrs an loch that tnatnaat

P. PHILLIPS * CO., General

ean

speedily

*

Sept Tt,

Dr. W. B. M£BVIH. 87 WiJkw St. M. T.

Would especially Invite those patienU who have been

THE INDEPENDENT

CLAIRVOYANTI

-Gleet and all Hu*

care

Diechargee in Male or Female, curing recent
in from one to three dag*, and is especially

ecu*
cane*

had been

PU "vE WHITE

diuretic, and when used in
with tho

oonjunction

And ha* cured Jiffy per cent. of those patienU who

Manufacturers of

Remedy,

all Urinary Coropliinta, viz: Gravel. InjbtmMillion of the Bladder and
fKulneyRetention of
1 Urine, Strictures of the
| Urethra^ Dropsical StcsUfingt. Brick Dust Deposits,
and all disease that require

25,000 Extreme Cases!

k,

St., H. T.

Cores

of light.”

:i“;

37 Wilier

as

The banner under which

age of progress.

is

was

jcult

appli-

three

cations of Oxygen oould apparently walk
ever.

}

en-

have been performed. A gentleman who had

of

.west of VMnn. Premature
(Hit AW. WMik Xerree. InfiLretithing. Pal* iiatnter
nance. Infinity, Coneumption, and all diseases that fol*
low as a sequence or youthful Indiscretion*
Tbo Cherokee Cure will restore health and rlror,
stop the emissions, and effect a permanent euro
after all other medicines have failed. Thirty-two
page pamphlet sent In a sealed envelope, free to any
address.
Price $2 per bottle, or three bottles fbr $& Bold
or will be sent by express to any
by all
portion of tho world, on receipt of price, by tha
sole proprietor.

No

cures

the Dr.’s Office

Lot

remarkable

moat

Ttz.-*

Memory, Universal /,aeeitmt+ Paine in the Back, Mm-

He

medicine is administered, the patient being cured

at

•elf-abuse,

at 119

75 patients daily.

(

MEDICINE,

INDIAN

Oxygenixed Air, (as practiced by Br. Hartwell

is treating

CURE,

TUB QBBAT

reference to

in

‘•The system of treating diseases by inhalation of

Also, LINSEED OIL, Raw, Boiled

FOB PASTIES WISHING TO BUILD.
mHE subscribers offer tor sale a large quantity ol
1 desirable building lots In the Blest End of the
city, lying on Vaughau, Pine, Neal, Carlton. Thomas,
West, Finery, Cushman, Lewis, Bramhall, Monument, Danlorth, Orange and Salem Streets.
They will sell on a credit of from one to tea years,
if desired by the purchasers, and to parties who will
build houses of satlslhctnrv character, they trtU advance, if desired, one fourth <tf the cost qf building, on
completion qf the house. From parties who build Im-

pari

DR. HUGHES.
by addressing
No. G Temple Street (corner of Middle), Portland.

does not fail to

ROBERT COLGATE Sc Co.,

Great

purely

the success of this mode of treatment

of

Catarrh

From 618 Broadway, New York, has returned to
Portland, and can be consulted at her offioe, No, 11
Clapp's block.
A Clear Case of Clairtotaet Sight.
Dear Madam .'—Permit me to tender you my sincere thanks for the cure you have effected on my
child. My daughter, ten years old, wee taken eiek
We called
las, January in a very singular manner.
In sis of the beet Physicians In the city; they said the
case was a very singular one—they never saw one like
it and came to the conclusion they eould not tell
what the disease was. Some triends advised that we
should call on a Clairvoyant; there being none tn
Wrcvidence that we oouM rely on, we wrote to Mrs.
ANCME3TKR, in Portland, deeeritdng her ^mptoms. She immediately examined her case and told
that Sbe had a Snake in ber stomach, tohl where she
drank It, and that it has been growing, and Horn the
best of her Judgement she should think it ten or
twelve inches long. 1 gave the child her prescription
add in a few hours the child ejected the snake alive
from the stomach; It was measured and found to be
eleven and a half Inches long. We hswu it preserved,
that all may see for themselves that this statement Is
really so. I am confident that the child eould not
hare lived, had It not been for Mrs. Manchester, and
we feel as though she never could be repaid for her
MARY RAY,
skill.
GEORGE W. RAY.
Providence. R. I.. Nov. 10, IMS.
dctttt

Dr. H.’s Electic Renovating Medicines arc unrivalled in efficacy and superior virtue in regulating all
Female Irregularities. Their action is specific and
certain of producing relief In a short time.
LADIES will find it invaluable in all rase® of ob
wtruetious after all other remedies have been tried in
It is
vain.
vegetable, containing nothing in
the least lidurlous to the health, and may be titkui
with perfect safety at all rime®.
of the country, with ftill d ruction*
Sent to any

a

and Linseed Oil Co.,

Infirmary,

LADIES.

DR. HUGHES particularly nvites all Ladles, whe
need a medical adviser, to call at his rooms. No. 5
find arranged for theii

The Inventor of this Remedy has given H hi upward*

Atlantic V Site Lead

HUGHES,

Temple Street, which they will
especial accommodation.

of his long expe-

course

THE

TO

DR. C. L BLOOD,

PORTLAND, Me.

l

Dr. J. B.

Electic Medical

patient in whom be has

one

Traveller of the 21st of February,

—^——e.^—■——

Physician

SECOND STAGE OF SEMINAL WEAKNESS.
I can warrant a perfect cure in such cases, and a
lull and healthy restoration ol the urinary organs.
Persons, who cannot personally consult tfte l>r.,
can do so >y writing, in a plain manner, a description
of their diseases, and the appropriate remedies will
be forwarded Immediately.
All correspondence strictly confidential, ami will be
returned, 11 desired.

own sex.

rience he ha* had bat

tirely by Inhalation. Some of the

Liverpool.

Steerage,
$25
Payable in Gold or its equivalent.
For freight or passage apply to
H. & A. ALLAN,
5 G. T. R. Passenger Depot.
mh5dtd
Portland, Dec. 11th, 1865.

P. & F. A. RAILROAD STATION,
Opposite Preble House, Congress St, Portland.
E. P. BEACH, Gen. Agt. I WM. FLOWERS.
Eastern Agt.,Bangor.
979 Broadway, New York. |
j
BLANCHARD * CO., Agents,

-AND-

There are many tuen at the ag« of thirty who arc
troubled with too frequent evaenations from the bladder, often accompanied by a slight smarting or bunting sensation, and weakening the system in a mannei
On examining the
the patient cannot account for.
urinary deposit* a ropy sediment will often be found,
and sometimes small partick* of semen or albumen
will appear, or the color will be of a thin milkisii hue,
again changing to a dark and turbid apptaiante.
There are many men who die o< this difficulty, ignorant of tlie cause, which is the

enum-

erated above, whoro medicines would POSITIVELY

Harrison Avenue) is attracting much attention.

Return Tickets Granted at Reduced Rates

Through Tiokets can bo procured at all the principal Ticket Offices in New England, and at tUe Union
Ticket Office, at the

Electric

HOW MANY TIIOl'SANIM CAN TESTIFY TO
THIS UY UNHAPPY KXl'MilLNiEI
Young men troubled with emmiona m a'een, -a
complaint generally the reaalt of a Uul built In
youth.—treated Mcfentifically, and a perfect cure uarrantod or no ihargu nivh.
Hardly a day lawwn l*at we arc consulted by on®
or wore young man with tin; above dhu-aso, noin® ol
whom are as weak and emaciated as though they had
the consumption. and by their f» feud* *uppo <d to
have it. All such ca-e* yield to the proscr and nly
correct course ol treatment, nnd in a short tune are
made to rejoice in i»erfect health.

No. 5 Temple Street [corner of Middle
Street’, Portland. Me
ty Send a Stamp for Circular.

Would take this occasion to state that he cures with

failed to make

Carrying the Canadian and U. S. Malls.
Pasbesoebs Booked to

through Bea-

A

miraculous,

wnulerfSU almost

an

five patients daily,

Montreal Ocean Steamship Go,

FromPortland to the Weat, Horth & So. West.

o’

as

ally caused by breathing Impure air; impure

Harrison Avenue, Boston, is treating

Philadelphia,.at

Grand Trunk Railway.

H R

well

as

are

Humors

DR. HARTWELL, who haa

India Street.
feb7dtf

The Steamers NORMAN, SAXON, and ARIES
now form the line, and a steamer leaves each port
BVBKY FIYB DAYS.
From Long Whar ’, Boston,.at 12 M.
From Pine St. Wharf,
10 A.M.
Freight for the West forwarded bv the Pennsylvania Railroad, and to Baltimore and Washington by
Canal or Railroad, free of commissions.
For freight, apply to

_Nov 22—dlyr

KEEK Foil AX AXTIDOTE IX KtJnOX.
The raiiu* anJ Ache, amt Latitude :ui 1 Nerroue
c
tToetratioa that may taikiw Impure..
the I Varum, ter to the whole .yutvlil.
Do not wait tor the connuiumatlm thai b> nun to follow : do not wait lor Un.ighUy Cb-era, tar
Diaahled l.iu.U, tar Luaa ui beauty
and Coubkaion.

DR. ROCKINGHAM

first

209 State

Or to

▼IA THE

T

tb* pores.

COMPANY.

class, and will sail semimonthly. Having very superior Cabin accommodations, they offer unusual facilities for those wishing
to visit the Island of Cuba.
Price of passage, $6.) in cnrrercy.
For freight or passage, apply to
WM. H. KINSMAN A CO.,
Tlieso steamers

Lees than by any other Route!

Eye, Ear,

a*

the Blood win carry It, burning up and de-

All who have committal an nco. ol an, kind,
whether it be the military vice oI youth, or the .Unghig rebuke of lulaplaced cmiAdeucc iu tuaturvr

Address:

FOR HAVANA.
Carrying the United States Mails. The
STEAM EH
TONAW.ANDA,"
John Berry, Commander,
TTTILL gall from the end of Long Wharf,on TnuRS? ▼ DAY. February 15tb, 1866, at 3 P. M., to be followed by the Steamer “CORTEZ” sailing Thursday, March 1st, 1866, at 3 P. M.

Regions, Canada,

routes

reaching all parts o< tb* *y*t*ai

tb* circulation

BOSTON AND CUBA

STEAMSHIP

—TO THE—

Mew York

Air !

Oxygenized

Ie27d5

Passage to Londondery and Liverpool:
Cabin (according to accommodations)
$70 to $80

mediately, SO CAS 11 PAYMBXTS UKlJCLBXil.
Apply every day except Sunday, (him nine to ten
A. M., at Uie office of the subscribers, where plans
may be seen, and frill particulars obtained.
J. B. BROWN A SONS.
rpHE sobserlb rs having taken the Agency lor I ^
Portland, May 3, 1863.
A Doctor Bash’s Valuable Medicines, are prepared
mayttf
to furnish them in any quantity nt the Doctor’s
1‘rie**'
Dressed Hosts.
Wt F. PHILLIPS ft CO.,
A LARGE lot Just received and tor sale by
Wholesale Druggists,
U» Middle Street, Portland.
FebM-dfcr

Dr. Rush’s Medicines.

IN H ALATI ON

c. C. EATON, Agent.

General

Invaluable remedy to Sciatica, Gout, Neura!Back, Side or Stomach ; Strain*, Sprain
and all Joint affection*; ChUhlain., Cramp; and will
thetoenem from Cut., Burn, and Brulec*.

H. H. HAT, Druggist,

HAVE CONFIDENCE.
-BY-

day* of tailing until four

1866._

genially,

An

Influenza, Whooping Cough,

on

TICKETS 1

;

The

gi^Lame
Coughs, Colds, Croup, Asthma, ^e

quick

IY“ Freight received
clock 1,5.

Panama Railroad may t» scoured
by early application at (his offioe.
marSOdhwtf
March 90. 1886.

SURE

SURE

No Medioine ever known will earn

as

On and after Monday,March 5th,
the Steamer NEW BRUNSWICK,
Capt. K. IJ. Winchester, will until
ftirther notice leave Railroad
Wharf, f >ot ofState St, every MONDAY, at 5 o’clock E. M., for Eutport and St. John.
Returning will leave st. John ever THi BSDAY,
at S o'clock A. M. lor r.aatport, l'ortland, and Bos-

OF HO IHJURY TO THE SYSTEM.

Coe98 vougn Balsam!

ing

And SCROFULA,

caused from

SPRING ARRANGEMENT.

SURE

'1

St. Juba.

Calais and

Eastport,

For sale

I

J. IT. PERKINS If CO: W. F. PHILLIPS If CO.,
tndH. H. HAY. Portland, Me., Wholesale Agents.
i

Positive !

Relief from allRheumalie Affections.

For D. 8. and Canada.

If

are

PARALYSIS,

MIDDLE-AGED MEN.

Steamship Line.

Mail Steamers and

ana

competent
opportunity
patiiology,

NEURALGIA,

expel* It through

InternationalJiteamship Co.

CHASE, Supt.

RAT MS OF FARR,

March 1—dim

| Njf > 8 I
CASES

TAR RANT St CO..
•7A Greenwich St., Bew Tort.
Sold hy Dmf*irta all over the World.
tonyBBtdly

A GreatBararriin.

\

j,,

*

C. G. CLARE A CO., Gen’lAgmts,

manu-

foeiure of my Fertilizers, 1 hare made arrangements
with (be highest chemical talent, to aid me in this
important department, and not a single ton of Phosphate or Tobacco Fertilizer will be allowed to go to
market until It has been sampled and passed inspection by actual anjsis.
Fertilizers can be purchas„A^rTh®.?boTe-n*,nod
ed
from reliable dealers
throughout Now England.
and directions
testimonials
cont*in>ug
Bee
8uper,-phosphate oi Lime can be had,dealmauufltcturor nr
" Manual lor
Tobacco will
be sent rrL.
growing
*°y *ro»OT
Cm weed, by asking for
it

,r

(x,

j tiH

Druggists everywhere,

00
ley’s Patent Tobacco Fertilizer.
second best ex periment on Tobacco, do.
40
Reports to be s«bt hi on or before the 1st day oi December, 1666, to William L. Bradley, Boston, containing description ot sod, mode of cultivation, quantity of super-Phosphate oi Lime used, sf whom purchased, and whether with or without barnyard manure; every report to be certified to by some citizen
oi Integrity in the town where made: these reports
when In, wi’.l be referred to a Committee of three
competent, disinterested gentlemen, whose duty lit
shall be to award said premiums alter examining the
reports; the premiums to be paid on the 1st day of

MANNEKINO,
Notary Public.

SURE RELIEF!

•specially forbidden in the directions which accompany each bottle.
Prepared by JOHN l.. LYON, M. D. Bold by

Five Hundred Dolle»rs I

BOMUttur, Agent,
At Office on the Wharf.
Portland, Fob 28tb, 1866.—dtf
A.

The Steamship NORTH AMERICAN, Capt. Kerr,
will sail from this port for Liverpool, SATURDAY,
March 10th, 1866, immediately alter tho arrival of the
train of the previous day from Montreal.
To be followed by the Nova Scotian, March 17th.

ton

Complaints,

M
EXCEPT IN CERTAIN

AT MANUFACTURERS PRICES.

possible chemical error in the

p.

W. D. LITTLE, Agent.
Passage Tickets for California, by the Old Line

$0

generally

-—

Railway Ticket Office, 31 Exchange Street, (op stairs.)

Oil

LUNGS,

RHEUMATISM,

cure-alls. i»urportmg to be the best in the world,
net only useless, but
always injurious. The unlortujiate should be paktiu u ab in selecting Ins
physician, as it is a lamentable yet incoiiUovertable tact, that many syphilitic
patients are mtk.’o
miserable with ruinod constitutions
by maltreatment
iVoiu bicxperienced physicians in general
practice;
lor it is a point
conceded by the Kst syphLograpbers, that the study and management of there
oomplaints should engross the whole time ol those
and successful in their tr» a
who would be
The Inexperienced genera: practitment and cure.
nor time to make
ioner, having neither
hiinscll acquainted with their
commonly
one
of treatment, in mo*- cases makpursues
system
an indlscruuhi&U: use of that antiquated and dangerous weapon, the Mercury.
are

_

land, I'ainden, Belfast, Kearsport, Bucksport, and
Win ter port, both ways.
Pas-engers ticketed thron-h on theBoeton A Mains,
and Eastern Rai read at thelx-putsin Boston, Salem,
Lynn and Lawrence.
For Freight or Passage siply to

OChS.

and

Ws

FREIGHT FOR THE SOUTH AND WE8T.

Also, Tickets by all the principal

Powders!

or

and is safe to use at all times

Ware. Ao„
City Hall Bslldisf, Market Sgaare,
Wo owl on

FITS-seyCity.N.J.

SPRAGUE’S
j

"apt.

(•erfect and PERMANENT CUBE.
lie would call tho attention ol the afflicted to the
tact of hi* long standing and well-earned epututlou
furnishing suliicient assurance ot his skill and suuCAUTION TO THE PUELIC.

NOSE,

On and after Friday, Mar. 2d,
tho new an* fast-going Steamer

“REGULATOR,”

privately,

Every intelligent and thinking i*erson must know
that remedies handed out for general use should have
their efficacy established by well tested experience In
the hands of a regularly educated physician, whose
preparatory studies lits him tor all the duties he inu>t
lulnll; yet the country Is llooded with poor nostril me

He treats especially Diseases of the

-OF-

'R- Kof x,w!U leave Railroad Wharf,
'foot of State Street, Portland, every
Toxsdat and Friday Evening,at 10 u’eloek, connect,
ing with the 2Jr .ii train lrum Boston.
Returning will leave h'intrrport every Moaner and
Thursday Morning a'6o*clock, touching at Roek-

can be consulted
and with
tho utmost confidence by tho afflicted, at alJ
hours ally, and from 8 A. M. to 9 P. M.
br. H. addresses those who are suite ring under the
affliction oi private diseases, whether
arising from
impure connection or the terrible vice of
IieTOtln* Ids entire time to that particular branch ol
the medical prok-ssion. he iccls wurranted In tii'AUWA.M KEl.NG A CUBE
ALL CASES, whether Ol
long
standing or recently contracted, entirely removin
the dregs of disease from the system, and maklne *

to call.

ARRANGEMENT I

THS

THROUGH

House,

Where he roepeclftilly inv.tee all who may ho euRor-

ing

WEST !

MAINE.

vx winon

Wholesale and Retail Dealers in

SPRING

—OR THE—

Price SI* Per Sale by all Draggiits*
Jim IS-HBod&wlyr

PREPARED

Of DIRECT and POWERFUL ACTION.

any

PORTLAND,

THE GREAT FEMALE REMEDY.
A

PORTLAND & PENOBSCOT RIVER

I’orhiaiKl

AUSTIN B. FRENCH,

Drops!

KENDALL & WHITNEY.

1867.
January,
To avoid

and 2 30

And allueedfal lniormation cheerfully furnished.
Tnatnit^dtas will And it greatly tc their advantage
to proonts Through Tieketa at the

BUFFERING,

FLUID PREPARATION

In Premiums, ollered to NEW ENGLAND
ERS tor the best experiments with my

M.

IS

Eradicates all Humors and Dandruff from the Head. Will prevent

SOLD BY

x

p.

Agent for all tlie great Leading Routes to Chicago, Cincinnati, Cleveland Detroit, Milwaukee,
Galena, Oshkosh, Bt. Paul, LaCrosso, Green Bay,
Quincy, Bt, Louis, Louisville, Indiana polls, Cairo,
lo.. and is prepared to furniik Through Tickets
from Portland to all tho principal Cities and Towns
in the levai States and the Canadas, at the

Proprietor,

Agricultural

and 2 20

LITTLE

D.

■W.

H. H. HAT, W F PHILLIPS If CO, and J. W.
PERKINS If CO., Agents, Portland, Me,

1803.

L. BILLINGS, Agent.
Aug t, 1865.fob.18,1863—dtf

to Travelers

Important

IX) W BBT

New Uaven,

Bradley,
X,

m.

West, South, North-West and the Canadas.

BOSTON.

APRIL.

▲.

FRANCIS

C. G. CLARK & CO., Proprietors,

SUPER PHOSPHATE OF LIME,

PATENTED

Portland for Boston at 8

International

iy

Freight trains leave Portland and Boston daily.

Bold by Druggists everywhere.

BRADLEY'S PATENT

Wm. L

On and after Nov. 6, 1865, Prssenger

Leave Boston for Portland at 7 30 ▲.

We begof you, if you are siok, to make just one trial
of it. Price One Dollar per bottle.

COE’S

by

dc22tf

M.

and in every instance regulates and restores to a
healthy condition a disordered stomach, enabling the
patient to take healthy food without danger of distress from it. It is the most wonderful romedy and
the most speedy in its action, ever known to the
world. Noone will do without it in the house that
has ever used it onee.

Ticket & Insurance Office,

Manufactured

mu-i-mu-g-i

*£gg^jg&TrainB-1cav« M follows«45

Under the

Exchange Street,

STEAMERS

Montreal,

No. 5 Temple Street,

"lATHERE he

sel£abu*e.

...

Feb 26,

SACO & PORTSMOUTH R. R.

Dyspepsia Cure

At No. 151

day, Thursday, Friday and Saturat 7 o’clock P. M
and India Wharf, Boston,
every Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday,Thursday, Friand
day
Saturday, at 5 o’elock P.M,
Fare in Cabin.
$2.00.
Freight taken as usual
The Company are not responsible fbr baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value, and that personal, unless notice is given and paid fur at the rate of
one passenger for every $500 additional value.

Portland dally (Grand

15.1863.‘

land and vicinity, that he has established himself

day,

o

PORTLAND

ITT

D. LITTLE, State Agent.

IP.

Agents,

INDIGESTION AND GENERAL DEBIL

Kicks and Bites of Horses or other animals, upsetting of or falls from Carriage*, Ac., Ate.
Evefy person is liable to accidents of some kind,
and should therefore Insure without delay.
Policies issued and Tickets sold at the

Railway

R.

burn and Lewiston at 7.30 A. M., and tor Bangor and
all intermediate Stations, at 1.15 P. M.
Returning,
trains irom Auburn and Lewiston are due at 8.30 A.
M., and from Bangor and all Intermediate stations,
at 2 P. M., to connect trains fur Boston,
ty* Freight trains leave dally at 6 A. M.
EDWIN NOYES, Supt.

St., Portland.

One Bottle is guaranteed to cure the worst case of
Dyspepsia in existenoe, and one dote will Instantly
relieve the most aggravated attacks of
Cholera Morbus,
Bick Headache,
Bickness at Stomach,
Dysentery,
Fever and Ague,
Heartburn,
Colic Fains.
and in lket all diseases proceeding from the 8tomach
and Bowels. D is a sovereign and permanent cure lor

Policies issued for any sum, covering accidents ef
of any kind, auch as Falling of Ice and Snow from
buildings, or Falling on the Ice Skating, or Broken
Bones, Bruises, SprMna, Cuts, Burns and Scalds, Assaults by Burglars, Explosions of Lamps, Falls,

31

Trains leave

TO

di? Fiedweek

General

RAL R.

Has the honor to announce to the citizens of Port-

THROAT, and

Will, nntil further notice, run as
follows—
Leave Atlantic Wharf, Portland,
every Monday, Tuesday Wednes-

>.«.J»*~fa»vTruiik Depot) Sundays excepted,lor Au-

STOMACH AND BOWELS!

Thun, 10 eta.

THE

PRIVATE MEDICAL ROOMS,
v v

Arrangement I

Forest City, Lewiston and

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.
m-iufpjmrt

and all diseases of the

CENTS

MAINE CE

DYSPEPSIA!

of

Summer

u hokum t.

ton.

v

injury, for $:H>00 in case of death,
weekly benefits in case of bodily injury,

TEN

CARPENTER, Sufi.
Portland, Oet 26,1866—dtf

BAYLEY, President

State

PORTLAND AND BOSTON LINE1

River for Portland at 6 30 and 940 A. ■.

DAN

..

BY

sum

A.

SWAN,

Exchange

The World’s Great

ADD
TRAVELLERS,
railroads steamboats, sailing
VESSELS, STAGE COACHES, or other public
conveyances may insure against loss ol life, or sort*

&

COFFIN

augtfi'ffidly

the small

/

Compensation.

WM.

CHEAP INSURANCE!

or

DATS.

EDWARD GREENE, Secretary.

State Agent far Maine.

ous bodily
and

TICKETS,

0" Sea Voyage Policies to all parts of the World, Insured at Low
Rates.

i?“ Offioe Ko. 25 Exchange Street,
8. H. McALPINE,

Insure

Weekly

On and after Monday, Oct. 30, I860,
farther

Leavo Portland for Saoo River at 800A.if,and 200
and 530p m.
The 9 40 a. if and 200 r. if. traiae will be freight
trains, with passenger cars attached.
IgST'Stagcs connect at Gorham for West Gorham,
Standish, Steep Falls, Baldwin, Denmark, Scbago,
Bridgton, Lovell. Hiram, Brownfield, Fryeburg,
Conway, Bartlett. Jackson Limiugton, Cornish,Porter. Freedom, Madison, and Eaton. N. UAt Buxton Center for West Buxton, Bonny-Eagle,
South Limington. Limiugton, Limerick, Newdeld,
Parsonsfield and Ossipee
At Soocarappa for South Windham, Windham BUI,
and North Windham, daily.

Disabling Injury.

Day, Insuring $5,000.00

^2 5

And

•

ONE TO SIX

Per

nov2dtt

Bsyrain. will leave as follows, until

CASE

GENERAL ACCIDENT

distinguishing feature

Nov. 15.

snlendld and fast Steam-

shkxwood, will on til farther no;
•loo, an as follows:
Leave Brown’s Wharf, Portland,overv WEDNESDAY and 8ATUKDAY. nt 4 P. M., and leave Pier
38 East Elver, New York,
every WEDNESDAY
andSATUBDAY, at 4 o’olook P. M.
Those vessels are Htted up with fine accommodations tor passengers, making this tlu most speedy,
safe and oomfortable route lor travellers between
New York and Maine.
Pa-sago, in State Boom,
*6.00. Cabin passage *6.00. Meals extra.
Good, forwarded by this line to and Dorn Montreal, Qnebeo, Bangor, Bath, Angusta, Eastport and
St.John.
Shippers are requested to tend their freight te the
steamers as early as 3 P. M. on th# day that they
leave Portland.
Per freight or paeaage apply to
KMEBY Sc KOXTBrown’s Wharf, Portland.
H.B.CBOMWKLLfc CO., No. 86 Wait Stmt,
New York.
May 29. 1366.
dtf

responsible fer baggage

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.
I 'I'JULili I' I

IJS

$50 Weekly Compensation

to

are

Portland, Nov. )• 1865

-AND-

PROMPTNESS

bTiaih

Or Oswego, N. Y.,

Drown-

—--

j io?»5£',1£ta
CO, ers* M?, f^La,ddfe“lDK**•

STATEMENT OF THE CONDITION OP

or of

not

to
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that personnotice
is
unless
and
for
at
the
rate
of
given,
al)
paid
one passenger lor every $500 additional value.
C. J. BRYDGES, Managing Director.
H. BAILEY, Local Superintendent.

INSUBINQ

<■

night

cause

The Company

CAN BE FOUND AT HIS

ships D1RIU0, Cent H.Sherwood,
ana FkaXCuNIA, Capt. W. W,

Canada.

PORTLAND &ROCHESTER R.R.

from

"

fog

Earthquakes, Suffocation by

Choking; when such accidental injury is the

or

over

‘Please, sir, only a few cents.’
“Looking down at his side, the man of ink
saw a little wretch, whose ragged garments afon not less than one acre of land each.
forded but little protection from the pitiless .For the best experiment on Indian Com with
my
the
and
Super Phoephate of Lime,
storm, shivering along
pavement,
(60
For the second best experiment on Com. do..
30
him
with
counteto
woe-bogone
looking up
third
do.
do.
do.
20
nance.
The whole story was pbotograped in For the best experiment on
60
Potatoes,
an instant on the quick imagination of the
second best experiment on Potatoes.
30
third
do.
‘member of the press.’ The drunken father;
do.
20
the
best experiment on T or nip*,
For
SO
the sick mother, and the little starving child,
second best
do.
20
endeavoring to beg a lew pennies to carry to For the best experiment on < late,
SO
his miserable home.
second best
do.
20
Hastily putting his
hand into his pockeWscaatiJy 'lined, as usual Fort the best experiment on Grass, either Pasture
or Meadow,
60
with the profession—lie thurst something into
“
second best experiment on Grass, do.
30
the little palm, which closed on it and disapthird
do.
do.
20
For the beat experiment jon Tobacco with Bradpeared with its owner into the darkness.

kuife.

Sun Stroke, the effects of

or

RETURN.

of this

SUPER-PHOSPHATE OP LIME,
And Bradley’s Patent Tobacco Fertilizer in crewing
Corn, Potatoes, Turnips, Oats, Grass, and Tobacco,

“With a warmer heart he turned to his companion and commenced—
‘Oount Hurt day lust whose low
declining sun—’
when he was interrupted by a sham, childish
treble, which pierced the
and
like a

Tendons,

ty to follow his usual avocations

that of diviadvantage!
system
dends payable nfter a term of year* without interest,
.are obvious. No other Company pays dividends In
this way.

We

find in au exchange the
following story, which
Js wel' ‘‘Invented,’ it'not true. It io safe to
have
lmppened, and It is an*
say that it might
other UiuitrauoB of the ueod of a central huroail'oicharity, where Imposters can be lined
from the deserving poor.
“On a cold, stormy night, lately, two representative* of the press were struggling homeward through the storm with close-buttoned

Floods and

within three months of the

aiding the insured in meeting their payments by

an

The

YEAR,

Dogs, Unprovoked Assaults by Burglars

Murderers—-the action of Lightning

RAILWAY,

On and after Monday, Nov. 6f*,1865,
HBy-'Ww trams will run as follows
Horning Train for South Paris, Lewiston and
Auburn, at 7 35 A. u.
Mail Train for WaterviUe, Bangor, Gorham, Island
ond, Montreal and Quebec at 110 p. m
This train connects with Express train for Toronto
etroitand Chicago. Sleeping Cftra attached from
laud Pond to Quebec and Montreal.
No Baggage can be received or cheoked after the
me above stated.
Trains will arrive as follows
From So. Paris, Lewiston and Auburn,
810a.m
From Montreal, Quebec Ac.
145p. m.

Sprains, Concussions, Crushings, Bruise?, Cuts, Stabs, Gunshot Wounds,
Borns and Scalds, Bites of

declares Dividends each year, and pays them at the
payment of the second and each sucoedlng premium,
thus

11.1865—dtf_

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

TIME,

all forms of Dislocations, Broken Bones, Raptured

Explosions, Chemicals,

The brilliant white light produced by burning the metal magnesium has lately attracted

wire,

OAK

THE CHARTER OAK Life Insurance Company

The Magnesium Light.

POLICIES,

FROM ONE MONTH TO ONE

aud song and light and bloom,
Should keep them lingering by my tomb.

more

ACCIDENT

FOR. A1VY LENGTH OF

Soft airs,

CHARTER

Dec.

CM

York Otiico desired.
Portland, Feb. 6,18CC—dtf

These to their softened hearts should bear
The thought of what has been,
And speak of one who cannot share
The gladness of the scene;
Whose part In all the pomp that fills
The circuit of the summer hills,
Is—that his grave is green;
And de -p!y would their hearts rejoice
To hear again his living voice.

Otherwise

or

GRAND TRUNK

prepared to carry the largest amounts desired in
Marine, Inland, Fire, Life and Accidental Insurance.
Marine and Inland, as well as Fire risks bound at
once. Losses equitably ad lusted and promptly paid.
FuYE, COFFIN & SWAN,
ty Marine Kisks placed in any Boston or New

not haste to go.

Fabe as Low by this Route as any otheb.
Stages for Rockland connect at Bath; anil for Belfast at Augusta, and for Solon, Anson, Norrtdgewock* Athens and Moose Head Lake at Skowhegan,
and (or China, East and North Vassal boro* at Vassal boro’, and for Unity at Kendall’s MiM's.
W* HATCH, Trail Manager*
*

CASH CAPITAL, 250,000 3D03L3LAIRS-

are

I know, I know I should not see
Tne season’s glorious show,
Nor would its brightness shine for me,
Nor its wild music flow;
But if, around my place of sleep,
The friends I love should come to weep,

depot

trains.

*37,000,000.

would the lovely scene around
know no sadder tight nor sound.

Might

ior Bath daily (Sundays excepted)
at 5.15 P. M. (Mixed Train.)
Leave Skowhegan for Portland and Boston at 8.30
A M., Augusta 10.35 and Bath at 11.56.
This is the only route east without break of gaugo
at Portland. Through tickets for all Stations on tins
Hne, also on the Maine Central K. It., can be purcbased in Boston at Eastern or Boston and Maine
Depots. Passengers with through tickets going east
will change cars at the Hrsi
they arrive at in
Portland, where ample time is there allowed to dine
(45 minutes) at a Jirst claa* eating house. Superior
and well ventilated cars are run with the through

Portland

OF EVERT DESCRIPTION.

Of Hartford.
Connecticut Mutual.
STATE AGENCY OF THE
Of Hartford.
Connecticut General,
STATE AGENCY OF THE
New York Accidental,
Of New Yurk.
Tlio undersigned, Agents and
Attorneys of the
above named reliable Companies with a combined
capital and surplus of more A..

With fairy laughter blent?
And wliat il, In the evening light,
Betrothed lovers walked in sight

1.00 P. M.

ACCIDENTS!

COMPANIES.

LIFE

noon

mauls, beneath the

INSURES AGAINST

_Of

People’s,

by.

Come, from the village sent,

rsp|EE3iEn Trains leave Portland daily (Sundays
;^!|jgffi«gjgjexceptcd) for Bath, Lewiston via Androscoggin R. R.), Augusta, Wafcervillo, Kendall's
Mills, Skowhegan, and intermediate Stations, at

/ m.

■-

Of Hartford.
Of Liverpool and London.
Of New York.
Of New York.
Of Now York.
Of New York.
ot Norwich.
Worcester.

Arctic,

long,

what it cheerful shouts at

‘'

New York,

FIRE COMPANIES.
.Etna,
Uoyal,
Continental,

Commencing December, 11,1863.

Dll. J. B. HUGHES

LINE.

SEMI-WEEKLY

Portland to Skowhegan via WalerriJle
and Kendall’* Mill**

ACCIDENTAL INSURANCE CO.,

insurance Co. of North America,
of Philadelphia.

The oriole should build aud tell
Ills love-tale close beside my cell;
The idle butterfly
Should rest him there, and there be heard
The ho use wile bee and humming-bird.

Of

Medical.

R. R. New England Screw Steamship Co

SJKENNEBEC
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Washington.

long summer hours,
The golden light should lie,
Amt th ck young herbs and
groups ol flowers,
Stand in their beauty
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A cell within the frozen mould,
A coflin borne through sleet,
And i«*y clouds above it rolled,
While the fierce tempests beat—
Away!—I will not think of these—
Blue be the skv and soft the breeze,
h arih green beneath the feet,
And be tne damp mould gently prossed
into my narrow place of rest.

And

NEW

FOYE, COFFIN t SWAN.

upon tlie glorious sky
Aud the green mountains round:
And thought that when I came to lie
Within the silent ground,
’Twere pleasant that In flowery June,
When brooks send up a cheeriul tune,
Aud groves a joyous sound,
The sexton’s hand my grave to make.
The rich, green mountain turf should break.

There through the
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Ceaeamyrioa l

IASTABMSH1 I> In lea,and still the best tmosra
£i remedy/or all af,Hi>-*s q/Ou l.ymgs, Throat urnt
Chest. Be cai elul to get the genuine.
RIET). CTTLEB 4 CO., Bee-ton, Proprli tora
Large Bottles, 01.00.
Small,,to cents.
Pure Cod T-lvcr oil

ol

MarchS—dti
Vj

julyddly

cante.

Bottlctl cxprcwly for Medicinal use by BEFD,
Cl’TLER 4 CO., who hare faculties for obtaining oil
the moat reliable quality. Large Bottles, jl,W.
Not 10—dawllm
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